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PREFACE

t was twenty five years ago that the authorities of the Bibliotheca
Bodmeriana offered the present document to Zbigniew Borkowski for
publication. Unfortunately, his long illness in the 1980s and premature
death in 1991 did not allow him to prepare the edition. Among his papers
I have found only the photos of the papyrus, a partial transcription and a
couple of notes.
Papyrus called Bodmer I (for details concerning the numbering of
papyrus fragments, see below) was given a general description by Victor
Martin, the editor of P. Bodmer 1 verso (Iliad, books V and VI). He published a photograph of three columns of the recto of the text.
The photographs found in Borkowski’s dossier and that published by
Martin were printed from the same negatives made in the 1950s and
unfortunately now lost. During my work in the Bibliotheca Bodmeriana
in June 1998 I was unable to ﬁnd either the negatives or the prints of the
recto. The only surviving part of that documentation are Borkowski’s
prints. These are important for the present edition as I have noticed that
the document as shown on the old photos in several places contained
some tiny scraps which have become displaced or have disappeared from
the present text now glazed.
Although unpublished, P. Bodmer I recto has been mentioned several
times in papyrological literature (see below, p. 3 n. 1).

I

VIII

PREFACE

*
The present edition could not have come into being without the help
of several people and institutions. Thanks are due to the two famous
Swiss institutions, where I worked for a month (June 1998); Bibliotheca
Bodmeriana gave me the possibility of fruitful work in its beautiful building while Fondation Hardt in Vandœuvre at Geneva granted peace and
calm for work in its ﬁne library. I also spent the greater part of my three
months Mellon Fellowship at the American School of Classical Studies
(15 April – 15 July 1999) working on the present edition.
In October 1998, November 1999 and January 2000 I had the opportunity to present the results of my work on the edition of P. Bodmer 1 recto
to the papyrological seminar of Warsaw University; I should like to thank
its members, the late Anna Świderek, Ewa Wipszycka, the late Jan
Krzysztof Winnicki, Adam Łukaszewicz, Adam Łajtar, Jakub Urbanik and
the late Tomasz Markiewicz, for their numerous valuable suggestions and
comments. The ﬁrst reader of my English manuscript was Roger Bagnall
whom I owe some valuable suggestions; our e-mail discussion has been
most stimulating and has, I believe, considerably improved the present
edition. For some minor questions I also consulted Peter van Minnen
during his short visit to Warsaw in May 2000. The next reader of my
manuscript was Dorothy Thompson who spent much of her free time
correcting my English; she also offered some interesting comments and
suggestions. Some last minute corrections and improvments were suggested in 2009 by Constantinos Balamoshev. Tomasz Płóciennik read the
proofs and corrected production-errors of text.
*
My work on the present edition was supported by the State Committee for Scientiﬁc Research of the Republic of Poland (grant no. 1 H01G
024 13).
*

PREFACE

IX

For some reasons this edition could not be published until now. It took
ﬁnal shape in autumn of 2009. In 2007 Karolien Geens defended her
PhD at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven: Panopolis, a Nome Capital in
Egypt in the Roman and Byzantine Period (ca. ad 200–600). I owe to her some
ideas – even if I do not share all of them – concerning the very purpose
of P. Bodmer 1 recto. I also discussed some points of the present edition
with Willy Clarysse, Geens’ promotor.

December 2010

Tomasz derda

NOTE FOR THE READER

Papyri, ostraca, papyrological lexica and journals are quoted by the standard abbreviations listed in J. F. Oates, R. S. Bagnall, W. H. Willis, K. A.
Worp, Checklist of Editions of Greek Papyri and Ostraka, 5th ed. (= Bulletin of
the american Society of Papyrologists, Supplement 9), 2001 – this is the last
printed version; Checklist regularly actualised is available on Internet:
http://odyssey.lib.duke.edu/papyrus/texts/clist.html. Books and articles
are cited in full on their ﬁrst occurrence; other books, especially those
often quoted are abbreviated as follows:
Bonneau, Le fisc = Danielle Bonneau, Le ﬁsc et le Nil. Incidences des
irrégularités de la crue du Nil sur la ﬁscalité foncière dans l’Égypte grecque et
romaine, Paris 1971 (Publications de l’Institut de droit Romain de l’Université de
Paris, nouvelle série, t. II)
Bonneau, Le régime administratif = Danielle Bonneau, Le régime
administratif de l’eau du Nil dans l’Égypte grecque, romaine et byzantine, Leiden
1993 (Probleme der Ägyptologie, Bd. VIII)
Forbes, Ancient Technology = R. J. Forbes, Studies in ancient Technology,
2nd ed., vol. IV, Leiden 1964; vol. V, Leiden 1966
Husson, OIKIA = Geneviève Husson, OIKIa. Le vocabulaire de la maison privée en Égypte d’après les papyrus grecs, Paris 1983
Lucas/Harris, Materials and Industries = A. Lucas, ancient Egyptian
Materials and Industries, fourth edition, revised and enlarged by J. R. Harris, London 1962

XII

NOTE FOR THE READER

Rathbone, Economic Rationalism = Dominic Rathbone, Economic
Rationalism and Rural Society in Third-Century AD Egypt. The Heroninos
archive and the appianus Estate, Cambridge 1991 (Cambridge Classical Studies)
Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants = Jane Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants in Roman Egypt. The Social Relations of agriculture in the
Oxyrhynchite Nome, Oxford 1996 (Oxford Classical Monographs)
Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft = Michael Schnebel, die Landwirtschaft
im hellenistischen Ägypten, Erster Band: der Betrieb der Landwirtschaft,
München 1925 (Münchener Beiträge zur Papyrusforschung und antiken Rechtsgeschichte, Heft VII)
Wallace, Taxation = S. LeRoy Wallace, Taxation in Egypt from augustus to
diocletian, Princeton 1938 (Princeton University Studies in Papyrology, vol. II).
Other abbreviations:
DDBDP = duke data Bank of documentary Papyri, available on CDs
published by Packard Humanities Institute (CD ROM no. 7, 1996) and its
web version.
DGE = Francisco R. Adrados et al., diccionario Griego-Español, fasc.
I–VI (to ‘¶jauow’), Madrid 1997–2009.
LSJ = H. G. Liddell, R. Scott, a Greek-English Lexicon. A New Edition
Revised and Augmented throughout by H. Stuart Jones, 8th ed., Oxford
1940; with LSJ Revised Supplement 1996.

NOTE ON
THE METHOD OF EDITION
The method of publication follows that adopted in most papyrological
editions. As there, the dots indicating letters unread and the estimated
number of letters lost are printed slightly below the line within square
brackets. The texts are printed in modern form, with accents and punctuation; the lectional signs that occur in papyri are noted in the apparatus
criticus, where faults of orthography, etc., are also corrected. Iota adscript
is printed where written; otherwise iota subscript is used. Square brackets [abg] indicate a lacuna, round brackets (abg) the resolution of a symbol or abbreviation, angular brackets <abg> a mistaken omission in the
original, braces {abg} a superﬂuous letter or letters, double square brackets [[abg]] a deletion, and the signs `abg´ an insertion above the line. Dots
within brackets represent the estimated number of letters lost or deleted,
dots outside brackets mutilated or otherwise illegible letters. Dots under
letters indicate that the reading is doubtful.
In translations, round brackets (abc) indicate variant interpretation(s)
and square brackets [abc] additions necessary in my opinion to make the
text comprehensible.
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P. BODMER I RECTO
A LAND LIST FROM
THE PANOPOLITE NOME
IN UPPER EGYPT
(AFTER AD 216/7)

CHARACTERISTICS OF P. BODMER I RECTO

Almost sixty years ago the Bibliotheca Bodmeriana started its editorial
collection, which currently includes a couple of dozen volumes publishing literary papyri. These texts are most important for research on the
pagan and Christian literature of Antiquity. The character of this collection shows well the interests of its founder, Martin Bodmer, a collector
and promoter of literary research.
In the manuscript collection of the Bibliotheca Bodmeriana, the papyri
numbered 1 and 2 (on their numbering, see my comments below) are of
exceptional importance. One of the reasons for this is that their publication marked the starting point of making the Bodmer’s collection available
to the scientific world. In 1954 Victor Martin published the volume:
Papyrus Bodmer I: Iliade, chants 5 et 6; this text of the Iliad was written on the
verso of two different papyri, numbered by the editor respectively 1 and 2.
As one can see, the Arabic numerals (1 and 2) have different significance
from Roman (I); these denominations were used by Martin, and so I shall
use them in the present publication, as any other more precise numbering
is lacking (e.g. inventory numbers). Therefore, P. Bodmer 1 (= Book V of
Iliad) contains on the recto columns 63–89 (i.e., jg–py in Greek), P. Bodmer 2 (= Book VI) – columns 48–49 (mh–my) and 52–61 (nb–ja).

DesCRIPTIOn Of The ROLL

The document published in the present volume was written on the
recto of a papyrus,1 or rather on a large papyrus scroll, which was sub1

Although unpublished, P. Bodmer I recto has been mentioned several times in papyrological literature; see, e.g., R. Bogaert, ‘Liste géographique des banques et des ban-

4
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sequently used to make copies of Books V and VI of the Iliad. Thus, it is
the scribe copying the Iliad text, who actually decided which parts of the
original documentary scroll should be preserved. If we put together all
the surviving fragments of the document in the correct order (as is facilitated by the original numerotation preserved for the columns of the land
list), it turns out that the Iliad text was copied upside down in respect to
the original document. Before the Iliad text was written, the roll had been
cut up and the first part (from the point of view the recto) was used for
Book VI, the second for Book V. Both books were copied by the same
hand, however in a different way, as far as the text layout is concerned.
The writer copied the poem text in columns the dimensions of which
followed his precise needs at a particular moment; he obviously did not
respect the column division of recto. The average width of a column with
its intercolumniation (i.e., measured from the line at the start of a given
column to the line beginning the next column) is about 15 cm (between 13
and 17 cm), of which text covers c. 10 cm, and the intercolumniation
c. 5 cm – this data is common to both books. Although, however, the vertical layout is identical, the horizontal disposition of the text is different.
In P. Bodmer 1 (= Book V) the scribe wrote only 29–31 lines per column;
in P. Bodmer 2 (= Book VI) the number of lines significantly increases up
to 38–40 per column. neither P. Bodmer 1 nor P. Bodmer 2 was trimmed
down. As a result we have margins of different width: in P. Bodmer 1 the
top margin is 4–5 cm wide and the bottom one – 7–7.5 cm; in P. Bodmer
2 the bottom margin is never wider than 6 cm; the dimension of the top
margin cannot be determined since no single column is totally preserved.2
Victor Martin begins his description of the roll with the statement:
‘À leur arrivée à la Bibliothèque les papyrus qui font l’objet de la présente
publication se présentaient sous la forme d’un rouleau accompagné de
quiers de l’Égypte romaine, 30a–284’, ZPE 109 (1995), pp. 133–173, at p. 160, with note 128:
‘Ce papyrus, qui date de 208/9, est un registre administratif concernant des terres cultivables (§dãfh l. 1)’.
2

We may incidentally notice that the rather elegant hand, large margins, big spaces
between columns and the high quality of the papyrus all clearly indicate that the scroll (or
rather two scrolls, each bearing one book of the Iliad) was of rather ﬁne quality, although
made – by our standards – of waste paper.

DesCRIPTIOn Of The ROLL

5

très nombreux fragments détachés de toutes dimensions’ (p. 7). After presenting a general description of the homeric text, Martin reaches the
conclusion: ‘(…) les deux chants de l’Iliade représentés ici constituent, du
point de vue bibliologique, des unités distinctes’. Also the photo published in P. Bodmer I shows just one scroll. It seems that in the 1950s only
one scroll came into possession of the Bibliotheca Bodmeriana (this was
P. Bodmer 1 according to the numerotation accepted from Martin’s edition). This scroll was accompanied by numerous small fragments, partly
derived from P. Bodmer 2. It will be demonstrated that the recto of a very
long papyrus scroll was written after ad 216/7; some decades later this
scroll was divided into smaller scrolls adjusted to the length of the Iliad
books (according to the so-called Kleinrollensystem3). The last preserved
column of the recto has the original number 89 (py), the first preserved,
48 (mh); as this space was sufficient for two books of the Iliad, we may
assume that columns 1–47 could have covered another two books. There
are no indications what part of the document followed column 89 (py). In
any case, however, one may assume that P. Bodmer 1 and 2, and perhaps
some other scrolls created from the long original text formed part of the
same library and thus they came together into antiquarian market.
*
Before calculating the length of the roll of which part survived corresponding to recto columns 48 to 89, we have to examine closely two parts
of it.
(1°) The place to which the two small fragments (below, pp. 58 and 134)
belong may be only ascertained on the grounds of the Iliad text on the
verso. here we find parts of lines 23–30 of the Book VI (P. Bodmer 2, col.
1 [p. 63 in Martin’s edition]) and of lines 61–67 (col. 2 [p. 63]) on fragments
one and two, respectively. Both fragments must have come from the
lower part of the homer text columns, thus from the upper part of the
document text. Although no numerals have been preserved on them, one
can assume, judging from the reconstructed lay-out of the homer text,
3

see Martin, P. Bodmer I verso, p. 11.

6
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that both fragments come from columns 48 and 49 (mh and my); such
a conclusion is correct only if there was no blank space left between
neighbouring columns, such as the space between columns 77 and 78 (oz
and oh), between columns 61 and 62 (ja and jb), or 62 and 63 (jb and jg),
the existence of which will be argued below.
(2°) That part of the recto text which ran from col. 61 (ja) to col. 63 (jg),
which is the place of division between P. Bodmer 1 and 2. A little more
than half of the width of col. 61 (ja) was preserved; the even edge is the
place of a cut; P. Bodmer 2 ended here; on the verso of col. 61 [ja] and part
of col. 60 [j], there is col. XIV of the Iliad [p. 78 in Martin’s edition] containing the last verses of Book VI and its explicit Z ILIA[DOS]. On the
back of col. 63 (jg) of the document there are fragments of verses 99–119
of Book V. And since, as already mentioned, P. Bodmer 1 contains 29–31
lines to a column, this must have been the fourth column of the text of
this book (designation also given to it by Martin). We may now roughly
calculate the distance which divided the first preserved fragment of
P. Bodmer 1 from the original edge: 3 x 10 cm (columns width) + 4 x 5 cm
(intercolumnar width) + c. 8 cm (since only the last letters remain from the
fourth column of the homer text) = c. 58 cm in total. At the same place
we have on the recto part of col. 61 (ja), the entire col. 62 (jb) and part of
col. 63 (jg), which – given the average width of the document column
(c. 15 cm) and its intercolumniation (c. 4 cm) – amount to no more than 40
cm (10 cm [missing part of col. 61] + 4 cm [intercolumniation between
cols. 61 (ja) and 62 (jb)] + 15 cm [col. 62 (jb)] + 4 cm [intercolumniation
between cols. 62 (jb) and 63 (jg)] + 6 cm [missing part of col. 63 (jg)]). It
seems to me that there is only one possible solution for this discrepancy:
between columns 61 (ja) and 62 (jb) or columns 62 (jb) and 63 (jg) the
scribe left a space of more or less one column, as indeed he did to mark
the beginning of a new section before columns 78 (oh) and 89 (py).

*
After having solved these two particular questions, we may proceed to
calculate the original length of that part of the documentary roll, of which

fORM Of eDITIOn
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fragments are preserved, that is the distance between fragment of col. 48
(mh) and the middle of col. 89 (py), where the preserved text ends. P. Bodmer 2 was originally 210 cm long (including the now totally lost columns
50 [n] and 51 [na]), P. Bodmer 1 is 406 cm long in the preserved part – originally with its lost beginning it must have measured about 464 cm. Together both parts of the scroll covering cols. 48–89 originally measured about
570 cm in length; if we add the part containing cols. 1–47 (a–mz) we reach
the impressive length of over 11 m. The height of the roll measured in its
best preserved part (cols. 78–82 [oh–pb]) does not exceed 31 cm.
*
The state of preservation of the document is by no means good, even
in its best preserved fragments. Columns 78–82 (oh–pb) have survived relatively well, but even in this section none of the columns can be read continuously and without lacunae. As a rule, the top part of a column is better preserved than its bottom; only in cols. 78 (oh) and 79 (oy), perhaps
also in cols. 80 (p) and 81 (pa), can we see part of the bottom margin.

fORM Of eDITIOn

I have decided to keep the original column numbering, even in notes
where particular passages are referred to with Greek characters for the
numbers. References to columns with either Arabic or Roman characters
(lxxviii 6, or 78, 6, instead of ph 6) could have led to misunderstanding
that the column is the 78th counting from the beginning of the surviving
part of the roll. Against common practice but following the suggestion of
herbert C. Youtie, I have not used continuous numbering of lines. Youtie
used continuous numbering for Karanis tax rolls which became a source
of trouble when new fragments of the same documents turned up. In his
review of his own edition (sic!), Youtie then wrote: ‘for the benefit of
others who venture on the publication of fragmentary texts, I suggest
that adherence to the older method of numbering each column indepen-

8
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dently will alone avoid the impractical features of the method used in this
book (i.e., in P. Mich. IV – TD). Continuous numbering must be reserved
for continuous text’.4
In the present edition, in each column I have reserved line 1 for the
column’s number, even if this is not preserved (in which case it is printed
in square brackets).
As for rendering egyptian names in accentuated Greek, I have tried to
follow Willy Clarysse’s method.5

PALAeOGRAPhICAL OBseRVATIOns

except for some additional notes, the whole document was written in
a single hand. The hand is upright and cursive, typical for fiscal documents
of the first half of the third century ad.6 The well-trained hand of the
scribe, fluent and sometimes rapid, is in some places even elegant. The editor of the Iliad-text, Victor Martin (p. 21), was of the opinion that ‘l’écriture
(of the document – TD) est d’un type bien connue, étant un dérivé provincial de la calligraphie en usage dans la chancellerie préfectorale dès la fin du
e
II siècle’ and specified as parallels PSI XII 1247 and SB IV 7335.7 The first
document, or at least its recto reproduced on Tav. I, is, however, written in
a completely different way; the latter parallel should not be taken into
account either, because the hand of the Vienna papyrus is significantly different from that of P. Bodmer I recto. Moreover, the document has no date
and cannot be considered of value for palaeographical dating.
The layout of the document is clear and observed throughout. each
entry is preceded by a space; each total is signaled by g¤nontai-sign, characteristically prolonged, as that of pa 6:
4

Scriptiunculae, p. 852 = Class. Weekly 30 (1936), 7, p. 200.

5

W. Clarysse, ‘Greek accents on egyptian names’, ZPE 119 (1997), pp. 177–184.

6

however, it is not necessary to ﬁgure out the date of the document on the basis of
palaeography, see below, section ‘Date of the document’.
7

P. Vindob. G 24473, ed. h. Gerstinger, ‘ein neuer Beitrag zur Geschichte der
griechischen amtlichen Kanzleischrift (Pap. Gr. Vindob. 24473)’, Wiener Studien 47 (1929),
pp. 168–172.

PALAeOGRAPhY
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A new section is signaled by a space of the width of one column
(before cols. 78 [oh] and 89 [py] and before either col. 62 [jb] or 63 [jg]8).
Apart from the usual g¤nontai-sign, the scribe used another symbol of
similar (or even identical) meaning. This is a vertical stroke, at its bottom
turning to the left. The sign appears whenever the scribe counted up the
land contained in entries taken from the preceding section(s). The sign is
followed by the designation of the land categories to which the totalled
arourae belonged; these are ÍpÒlogow, ‘land in deduction’, sc. ‘from taxed
land’, and fute¤a, i.e. planting paying tax in cash and not in kind (jy 7,
ow 2, perhaps also oy 24; in oy 9 upol( ) is followed by something different from phyteia but the reading is unclear).9 If the land category was
given earlier, the sign is followed (o 8 and p 5) by aﬂ p(roke¤menai).
*
As in other documents written by professional scribes of the Roman
period, the shape of abbreviation marks is not meaningless and can be of
some help for understanding the abbreviated word. If the last noted letter
is a pi, it is shaped as a curve descending round the last letter. Mu is
marked as a slightly curved stroke above the last letter or as a sign similar
to a tilde following the last letter (oy 3, p 4, p 9; y°rm(ou) in pg 4). Nu may
be written as a letter similar to that of mu (oy 5). Lambda is usually raised
(kÒl(lhma) throughout the document), sometimes with a second stroke
which gets very prolonged and goes far down (éphl(i≈tou) in pb 11).
Kappa is reduced to its bottom part, raised and prolonged towards a following letter (knÆk(ou) in pw 8).
As a rule, fractions are marked with a stroke running horizontally above
them. A series of fractions has one long stroke. Instead of the horizontal
stroke, a fraction standing alone can be marked by two small parallel
8

for the last intersection space, see above, p. 6.

9

for the conclusions drawn from this, see below, pp. 34–35.

10
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slashes, either following both characters of the fraction (iw// ) or following
each character separately (i/w/ ). As in very many other fiscal documents of
––
––
––
the Roman period, the fraction 1/32 is noted lo (and not lb ); 1/64 is jo (and
––
not jd); the scribe never wrote 1/16 in this manner. The fraction 1/2 is written in two different ways, depending on its position: while followed by
another fraction(s) it is L-shaping (e.g., jh 3, 5) and S-shaping when it
stands as the last sign.
The relative pronoun after a preposition (§n (∏) or §n (aÂw) in nb 3; ng 3,
11; nd 16, 17, 23; jy 12; oy 6, 11, 15; pb 10) is always reduced to a vertical
stroke, similar to that used for an abbreviation:
.10
As in many documents from Roman and Byzantine egypt, throughout
the document alpha with either a horizontal stroke above it or a short
stroke following it is regularly used for prÒteron.11

LInGuIsTICAL OBseRVATIOns

The wording of P. Bodmer I recto is typical for private as well as for
official documents of the Roman period. some new terms occur there,
mostly of technical meaning; among these the most important is the
adverb sunoptik«w (if my suggested interpretation is correct). new words
as well as new personal names and toponyms are always marked by an
asterisk in the Index.
The spelling of our document is correct with only a few iotacisms (g¤tonew for ge¤tonew is used regularly).
The entries on particular crops are generally made either in the dative
or genitive. In the dative, we find kriy∞i, pur«i, fak«i written through10

The relative pronoun as a vertical stroke was the rule in ﬁscal documents produced by
the Roman administration; for close analogies see P. Petaus 22, 9 (ad 185) and P. Berl. Leihg.
13, 1 ,14 (Theadelphia, 2nd cent. ad), both, unfortunately, published without photographs.
This rule is, I believe, well known to the editors although it has never, as far as I know,
been analysed in detail. There are only remarks, mostly hidden in comm. ad locos, see, e.g.,
P. Oxy. VI 918, ii 4 comm.
11

see J. Shelton, ‘The sign *a and other remarks on Theban ostraca’, ZPE 20 (1976),
pp. 127–133.
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out the document, with the persistent use of iota adscript, with just two
exceptions (o 6 and p 3), which was a rare phenomenon in documents of
so late a date.12 But parallels are significant: the same practice is to be
seen in a land list of tenants and cultivation, P. Leid. Inst. 48. In that text,
dated paleographically to late second/early third century ad, the crop
names are in the dative whenever crop sowing is involved. The dative
refers to the land, or simply the arourae (sown) with wheat/barley, with
the noun spÒrow consequently ommitted. Iota adscript in our document
is also used in a different context, for the article in pd 4.
In the case of those products which do not involve something sown,
e.g., br«siw, we print them in genitive. The genitive rather denotes the
type of land, as it does in the case of those crops whose name differs from
the term used in papyri for the land on which they are grown (e.g. lãxana
– laxane¤a). This editorial practice may be supported by documents
where the technical terms for different kinds of cultivation are used in an
unabbreviated form, a clear example being P. Leid. Inst. 48 (see the editor’s
commentary on line 9).

DATe Of The DOCuMenT

In the preserved part of P. Bodmer I recto, there is no emperor’s name,
but at least four times a regnal year appears: ia (¶tow) – jz 4, iz (¶tow)
– oh 3, kb (¶tow) – p 14, and ke (¶tow) – pd 4.13
The people mentioned in the document are not Aurelii, with two
remarkable exceptions: Aurelius Artemidoros of Panopolis in pd 4–5, see
comm., and Aurelius Paniskos in pz 11. Both are Aurelii without any
praenomen, which suggests that they had been granted Roman citizenship
by the Constitutio Antoniniana.14 Both Aurelii are mentioned at the end of
12

see W. Clarysse, ‘notes on the use of the iota adscript in the third century bc‘, CE
51 (1976), pp. 150–166, at pp. 150–151.
13
14

Perhaps in a title following an entire section (oz 7) we have year 10, see comm. ad loc.

note that in the introductory description of land in pd 2–5 the second man was not
styled as Aurelius.
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the preserved part of the roll; the land administered by Aurelius Artemidoros of Panopolis is ‘first registered in year 25’. The coincidence of
rather high regnal years with the appearance of some Aurelii (and not
Marci Aurelii which is how they granted citizenship by Marcus Aurelius
were styled) leads us to the conclusion that the reign in question can only
be that of Caracalla, who counted his regnal years together with his
father, septimius severus. Therefore, the dates mentioned in our document are ad 202/3 (= year 11), 208/9 (= year 17), 213/4 (= year 22), and 216/7
(year 25), the last being the terminus post quem our document came into
existence.15 Perhaps our document contains an allusion to the planned
visit of Caracalla to upper egypt in ad 215/6.16
It should be noted, however, that in registers written after the Constitutio Antoniniana the name Aurelius is not always used,17 so its absence
from most entries of our roll is not good evidence for dating purposes.
But here the reverse is true: the very last entries seem to belong to the
very year when the effects of the Constitutio Antoniniana started to be seen
in egypt. Our roll was written right on the cusp of change.

The PuRPOse Of P. BODMeR I ReCTO

The preserved fragments of P. Bodmer I recto do not allow us to establish precisely the character of the document or to answer the question as
to whether this character was identical in all sections. An overview of the
contents of columns 48–77 (mh–oz) and the translation of preserved fragments of columns 78–88 (oh–ph) clearly indicate that the document was

15

ad 208/9, i.e., the 17th year of septimius severus, is the date accepted by the scholars
who have referred to P. Bodmer I recto (Martin, P. Bodmer I verso, p. 20; Bogaert, ‘Liste
géographique des banques’ [cit. supra, n. 1], p. 160). Victor Martin in his edition took this
assumption as a basis for determining the date when the ms. of Book V of the Iliad came
into existence (he dated it to the period ad 250–350).
16
17

see below, pp. 16–17, n. 22.

see R. s. Bagnall, Reading Papyri, Writing Ancient History, London – new York 1995
(Approaching the Ancient World), p. 37 and n. 7 on p. 122.
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not a land register sensu stricto, although it contains some elements typical
of documents of this kind. especially the topographical descriptions of
particular plots (see below) is such an element. however, the preserved
part of the document provides no evidence that the plots were described
successively, one after another as in regular land surveys of Roman times.
(e.g., P. Oxy. VI 918 [2nd cent. ad]). This is important since the roll has for
a long time been considered as part of a land survey.
The best preserved part of the roll (columns 78–88 [oh–ph]), however,
does offer some evidence for determining the type of the register we are
dealing with. We learn in some cases of how a given plot came to its present owner:
oh 5–6: land bought from Kales son of Pachomos;
oh 10–11: land formerly belonging to Pebos son of Psesenpachoumis
came to the present owner as a part of an apallage (see comm. ad loc.) – this
is a very important remark implying that the owner is a divorced woman;
pd 2: the land came to the present owner by the terms of an exchange
of contracts (antikatallage) with a certain M[…] son of Protas from Panopolis; the parcels were ‘first registered’ in year 21 as those administered
(and not, as we believe, taken on lease) ‘jointly and indivisibly’ by a certain Aurelius Artemidoros.
In col. 82 (pb) the plots around the village of sentanenol are listed;
they were once the property of Claudius Apollinarios but how they came
into the possesion of the present owner is unclear. We also do not know
the method of transmission of those plots registered as katoikic parcels
in Psonis.
none of these entries tell us who the present owner was. If this were
a public register, it would not be satisfactory to register land as ‘formerly
of X’ but without any current owner. It would make sense then to suppose that the plots belonged to a private owner, and that the notation
indicates the source of his/her ownership. Apallage in oh 10 suggests that
the owner was a divorced woman.18
18

In 2006 I sent a draft of the present edition to Karolien Geens (Katholike universiteit Leuven) who at that time was preparing her PhD, Panopolis, a Nome Capital in Egypt
in the Roman and Byzantine Period (c. AD 200–600), eventually defended in 2007. As far as
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Throughout the document, we find numerous kollema references. We
believe that these cannot be references to documents in the biblioyÆkh
§gktÆsevn or a similar register, partly because the same ones appear so
often, partly because there is never a tomos number given, and partly
because the numbers all fall within a very narrow zone (32 [lb] to 41 [ma])
and almost entirely come in numerical order. To us these characteristics
bring the inescapable conclusion that these are internal references to
earlier columns in this same roll.
In other words, we suggest that this is a self-contained, self-referential
account. When that is combined with the other points we noted earlier
(former owner mentioned, but not the current one) and those we shall
note (extremely high level of detail about rents and plantings), it points
once again to this being a private register. We may even suppose that in
the lost columns there was a kind of summary account of the landholdings, arranged perhaps by type of rent or at least type of cultivation; what
we have then is the geographical organization, showing how each piece of
land was used.
Of the preserved part of the roll, the most important for the reconstruction of its general concept seems to be the beginning of column 78
(oh). Before the clerk started to describe the particular plots, he had said:
‘(List) of other plots first registered in year 17 (= ad 208/9) and in following years, bought legally by contracts (if our reconstruction of the lacuna
in oh 3 is correct – see comm.), registered through a bank’. Then, he noted
a name in the genitive, Peleilis, §pithrhtÆw of the grapheion of Psonis. If
our reconstruction is correct, Peleilis must have been a tenant who had

I know the dissertation has been accepted for Studia Hellenistica (Leuven) and will be published soon. Geens analyzed the roll thoroughly (pp. 61–64 of her manuscript) and drew
conclusions different from mine. for the Reader’s convenience I summarize them here.
Geens agreed that no owner of the plots described in the roll is ever mentioned.
According to her, ‘the document is probably a register of (all?) state land in the Panopolite nome, some of it already owned by the state before, some probably recently conﬁscated. The state now draws income from this land through the rents paid by numerous
tenants’ (quotation comes from pp. 63–64).
There are, however, some serious obstacles in accepting this view; see the internal evidence discussed in this section, above.
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on lease several plots (all of the land listed in col. 78 [oh]) belonging to our
supposed female owner.19 In oy 3 the land rented by a certain Besis is
listed. The position of Aurelius Artemidoros from Panopolis (pd 4–5) is
unclear to us: was he a tenant of the plots listed or – as the unusual wording (with the name in the accusative preceded by a preposition, possibly
ÍpÒ) seems to suggest – a manager hired by the owner to administer part
of the estate.20
Description of a plot can include not only the name of its previous
owner, but also its location in a particular kome or kleros (allotment); the
plot’s description is followed by a reference to a previous column of the
document, often (but not always) with the land category given in this
place. The description of consecutive plots ends in p 16; p 17 contains
a total of a part of the land belonging to Peleilis. Most certainly this is not
a total of all of the land of Peleilis – such total, if present in the document
at all, would have to be in the lower part of col. 81 (pa).
however, the totals in pa 2–7 are most instructive. The scribe first
added up the area of vineyard cultivated by lessees and independently
(lines 4 and 5, with total in line 6) and then added to this the area of land
washed by the river (line 2) and that classified as chersos and occupied by
a tower (line 5). The total in line 7 is labelled as hypologos and phyteia,
apparently the first covering the land washed away by the river, chersos and
occupied by the tower, the latter referring to the vineyards. The reason
why hypologos and phyteia were added together could be that the land
belonging to neither category was a source of income in kind for the
estate’s owner. In line 8 we find the area of spÒrimow g∞ which added to
the total of line 7 forms the total in p 16. This number is given here as
19

for the reconstruction of the general concept of the roll extremely stimulating was my
discussion with Roger s. Bagnall via e-mail in October 2000. One has to remember that
the reconstruction presented here and elsewhere of the document is only a hypothesis,
the veriﬁcation of which is made impossible by the loss of the ﬁnal parts of particular
columns, even in the best preserved section (see above, pp. 3–7, ‘Description of the roll’)
not to mention the loss of the beginning and the end of the roll.
20

The position of Aurelius Artemidoros would be essentially similar to that of the managers of several phrontides of the heroninos estate, see Rathbone, Economic Rationalism,
pp. 44–87 (chapter ‘Owners and managers’), esp. pp. 71–82 (‘The managers of the units’).
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a total of components from earlier columns, which are detailed within big
brackets. The scribe seems to have made the specification in the following way: he first added up the areas of plots, in which the estate’s owner
had interest for some reason. Then he specified this total according to
particular categories of land, without attribution to the individual plots
described above.21 The following lines of the col. 81 (pa) are also worth
our attention: the scribe here first mentioned the plot, on which
heliotrope was cultivated (pa 12), then a field of barley for ‘imperial donkeys’ (pa 13–14), and then, in line 15 he probably totalled this small section. Let us note, that here we are dealing with untypical crops:
heliotrope, which was used for dye production, and barley, a normal crop
but grown for abnormal purposes.22 We can assume that such an assign21

I am conscious, of course, that such an attempt to reconstruct our scribe’s procedure
is only based on the identity of the sum in pa 7 and 8 with the numeral mentioned in p
18. The veracity of such a conclusion is supplemented by the numeral itself (17 1/16 1/64) as
well as by the fact that not much of the text is missing in the col p.
22

kuriako‹ ˆnoi: BGU III 699 (Arsinoite, 2nd cent. ad), 2, 11, 14 – workers employed sÁn
kuriako›w ˆnoiw (l. 2), mey' ˆnvn kuriak«n (l. 11); PSI IX 1083 (Oxyrhynchos, 3rd cent. ad),
recto, 1; kuriako‹ kãmhloi: BGU III 712 (Arsinoite, 2nd cent. ad), see also P. Gen. I 35, 4
(prov. unknown, ad 161) and P. Lond. II 328 (p. 74), 9–11 (Arsinoite, ad 163): kamÆl(ouw)
par°sxon eﬁw kuriakåw xre¤aw t«n épÚ Berne¤khw geino(m°nvn) porei«n, ‘camels for imperial service on the caravans that travel from Berenike (which must be the great port on
the Red sea)’. neither imperial donkeys nor camels were discussed by Aurelia Leone in
her Gli animali da trasporto nell’Egitto greco, romano e bizantino (= Papyrologica Castroctaviana.
Studia et textus 12), Rome – Barcelona 1988.
The donkeys mentioned in col. pa were ‘imperial’ probably because they belonged to
an imperial estate. There is, however, another possibility which should be at least mentioned here. We know that this part of the document refers to the period after year 22 of
Caracalla, i.e., after ad 213/4. This coincidence raises the question whether the fodder for
these donkeys was not perhaps collected for a planned visit of Caracalla to upper egypt.
Adam Łukaszewicz (Aegyptiaca Antoniniana. Działalność Karakalli w Egipcie, Warsaw 1993),
who made a detailed reconstruction of Caracalla’s visit to egypt (December 215 – April
216), was of the opinion that because of dramatic events in Alexandria the emperor did
not go to the Thebaid. There is, however, enough evidence to assume that such a visit was
planned; in the fayum the government had collected the animals (donkeys and camels)
necessary for the travel of the emperor’s household but eventually it turned them back to
their owners (P. Strasb. IV 245, with discussion by Łukaszewicz, pp. 152–158). During
Caracalla’s reign there was a lot of building activity in egyptian temples not only in the
fayum but also in upper egypt; from the Thebaid we know of two statues of the emperor
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ment of the aforementioned plots caused their special treatment by the
official of the estate.
In line 2 of col. 82 (pb) a new section begins, covering land privatelyowned by a certain Claudius Apollinarios. Among parcels owned by him,
there is a ten-arourae plot of ge monartabos (pb 4–7), one three-arourae
plot (pb 8–10) and some others. Col. 83 (pg) begins with a small (1 1/8 ar.)
plot of katoikic land registered in Psonis (pg 2–5); this plot is followed by
another of bare land in the northern part of which brick-making and
a furnace were located. What exactly was covered by the total in pg 12
(29 3/4 1/8 1/16 1/64 ar.), with subtotals in lines 13–15, remains obscure. Col. 84
]
(pd) begins with a new title: ‘And from an exchange contract of M[
son of Protas from Panopolis’, then another exchange contract is mentioned. Columns 85 (pe), 86 (pw), and 87 (pz) contain plots which are often
described topographically; col. 88 (ph) includes plots of salvia Timagenis.
Irrespective of the character of the document we may note, that in the
descriptions of plots the clerk was particularly interested in trees (above
all date-palms, also olive-trees, acacias, and tamariscs), for which the
owner (or tenant) had to pay tax in cash. The tax for these was probably
added to the vineyard tax, also paid in cash; the total of liabilities in cash,
not preserved in this section, is still visible at the end of two previous sections: 798 dr. 3 ob. in jh 6 and 11, and 777 dr. 3 ob. in oz 3.
In several places large spaces were left within columns (col. 84 [pd], 85
[pe], and 86 [pw]). Probably the blank space was to be filled later by specifications of totals of particular land categories or by data from other
kollemata. But why were these not filled? Did the clerk simply forget to
make the intended specifications or did they prove to be smaller than
anticipated?
and some inscriptions. According to Łukaszewicz, a reconstruction of one of the famous
colossi of Memnon in Western Thebes could also be connected with the planned visit.
Our papyrus would, however, be the ﬁrst document from the Thebaid to witness the
preparations undertaken there for the visit.
for animal requisition in Roman egypt, see in general C. Adams, Land Transport in
Roman Egypt. A Study of Economics and Administration in a Roman Province (Oxford Classical
Monographs), Oxford 2007, pp. 135–154, esp. pp. 145–154 (the provision of transport for ofﬁcial visits).
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*
It is worth noting that the clerk first gives a total which is then
itemised for particular crops and land plots, see, e.g., pz 3–5. This procedure is stressed by adding the (g¤nontai) aﬂ p(roke¤menai) formula immediately following the different items (pz 6). The total is sometimes given
twice, and the repeated total is followed by the (g¤nontai) aﬂ p(roke¤menai)
formula reduced to a very symbolic form (pz 8–9). A total of a particular
land category is followed by subtotals taken from preceding columns and
always given in brackets. The column’s number is marked by a horizontal
stroke above it. unfortunately, in the present state of preservation of our
document, the cross-reference between the subtotals in brackets and the
entries corresponding to them in particular columns are to be found only
sporadically; all of these are pointed out in the relevant notes.
The phrase §p‹ kol(lÆmatow)
In P. Bodmer I recto we find numerous plot-entries followed by a reference to one of the previous columns of the document. unlike the case
of subtotals in brackets where the column number stands alone at the end
of the plot entries, here it is preceded by the phrase written almost identically in all cases (the example is taken from oh 9):

There is no doubt that the noun is to be read as kÒl(lhma), but what
is in front of it? We expect a preposition, although in fiscal documents of
Roman period the technical reference to a column is normally made by
the noun kÒllhma alone, usually restored by editors in genitive.23 for the
23

for kollema as a papyrus sheet in a roll, see n. Lewis, L’industrie du papyrus dans l’Égypte
gréco-romaine, Paris 1934, pp. 68–74; to some extent opposed by h. Ch. Youtie in his
review in American Journal of Philology 57 (1936), pp. 217–221 (= Scriptiunculae, Amsterdam
1973, pp. 717–722). Despite Youtie’s criticism, Lewis repeated the opinion in Papyrus in
Classical Antiquity, Oxford 1974, p. 79. The meaning ‘column of writing’ was accepted by
LSJ Suppl.
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preposition preceding the noun kÒl(lhma) we have found an excellent
parallel: in an official letter announcing the visit of the prefect, Larcius
Memor, issued in Alexandria c. ad 192 (BGU XIII 2211), there is a note
written between lines 1 and 3, in a hand different from that of the rest of
the document: §g (= §k) tÒ(mou) a §(p‹) kol(lÆmatow) [ ] ‘from the 1st roll
in the [ ]-th column’ (see the editor’s note). On the photograph24 we see
that §(p¤) is written in the same way as the preposition in our document.
As a matter of fact, it is the only occurence of the phrase §(p‹) kol(lÆmatow) in papyri (Duke Data Bank). In two other documents, there appears
the expression §k kol(lÆmatow): P. Mich V 314 and 349. Both come from
the Tebtunis grapheion and are dated to the first century ad and ad 30
respectively; the notices were written by the same scribe who, according
to the editor, ‘may have intended to fill in the number of the kollema in
the tÒmow sugkollÆsimow in which the official copy could be found when
it was needed’.25
The meaning of sunop( ) and land leasing
In a typical land register of Roman times a plot description is often
followed by information about the level of rent, which is usually introduced by the preposition énã followed by the quantity of artabae. In
P. Bodmer I recto we find no such examples; instead, some entries are followed by an additional line containing cultivation and number of artabae.
Almost every line of this kind begins with an abbreviated word sunop( );
in the list below we have included the information on the land category,
if available. We list below every place in which the number of artabae
appears:

nb 6–7 [
[

]pu`[r«i (èrt.)] w lax(ãnvn) (ért.) d s’ ye`. . r . [ |
brv]s( ) (ért.) ig’ – land category unknown; sunop( ) pos-

sible at the beginning of the line;
24

note that the photographs on Plate I are printed in the wrong order; the one at the
bottom, numbered 2213, is that of the document in question.
25

In ‘Introduction’ to the volume, p. 8.
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nz 15

sunop( ) pur«i k . . (ért.) h lax(ãnvn) (ért.) [d s’] – land
category unknown;

nz 20
nh 6
nh 11
j4

sunop( ) pu[r«i
– land category unknown;
sunop( ) pur«[i
– land category unknown;
sunop( ) pur«i (ért.) w` Ùs`p[` r°vn (ért.) z la]x`(ãnvn) (ért.) d s’
br≈s(evw) [(ért.) ig] – land category unknown;
[
Ù]spr°vn (ért.) z br≈s(evw) (ért.) [ig
]
– uninundated land (abrochos); sunop( ) possible at the beginning of the line;

j9

Ù]s`p`r`[°vn (ért.)] z br≈s(evw) (ért.) ig – uninundated land (abrochos); sunop( ) possible at the beginning of

[

the line;

j 13

[
Ùs]pr°v(n) (ért.) z . . . . . [ – land category
unknown; sunop( ) possible at the beginning of the line;
ja 5
[
] §ph( ) (ért.) e Ùs(pr°vn) (ért.) z – land category
unknown; sunop( ) possible at the beginning of the line;
jg 10 [
] pur«[i (ért.) – land category unknown; sunop( )
possible at the beginning of the line;
jy 8–9 [
] (ért.) h §ph( ) (ért.) w s kri(y∞w) (ért.) i lax(ãnvn)
(ért.) d s’ || [
] èdroË (é`r`t`.) . . brvs( ) (é`r`t`.) [i]g` – land
category unknown; sunop( ) possible at the beginning of the
line;
oh 8
sunop( ) pur«i (ért.) w l`ax(ãnoiw) (ért.) d s’ b`[rvs( )]
(ért.) ig – land category unknown;
oh 11 sunop( ) pur«i (ért.) w Ùsp(r°vn) (ért.) z br≈s(ei) (ért.) i`g
– land category unknown;
pb 6
sunop( ) pur«i . . . (ért.) z eph( ) (ért.) w
l`ax(ãnoiw)
(ért.) d s’ – land category unknown;
pb 9
[sun]op( ) Ùspr°vi (ért.) z l`ax(ãnoiw) (ért.) d s’ br≈s(ei)
(ért.) ig – land category unknown;
pg 4
sunop( ) pur«i (é`r`t`.) w b`[± 4–5] y°rm(ou) (ért.) d – land
category unknown.
*
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The entries quoted above provoke some interesting observations:
(1°) all of them contain number for artabae, which does not occur elsewhere in the document;
(2°) all of them either begin or may have originally begun (i.e., the line
beginning is in a lacuna) with the abbreviated word sunop( );
(3°) it is striking that for a given cultivation the number of artabae is
constant, e.g. pur«i with no additional remark is always followed by
(ért.) w; lax(ãnoiw) by (ért.) d s’ etc.
(4°) in all cases where the land category is given (or has survived), this
is uninundated land (abrochos);
(5°) in the case of purÒw, the crop is always given in the dative (with iota
adscript); in case of ˆspreon we have both dative singular (pb 9) and genitive plural (j 4 and 13); the remaining crop names are always abbreviated
and their grammatical case cannot be determined.
Observations (1˚) and (3˚) combined leave no doubt that the number
of artabae is in fact a charge in kind levied on the land. Although there is
no direct proof, the charge seems to represent the rent rather than, e.g.,
a tax in kind. The crops and the rent charged on them are as follows:
wheat, with no additional determination (throughout the document)
– 6 artabae per aroura;
wheat k . . (nz 15) – 8 art./ar.;
wheat with another designation (pb 6) – 7 art./ar.;
vegetable/vegetable seed? (frequent throughout the document)
– 4 1/2 art./ar.;
pulse (frequent throughout the document) – 7 art./ar.;
barley (jy 8) – 10 art./ar.;
fodder (frequent throughout the document) – 13 art./ar.;26
lupine (pg 4) – 4 art./ar.
The next problem that needs to be solved is the following: why does
each entry contain four (sometimes even more) rents specified? In our
opinion this could be connected with our observation (2˚); each of those
26

If my suggested reading is correct, see below, the section ‘fodder’, pp. 36–37.
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entries discussed here may have referred to land on lease. The word
sunop( ), then, would be of crucial significance, without parallel, as far as
we know, in the papyri. from words beginning with sunop( ) and their
meanings provided by lexica, we have decided to choose the adverb
sunoptik«w, ‘in a condensed or compressed style’, i.e., as we have rendered it in our translation, ‘briefly’.27 The phrase as a whole could then
have the following meaning ‘briefly (speaking)’ at rent of so and so;
‘briefly’ would mean that this is a brief summary of a land lease contract.
In some way, the term introduces the rent charged on the land, given in
a ‘standardised’ form, which would be known to the fiscal authorities.
The sunop(tik«w)-clause would then be a functional equivalent of the
construction énã + name of the crop + number of art./ar. usually following
a plot description in land registers of Roman times (e.g., P. Oxy. VI 918).28
Both refer to the registration of a lease by the fiscal authorities.
It is striking, however, that in P. Bodmer I recto the land leases (if our
interpretation presented in the preceding paragraph is correct) contained
the amount of rent at a standardised level. The document says: ‘land at
rent of 6 art. wheat, 10 art. barley, 13 art. fodder’; we suggest inserting,
instead of commas, the conjunction ‘or’, although other possible interpretations could also be suggested here.29
The land in question is always abrochos (see [4˚], above) probably
because this is the land category mentioned in our document most often.30
27

see D. Dhmhtrãkou, M°ga L°jikon t∞w ÑEllhnik∞w Gl«sshw, t. XIII, Athens 1964,
p. 6974, s.v. sunoptikÒw -Æ -Òn: ‘(1) ı bl°pvn ëpanta ımoË, ı §piyevrhtikÒw … (2) ı perilambãnvn §n sunÒcei tå diãfora m°rh sunÒlou tinÒw, ı kayolikÒw ka‹ sÊntomow, ı braxÊw’;
Lampe, Greek Patristic Lexicon, s.v. sunoptikÒw, ‘(1) of language or style condensed, compressed …’; s.v. sunoptik«w, ‘in a condensed or compressed style’; LSJ, s.v. sunoptikÒw, ‘seeing the whole together, taking a comprehensive view’.
28

The meaning of sunop( ) may become clear one day if new documents containing it
come to light, as has been the case of understanding other terms used in a technical sense,
thus denoting meanings quite far from their etymological and general one(-s); see, for
example, the term §pigrafÆ (and ˜l˙ tª §pigrafª) in a ﬁscal context (see the interesting
remarks of sophie Kambitsis in P. Thmouis, pp. 19–20).
29

As, for instance, that the amounts of rent are given for subsequent years.

30

see below, pp. 25–35, section ‘Land categories’.
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*
for a historian of Roman egypt it is always important to know what
the ratio of the lease rent, especially those in kind as we have in our document, is to an average yield. estimates range from eight- to over twentyfold; thus, if one artaba per aroura was a standard sowing, the yield would
be between 8 and 25 art./ar.31 The best and most reliable evidence comes
from the Appianus estate at Theadelpheia in the fayum; Dominic Rathbone has reached the average yield as being approximately 11.5 art./ar. at
a single harvest a year.32 6 art./ar. of wheat (and all other rent amounts
specified in our document) paid as a rent represents thus a little more than
half the average yield but by no means appears to be exceptional.33

The OffICIALs’ nOTes

Throughout the document there are some interesting notes of technical meaning, apparently important for ancient readers of the document.
Let us begin their analysis by two short notes which apparently concern
palm trees. The note of col. nd 24: di’ oﬁnik(«n) [pa]r`agr(af«n) yevr(oËntai) . . [ , is repeated almost unchanged in pe 8: oﬂ di’ `oﬁnik(«n) para`gr`(af«n) ye`v`r`(oËntai) [ . Both notes follow the specification of palm
trees; the only difference is the presence of the article in the latter case.
The printed text is of course only a suggested interpretation: the trees (oﬂ
sc. fo¤nikew in pe 8) grown through or between (diã in its locative sense)
the vine paragraphai are still to be examined (yevroËntai).34 The term
31
R. s. Bagnall & K. A. Worp, ‘Grain land in the Oxyrhynchite nome’, ZPE 37 (1980),
p. 263, gives 8 art./ar.; A. Ch. Johnson, An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome, II, Roman Egypt
to the Reign of Diocletian, pp. 148–149: 20–25 art./ar.
32
Rathbone, Economic Rationalism, pp. 243–244; his results are accepted by Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants, pp. 247–249.
33

for the amount of rent in lease contracts, see Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants, passim and especially pp. 236–252.
34

for such a use of yevr°v, see P. Pher. 122: a`ﬂ gitn¤ai •j(∞w) yevr(oËntai), ‘Die Anrainer
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paragrafÆ is attested in respect of vine cultivation: among the tasks to
be undertaken by a tenant in a vineyard (P. Oxy. XIV 1631 [ad 280])
g[Ê]r[v]s`iw k[a‹ p]ara[gra]fÆ is enumerated; the term occurs in another
list of émpelourgikå ¶rga in a vineyard of ad 188, P. Oxy. XIV 1692 descr.,
line 14, where its reading is certain. GÊrvsiw, the equivalent to Latin
ablaqueatio, is digging of a circle round the vines; the meaning of paragrafÆ is not so clear but it must refer to some kind of trenching, probably in connection with gÊrvsiw.35 The trees in question grow then
between vines or rather between trenches that surround them.36
A note of oy 13: ≤ kope›s(a) ¶ti époyev`(re›tai) concerns a tamarisk growing above a cistern (§pãnv ÍdreÊmatow). We suggest the verb époyevr°v,
not attested in papyri, be understood as a variation of yevr°v;37 this note is
then a remainder to examine whether the tree in question had been cut
down as was probably reported to the officials. The difference between this
note and the two discussed earlier is that this one was written by the ‘main’
hand of the document. It is, however, worth pointing out that all of these
three notes suggest the facts in the case of fruit trees be reexamined.
*
The document was checked by a person different from the ‘main hand’
scribe, who added some notes on margins; see, e.g., a note written by
another hand in ne 15–16: [ ] metat°yei[ken] tØn êmpelon; its purpose was
to attract the attention of the tax official responsible for determining the
level of tax.

werden unten im Augenschein genommen’, ‘the boundaries of the ﬁeld will be examined
closely later’.
35

GÊrvsiw is thoroughly discussed by Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, pp. 267–269, who,
however, failed to give any deﬁnition of paragrafÆ. for its meaning, clearly originating
from the primitive sense of grãfv, ‘scraping’ but also ‘digging’, see the comm. to lines
10–11 of P. Oxy. XIV 1631 (B. P. Grenfell & A. s. Hunt) and Rowlandson, Landlords and
Tenants, pp. 325–326, and LSJ, s.v. paragrafÆ (V.).
36

It is possible that paragr( ) in ne 11 is used in the same sense.

37

see LSJ, s.v. époyevr°v, ‘observe … examine, consider’.
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We find in P. Bodmer I recto, as similarly in hundreds documents produced by the Roman administration, numerous technical terms referring
to land. The terms used derive from different spheres of life which sometimes overlap with one another. We shall subsequently describe different
terms appearing in our document: (1°) terms characterising land according to its hydrological features (inundation); (2°) terms characterising the
fiscal and (3°) legal situation of a plot; and (4°) terms deriving from the
previous categories but referring rather to the product of the land than to
the land itself.38
(1°) Terms characterising land
according to its hydrological features (inundation)
from the hydrological point of view the land in the nile valley may be
generally divided into five main categories: x°rsow (‘dry land’) – êbroxow
(‘uninundated land’) – g∞ bebregm°nh (‘inundated land [sc. regularly]) –
¶mbroxow (‘overinundated land’) – l¤mnh (‘pool of standing water left by
the sea or river’,39 hence generally ‘land under water’).40
Abrochos
Land êbroxow, ‘uninundated land’, appears most frequently in our document. Generally speaking, abrochos is a kind of land which is neither
inundated land (g∞ bebregm°nh) nor, if the flood was too high, overinundated land (¶mbroxow) nor dry land (x°rsow). The poorer an inundation
was the more there was of abrochos land; after optimal flood this category
38

for a general introduction to land categories (including discussion of technical terms),
see Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants, pp. 27–69 (chapter: ‘The land category system
and its development’).
39
40

LSJ, s.v.

Danielle Bonneau reached this concise classiﬁcation of land categories after having
discussed dozens of technical terms, see Le ﬁsc, pp. 66–81 with conclusion on pp. 81–82.
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might not appear at all.41 As the tax rate depended on ascribing land to
one of the categories,42 a periodical official inspection, called episkepsis,
was needed. Thirty years ago Danielle Bonneau argued that episkepsis was
not an annual procedure (as was believed before) but applied only to
those areas where it was deemed necessary; the local authorities could
undertake this action on their own initiative or in response to a request
from the landholder.43 from the mid-second century ad the landholder
had to declare the abrocheia of his land, acting in response to an invitation
from the fiscal administration. Although some details of the episkepsis
procedure still remain unclear, the view expressed by Bonneau has been
commonly accepted.44
Although in our document there is no explicit evidence for the episkepsis procedure, it could have been connected with it in some way, for
instance the kollemata referred to, where the abrochos land is mentioned,
might have contained declarations of abrocheia and the author of our document, a fiscal official, could have prepared their summary in order to tax
the land according to the results of the inspection.
Abrochos was a kind of land where artificial irrigation was possible and
commonly applied. Designation of the crops cultivated on abrochos land
as §phntlhm°now is surely not coincidental; both these terms logically
refer to the same kind of land, seen however from different viewpoints.45
surprisingly enough, our documents say sometimes that the abrochos
was the land on which tax (or rent) was levied at higher level than on the
land regularly inundated.46 The documents do not explain what was the
41

A
Ö broxow was a technical term discussed intensively since the very beginnings of papyrology (the ﬁrst stage of this discussion is summarized by friedrich Preisigke in his Fachwörterbuch, s.v., with ample bibliography quoted and by Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft,
pp. 24–29) until early 1970s when Le ﬁsc by Danielle Bonneau appeared. The latter’s conclusion (pp. 78–81 with bibliography on the term quoted in n. 393) seems to be commonly
accepted and forms basis of our interpretation.
42

see below, pp. 30–35.

43

Bonneau, Le ﬁsc, pp. 90–92.

44

see, e.g., Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants, pp. 76–77.

45

see Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, p. 28.

46

Wallace, Taxation, p. 9 and 358, n. 36.
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reason; we may guess47 that this involved abrochos land that was perennially
irrigated and lay outside the basins. This land might even produce two
crops a year. P. Bodmer I recto does not explain this further but it is worth
pointing out that there are additional denominations of the land that
denote an absence of cultivation (see the following paragraph). On the
other hand, rather high level of rent in kind paid on the abrochos land (see
above) suggests that this kind of land must have been quite productive.
Abrochos land might not be cultivated, probably because artificial irrigation was not applied; in our document such a situation was recorded in
nd 10: êbroxow ∏low (the first occurrence of the term, see comm. ad loc.).
It is not surprising that on abrochos land (additionally described as éneskamm°nh, ‘not dug for cultivation’) (o 8–9: ébrÒx(ou) ka‹ énesk(amm°nou)
– lo
– . .; o 12: [ébrÒx(ou) ka‹
eﬁw [oﬁnikÚn] k`[e]rame›(on) – (êrour.) a d’ h– iw
– [ ]). On abrochos land
én]eskam(m°nou) eﬁw oﬁnikÚn kerame›(on) (êrour.) L lo
bricks were manufactured, too (jy 12: ébrÒx(ou) §n (∏) plinyoulk(¤a)).

Chersos
In our document the x°rsow, ‘dry land’, appears in one section: oy 9, 15,
and pa 3.48 In oy 9 the term is connected with ka‹ êll(hw) sc. g∞w and then
followed by a vertical stroke and the term hypologos (on its meaning, see
below); from oy 15 we learn of a tower on land described as x°rsow ka‹
êllh; the plot’s area is slightly more than a quarter of an aroura.
There are two possible explanations why land might be chersos: either
it had not, for some time, received enough water from the annual inundation or it had been left unsown for some reason. Its productive capacity could be restored but only by constant irrigation for a longer time
which was expensive and labour-consuming.49
47

After A. C. Johnson quoted by Wallace, Taxation, p. 358.

48

In oy 15 x°rsow is in a lacuna but its reconstruction is unquestionable because of pa 3.

49

for the deﬁnition of chersos, see W. L. Westermann, ‘The dry land in Ptolemaic and
Roman egypt’, Classical Philology 17 (1922), pp. 21–36, and Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft,
pp. 9–24.
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Chersabrochos
In our document, in one case the abrochos land is described together as

xersãbroxow (pa 9). The land had to be a category separate from both of
those from which it took its name, abrochos, ‘uninundated land’ (see
above), and chersos, ‘dry land’ (see above). The term is, anyway, rare; apart
from P. Bodmer I recto it appears in two documents only: P. Ryl. II 207a,
29 (a land survey from the hermopolite, 2nd cent. ad) and P. Oxy. Hels. 9,
20 (Oxyrhynchos, ad 26).50 Chersabrochos was by no means unproductive
land; probably on land of this category chersampeloi were located.51

Ge aneskammene/eskammene

A
É neskam(m°nh) sc. g∞ (in our document: o 7, 12, 1352) is a kind of land
category not attested until now. It seems to be a further designation for
abrochos land (see above) and must have referred to land which had been
dug ready for cultivation.53 The word is well attested in Greek literary
texts. Because of its occurrence in Psalm 79:17 it was discussed by ancient
commentators (Origenes and eusebius).
50

The most instructive discussion of the term is to be found in P. Oxy. Hels. 9, 20 comm.
(with bibliography); see also Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, p. 28. The term, surprisingly
enough, was not discussed by Bonneau.
51

It could be noted by the way that the issue of the agricultural use of chersos and chersampelos land seems to need a separate study. I have observed another question which
I cannot solve: why there are only vines (and no other kind of cultivation) that appear in
connection to chersos land – according to DDBDP there are 40 occurences of chersampeloi.
As Roger s. Bagnall pointed out in his e-mail (9 nov. 2000): ‘It might be added that dryness is good thing in a vineyard, if not carried to excess. Wine is ruined by the grapes having too much water. Grapes are best off with either a modest level of rainfall or very carefully controlled irrigation. so dry land would have had much to recommend it. how
a chersampelos differs from abrochos, however, I ﬁnd difﬁcult to understand’.
52

In two places (lines 12 and 13) the reading is beyond any doubt; the reading aneskem( )
as a form of sk°ptv is impossible.
53
see LSJ, s.v. énaskãptv, ‘dig up’; see also skãptv, (1) ‘dig, delve, for cultivation’; (2)
‘dig about, cultivate by digging’; as for the passive LSJ gives only tå §skamm°na = tÚ skãmma, ‘place dug up, on which athletes landed in the long jump’.
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In a document of a sixth-century date (SB III 626854), the phrase g∞
§skamm°nh appears. This is, apparently, a technical term with the same
meaning as our ge aneskammene. This term occurs for a second time in our
document (written §skam( ) in oa 3); its connection with abrochos land is
quite possible.
Ge ammochostos

A
É mmox≈stow sc. g∞ (in our document: ne 18) refers to a parcel sanded
up, perhaps indicating that it was located near the desert.
The term émmox≈stow is rare and occurs in the documents of the
third and fourth centuries ad; viz. exclusively: W. Chr. 227, 1 (Arsinoite,
ad 203/4); P. Bad. IV 90, ii 27 (Arsinoite, 3rd cent. ad); P. Oxy. XXXXIV
3170, xii 265 (3rd cent. ad); and P. Col. VII 172, 17 (Karanis, c. ad 341/2).
Its earlier equivalent, commonly used in documents of the Ptolemaic and
early Roman periods, was Ïfammow (the latest occurences for which are:
P. Amh. II 85, 15 [hermopolite, ad 78]; P. Flor. III 368, 12 [hermopolite,
ad 96] and P. Ross. Georg. II 42, col. ii, 17 [Memphite, 2nd cent. ad]). The
date of SPP V (= CPHerm.) 45, (Ïfammow in l. 1) is uncertain and we know
of no reason why Preisigke dated this document to the third century ad
(WB, s.v. Ïfammow). The evidence then clearly shows that at the turn of
the second and third century ad the term émmox≈stow replaced Ïfammow
in the vocabulary of the bureaucracy.
Edaphe nesiotika

Nhsivtikå §dãfh in pw 2: a great part of this type of land was either
carried away by the river or eroded (for details, see below). This is a land
category; its name originates from the special meaning the noun n∞sow
had in egypt. An ‘island’ was a shallow emerging sometimes due to the
accumulation of nile silt; in egyptian terminology land of this kind was
called ‘new’ (maout, tmoui). The ‘islands’ would be cultivated; they were,
54

Ed. princ. Mondini in Studi della Scuola Papirologica 1 (1915), 9 (no. 3); the papyrus is not
listed in BL I–XII.
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however, unstable, and likely to disappear again with the next flood (as
was the case of n∞soi potamofÒrhtoi).55

Ge potamophoretos

G∞ potamofÒ(rhtow), ‘land carried away by the river’, is a land category
which occurs infrequently in Greek documents of all periods.56 such land
was classified after an episkepsis had been made. In our document this
term appears in p 8 and 9 (in the margin), pa 2, and pw 4 where it is combined with ge katexysmene (see below).

Ge katexysmene
Once, in pw 4 the land potamophoretos is put together with katej(usm°nh) sc. g∞, ‘eroded land’.57 It is worth noting that out of 83 1/4 arourae of
land in ‘island’ plots (see above) lying close to the nile, as much as 77
arourae was characterized as potamophoretos and eroded.
Chous

XoËw, genitive in our document xoÒw (oa 5), ‘soil excavated or heaped up’
(LSJ, s.v. xoËw [B]), refers to the land. ‘Chous est bien, en matière d’irrigation,
l’épaisseur de terre qui forme la digue (P. Tebt. I 13, 14; SB VIII 9699,58 51);
55

Bonneau, Le ﬁsc, p. 70.

56

for potamofÒrhtow as a land category, see Bonneau, Le ﬁsc, p. 69, with a list of documents in n. 303; to her list add now: P. Oxy. LV 3804, viii 171 and 178 (ad 566); 3805, v 57
(ad 566 or later).
57

for katejusm°nh as a land category, see Bonneau, Le ﬁsc, p. 69, with a list of documents in n. 302; to her list add now: P. Tebt. IV 1117, 95, 115, and 121 (120/19 bc); and 1118,
69 (117/6 bc); BGU XIV 2449, iii 57, 61 and 66 (1st cent. bc).
58

SB VIII 9699 = P. Lond. I 131 recto (p. 166) reedited by A. Świderek, La propriété foncière privée dans l’Égypte de Vespasien et sa technique agricole d’après P. Lond. 131 Recto, Warsaw
1960 (= Bibliotheca Antiqua 1).
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c’est aussi la masse de terre déplacée et tassée chacque année pour l’entretien de l’installation d’une roue à eau’.59
(2°) Terms characterising
the ﬁscal situation of a plot
Ge monartabos

G∞ monãrtabow (pz 3 and pb 5) is a type of land taxed at one artaba per
aroura. Originally monartabos was a general designation of land of this
kind, and developed later into a land category sensu stricto.60
In pb 5 monartabos is a fiscal determination of ge eonemene.
Monodrachmos and pentadrachmos
In our document both these terms refer to date orchards (foinik≈n).
They have to be understood as designating the amount of tax on the
orchards, not too high, we may add. for pentadrachmios, see P. Ryl. II 427
(late 2nd or early 3rd cent. ad), a document dealing with garden land in the
Mendesian nome which also records monodrachmos land; for monodrachmos
we have more parallels.61
Phyteia
In our opinion P. Bodmer I recto suggests that the term fute¤a with its
general meaning ‘planting’ belonged to the fiscal vocabulary of the
Roman administration. Its purpose was to point out that the land so
described was taxed in money and not in kind.
59

Bonneau, Le régime administratif, p. 124 and n. 31. see also P. Col. X 255 (ad 131), where
chous seems to have meant sebekh used in vineyards as a fertilizer (see the editor’s remarks
on p. 30).
60
61

see Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants, pp. 35–36.

Both taxes were discussed by Wallace, Taxation, pp. 65–66 (pentadrachmos) and 68–69
(monodrachmos).
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(3°) Terms characterising the legal state of a plot
Ge eonemene
In Roman times g∞ §vnem°nh (in our document in nz 12 and pb 5) was
the land sold off by the authorities to private individuals. It was mostly
uncultivable land, unburdened with taxes, i.e., hypologos (‘land in deduction’, see below). such land was sold at a low and fixed price (our evidence
shows that prices varied from 12 drachmae up to 20 drachmae per aroura
depending on the nome). The land then was free from taxation for three
years; after this ateleia period, the land, at least in most cases recorded in
our sources (including the case of the ten arourae plot in pb 5 of P. Bodmer I recto), became monartabos, i.e., paying tax of one artaba per aroura.
All these regulations were intended to induce purchasers to use their own
capital to restore cultivation on unproductive plots of land.62

Katoikic land registered in a grafØ kataloxism«n
If our conjectural reading of pg 2 is correct, then P. Bodmer I recto contains evidence for katoikic land registered in a grafØ kataloxism«n of
Psonis in the Panopolite.63
KataloxismÒw was the distribution of parcels of land (kl∞roi)64 to the
kãtoikoi. The administration of kataloxismo¤ was supervised by an official
residing in Alexandria (ı ésxoloÊmenow toÁw kataloxismoÊw or ı prÚw kataloxismo›w t∞w AﬁgÊptou) who had his agents in different nomes. They took
62

for g∞ §vnem°nh, see Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants, pp. 48–53. The author made
a distinction between land sold at a ﬁxed price and that sold at auction to the highest bidder. The latter comprised conﬁscated land which was not unproductive for the most part
and which was of minimal signiﬁcance in the general composition of the land categories
(see Rowlandson’s conclusion on p. 53). In our document we ﬁnd ge eonemene which is monartabos; this could be taken as additional proof that the land was originally unproductive.
63
64

for discussion and possible other readings, see comm. ad loc.

Preisigke, Wörterbuch: ‘Zuteilung von Militär-Leheland an einen lÒxow (Kompanie): so
entstand Katökenland’; and not ‘register of grants of land to military settlers’, as in LSJ, s.v.
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care over a separate property register (grafØ kataloxism«n) kept for katoikic land.65
Another argument for pg 2 representing the start of a new section
which registered the changes in possession of kleroi of katoikic land is to
be found in pd 7–9: only a part of a kleros is mentioned there.
Hypologos
In lines 12–14 of a unique glossary of administrative terms concerning
land survey and taxation, P. Oxy. XXXVIII 2847 (first half of 3rd cent.
ad), there is a definition of ÍpÒlogow: ‘The revision of all unproductive
imperial land takes place every three years, and the land is called hypologos (‘land in deduction’), since it is deducted from the amount of land in
each area, so that the productive part is left’. It is interesting that in our
document hypologos is in some cases put together with phyteia; a logical
explanation of this might be that neither hypologos nor phyteia was subject
to tax in kind, the first paying nothing the latter being taxed in cash.
Idiosporeia
The term ﬁdiospore¤a (p 3) implies that the cultivation is undertaken by
the first lessee as opposed to sub-letting. Preisigke, WB, s.v.: ‘Bestellung
65

for katalochismoi and their administration, see P. Oxy. I 45, introduction; Rowlandson,
Landlords and Tenants, pp. 43–48 and 180; M. Rashke, ‘An official letter to an agoranomus:
P. Oxy. I 170’, BASP 13 (1976), pp. 17–29, esp. 18–20; all these authors deal with a special case
from the Oxyrhynchite in the last three decades of the first century ad, known from
a group of notices submitted to agoranomoi at Oxyrhynchos, a part of which (group [1]
according to Rashke’s typology) concerns either the cession of a piece of katoikic land or
the payment of the tax on a mortgage on katoikic land. The agoranomoi documents from
Oxyrhynchos have a vast bibliography including h. J. Wolff, Das Recht der griechischen
Papyri Ägyptens, II, pp. 200–201 (with earlier literature discussed); an introduction to a new
document belonging to this group, P. Oxy. L 3556 with additional bibliography; Rashke, ‘An
official letter’ (cit. supra); L. C. Youtie, ‘notes on texts pertaining to catoecic registry’,
ZPE 40 (1980), pp. 78–80; A. Martin, ‘P. Oxy. II 331 (83), contrat de vente d’une mètrikè
oikia’, CE 56 (1981), pp. 299–303; and h. J. Wolff, ‘Bemerkung zur Katagraphefrage’, CE
57 (1982), pp. 136–137.
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des Ackers, welche durch eine bestimmte Person selber (nicht durch
jemand anders) bewirkt wird’ with a quotation of a long passage of P. Ryl.
II 142 (ad 37) as the most important source for understanding the technical meaning of the term in question.
Idiosporeia seems to be a strictly technical term occuring in papyri in
the period first – third cent. ad: P. Ryl. II 142, 18 (euhemeria, ad 37); P. Hib.
II 282, recto, 20 (hibeh, 1st–2nd cent. ad); P. Sarap. 80, 10 (hermopolite,
2nd cent. ad); PSI VII 808, verso, 2, 9 (Oxyrhynchos, 3rd cent. ad).

Anapauma
The reading of the abbreviated anapa- in ob 4, and ana) in oh 7 is based
on anapau~ in oy 3, where the intended letter was clearly a mu, and not a
É nãpauma = énãpausiw is fallow land.
sigma. A
however, among the fallow crops that schnebel included in his very
instructive list there is no example of palm dates.66

(4°) Other terms
At the end of this section two technical terms which represent a land
category designation of some kind will be discussed.

Ge epentlemene
The participle §ph(ntlhm°now) frequently appears in our document,
both as a land designation with number of arourae following and as the
characterisation of a crop in lines where the rent of land on lease is given.
eph– = §ph(ntlhm°nh) g∞ (nb 6; nd 7; ja 5; jy 8; o 6; ob 7, 8; oy 18, 19, 23;
p 4, 12; pb 6; pg 10; pz 2 [?]): land where only artificial irrigation is pos-

66

Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, pp. 220–228.
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sible.67 The term is a perfect participle. This technical term was in use
from the second century onwards, serving as an equivalent for the earlier
§pantlhtÒw (sc. g∞).68 The term §phntlhm°nh was usually abbreviated as
eph( ) or ep( ). Because of the chronological disposition of both terms we
suggest resolving the abbreviation ep( ) as §p(hntlhm°nh), and not as
§p(antlhtÒw), in documents dated later than the second century ad, e.g.,
in P. Flor. I 64. On the same basis, because of the appearance of ﬁd¤an
x°rson §pant<l>Ætv[n], we suggest a dating of O. Petrie 306 to no later
than the first century ad.

Phorimos
In our document, the adjective fÒrimow is used both as a designation
for trees (date palms in nd 23, pe 6 and 8; tamarisk in oy 12; and fruit trees
in general in oy 11) and as a term related to land (date orchard in ne 10, nw
24 [?], o 3, 14 and 17; vineyard in nh 10 and 14, pa 4 and 5; unknown land
in ng 3). The term is a technical one and was important for the amount of
tax that could be levied.69

TYPe Of CuLTIVATIOn/CROPs70

several kinds of crops are mentioned throughout the document. This
data provides us with an interesting picture of what was cultivated in the
fields of the Panopolite nome, not far from the metropolis itself.
67

see Preisigke, WB, s.v. §pantl°v, ‘künstlich bewässern (den Acker, mit Wasserhebewerk)’, and Bonneau, Le régime administratif, pp. 212–216.
68

for the meaning of §pantlhtÚw g∞, see Fachwörterbuch, s.v., ‘künstlich zu bewasserndes
Ackerland (wohin man schöpfen muß, d.h. von der nilschwelle nicht erreichtes Land)’.
69

Concerning phorimos as a land category, see P. Ryl. II, pp. 243–247; it was in fact equal
to g∞ teloËsa, see P. Ryl. II, p. 244 and n. 1.
70

In this section we shall discuss in a more detailed way only those crops which contribute signiﬁcantly to our understanding of the document as a whole.
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Wheat
It is worth noting that in our document wheat (purÒw) appears mostly
in lines beginning with the sunop(tik«w)-clause which determines the
rent amount (see above). Wheat with no additional determination (frequent throughout the document) is taxed at 6 artabae per aroura, wheat
k . . (nz 15) – at 8 art./ar. and wheat with another designation (pb 6) – at
7 art./ar. (neither designation is clear).71
Wheat in plot descriptions:
land sown with pur«i §ph(ntlhm°nvi): ob 7, oy 18, pz 2 and 4;
purÒw mentioned with a following designation in a lacuna: nw 17 and
perhaps pa 19.
Wheat, Triticum aestivum, had become the most common bread corn
in egypt since the beginning of Graeco-Roman age. It was the prime
component of the inhabitants’ diet and a medium for tax and rent payment throughout egypt.72

fodder
It is interesting that in our document fodder (br«siw)73 appears separately only in those places where the rent amount is given: in these cases
it is always taxed at 13 art./ar.74 Whenever a land plot is described, this
71

for the list of rents to be paid in wheat, see above, p. 22.

72

Concerning the cultivation of wheat, see in general Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft,
pp. 94–182; some interesting remarks are to be found in Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants, pp. 19–20.
73
LSJ gives s.v. br«siw the meaning ‘(I.2) pasture’, with a reference to P. Lips. I 118, 15,
but the meaning ‘fodder’ seems to be much more likely.
74

for the list, see above, pp. 19–21. Although I keep my reading, I shall quote the opinion of Roger s. Bagnall expressed in his e-mail of 12 nov. 2000: ‘There is a larger problem here. I looked at all the instances of br«siw and think that there is no case where this
ﬁgure of 13 art. appears. If I’ve counted right, br«siw appears with an area of land 15 times
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term occurs only following the name of a crop (wheat, barley, lentils). It
seems, therefore, that it was the crop destination that mattered for the
official (for instance, that this particular barley was to be used for fodder
and not for consumption); the amount of rent paid in kind was also
important, surprisingly enough the official was not interested in the kind
of crop of which the rent was to be paid; it was the 13 artabae to an aroura
which was important and not the crop to which this applied.
fodder in plot description:
land sown with kriy∞i75 §ph(ntlhm°nvi) br≈s(ei): o 6, ob 8, oy 19 (barley
with additional designation: ar`( )), p 3–4 and pa 13 (in both cases it is
barley designated for fodder for the imperial donkeys), and p 12;
land sown with fak«i §ph(ntlhm°nvi) br≈s(ei): oy 23 and nd 9;
érã(kou) br≈s(ei): pz 4 and ph 8 (arakos for fodder of cattle);
unknown crop cultivated for fodder: nd 7, jd 5, je 5 (crop §ph(ntlhm°now))
and 14, jw 4, 15 and 17, oy 4 (crop §ph(ntlhm°now)), pb 15, pz 16.
It is interesting that, in the list of totals in nw 21, the noun br«siw appears
without any further designation.

Barley for fodder
Barley for fodder, grown on artificially irrigated land, kriy∞w §ph(ntlhm°now) br≈s(ei), is listed above. There is only one place in our document
where barley is mentioned without the additional information that it was
to be used for fodder: oy 8.
(so and so much land in fodder); in 4 cases the context is too fragmentary to tell. That
leaves 7 cases in which you read or restore art. 13. But of these, 5 are extremely fragmentary, and one could read or restore there only on the basis of a better-preserved instance.
These are nh 11, j 4, jy 9, oh 11, and pg 4, none of which seems to me clear. That leaves
only pb 9 and pg 18 as supposed instances. I cannot read 13 there. What I see, rather, is
a little symbol that you are reading as artabas, followed by a sinusoidal s-curve, and then
what looks to me like a pi. I would incline to think it was a(rguriou) (drachmas) 80. But
this seems very high to me as a rent ﬁgure for’.
75

for the reason why the crop’s name is in the dative case, see above, pp. 10–11.
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In ancient egypt barley (Hordeum vulgare) was commonly used either
for beer-making (there is no evidence for this use in our document) or as
fodder for donkeys, camels, and horses (in cavalry units). It is worth noting that only the latter is mentioned in our document.
Lentils (for fodder)
Land sown with fak«i §ph(ntlhm°nvi) br≈s(ei): oy 23 and nd 9;
fa`[koË] spãrt(ou) in ph 5, ‘lentils grown from seed’.
Lentils were commonly cultivated;76 Jane Rowlandson records their
use for feeding pigeons which in turn provided fertilizer for vineyards and
were a source of meat.77
Vegetable/sesame
The word lãxanon has two meanings in the papyri; it is either a general term used for signifying all kinds of vegetable or a specific term
meaning a particular crop.78 for the latter some years ago I suggested the
identification with lettuce which was cultivated in egypt as early as the
Old Kingdom.79
In our document vegetable appears only as the amount of rent; it is
always 4 1/2 art./ar. Where this appears with artabae, I would suggest the
likelihood that lax(anosp°rmou) is the correct resolution, as this is the
commodity reckoned in artabae. Roger s. Bagnall has recently demonstrated that lachanospermon is sesame.80
76

see Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, pp. 191–193. Lentils were in Antiquity and still are
very important in egyptian agriculture. John Rea, who underestimates their signiﬁcance
in modern egypt, in his note to P. Oxy. LI 3638, 13, pointed at Aulus Gelius, Noctes Atticae
XVII 8, 2 where egyptian lentils (either imported from egypt or cultivated in Greece) are
the main ingredient of a meal.
77

Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants, p. 24.

78

see Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, p. 210.

79

P. Naqlun I, pp. 143–144; see also R. s. Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity, Princeton 1993,
pp. 29–31.
80

see R. s. Bagnall, ‘Vegetable seed oil is sesame oil’, CE 75 (2000), pp. 133–135.
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Pulse

ÖOsprea is a general term used for pulse of any kind.81 In P. Bodmer I
recto it appears only in lines containing the sunoptik«w-clause. The rent
to be paid in pulse is 7 art./ar.
Bean
Bean, kuam≈(n), cultivated on a small plot of 1/8 1/32 of an aroura (o 5) is
horsebean.82
Lupine

Y°rmow, in pg 4 recorded as the amount of rent (only 4 artabae from an
aroura) is lupine; this crop was commonly cultivated in Roman egypt.83
Arakos

A
Ö rakow (2 1/4 ar. on a plot belonging to salvia Timagenis in pe 6) is a leguminous crop, identified as Lathyrus annuus, wild chickling.84
Date palms (fo¤nikew)
and date orchards (foinik«new)
In P. Bodmer I recto the date palms are mentioned in two different
ways: (1°) with their number following, and (2°) with the relevant area
given in arourae. It seems quite clear that in case (1°) we have odd trees
scattered round the plots and in case (2°) we deal with orchards with
81

Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, p. 185.

82

see Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, pp. 193–194.

83

see Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, pp. 194–195.

84

see LSJ, s.v., Rathbone, Economic Rationalism, p. 215; Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants, pp. 20–21. Another identiﬁcation, ‘bird vetch’, has been proposed by A. Dalby, Siren
Feasts, London 1996, p. 239, n. 209.
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numerous trees. The trees grown separately are scrupulously counted in
two categories: trees that are fÒrimoi, i.e., mature enough to produce
fruits (and to be taxed or rented), and p«loi, ‘young’ (a new word in the
technical vocabulary of Roman administration), i.e., too young yet to
yield dates. The date palms are the most important component of phyteia,
and thus the main source of tax paid in money (see the totals in drachmae
in columns jy and oz).
The date palms occur frequently throughout our document. The
Greek name, fo›nij, is always abbreviated: either to foi( ) or to foinik( );
in case (2°) the noun intended by the scribe was most probably foinik≈n
as in o 3 and 14, and ob 3, abbreviated to foinikv( ). The term foinik≈n
never stands alone; in most cases we have foinik∆n fÒrimow. The adjective may have had a technical meaning. Thanks to numerous documents
of the first–second century ad we know that the money-tax on phoinikon,
gevmetr¤a foin¤kvn or foinik«now (the term is usually abbreviated and its
transcription is purely conventional), was paid at the rate of 20 or 40
drachmae per aroura,85 and phorimos may have suggested the higher rate.
*
P. Bodmer I recto does not provide us with a conclusive answer to the
question of how important date cultivation in Roman egypt was. 86 The
date palms are mentioned quite often, but they are usually few trees; if
a date orchard appears, it sometimes has quite a sizable acreage (3 1/16
arourae in oa 6). One is apt therefore, to modify the view expressed, e.g.,
by Jane Rowlandson, that ‘date cultivation seems to have been relatively
small scale, and intended for local use, both of the fruits and of fibrous
branches and trunks which had numerous uses’.87
85

Wallace, Taxation, pp. 50–51, with notes on pp. 374–376.

86

Concerning date palms and date orchards, see in general n. Hohlwein, ‘Palmiers et
palmeraies dans l’Égypte romaine’, Études de Papyrologie 5 (1939), pp. 1–74; Schnebel, Die
Landwirtschaft, pp. 294–296.
87

Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants, p. 25; see also Rathbone, Economic Rationalism,
p. 381.
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Olives
Olive grove, 1/8 1/16 of an aroura (jy 6), and olive trees scattered round
the plots (oy 11, pe 6 and 7).
According to strabo (XVIII 1, 35) olives were hardly grown in egypt
except in the vicinity of Alexandria and in the fayum:
This nome (i.e., Arsinoite) is the most noteworthy of all in respect to its
appearance, its fertility, and its material development, for it alone is planted
with olive trees that are large and full-grown and bear fine fruit, and it would
also produce good olive oil if the olives were carefully gathered (i.e., the
quality of olive oil depends much on the care of the proprietors of the trees
– TD). But since they neglect this matter, although they make much oil, it
has a bad smell (the rest of egypt has no olive trees, except the gardens near
Alexandria, which are sufficient for supplying olives, but furnish no oil).88

The evidence gained from P. Bodmer I recto seems to confirm what strabo says; the olive trees cover so small area that one can scarcely believe that
their cultivation was intended for anything other than fruit consumption.89
Thyme
According to LSJ, yÊmon is ‘Cretan thyme, Thymbra capitata’, i.e.,
a thyme well known in eastern Mediterranean. The thyme juice mixed up
with wine was used as a spice as well as a medicinal drink.90
Although quite well attested in papyri of the first and second centuries
ad, the noun yum≈n (‘field where thyme is grown’) has an entry neither in
88

The Geography of Strabo, trans. h. L. Jones, vol. VIII, London – new York 1932 (Loeb
Classical Library), p. 97.
89

see D. Brent Sandy, The Production and Use of Vegetable Oils in Ptolemaic Egypt, Atlanta
1989 (BASP Supplements 6), pp. 72–82, esp. p. 75; R. s. Bagnall in. P. Kellis IV (The Kellis
Agricultural Account Book), pp. 43–44; Rathbone, Economic Rationalism, pp. 44–46; Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants, p. 24. In the Panopolite nome, olive oil was most probably imported from the oases.
90

see P. Soter., p. 29, with references to Pliny, HN XIX 186, XIV 111, XIX 91, and XXI
154. M.-h. Marganne, Inventaire analytique des papyrus grecs de médecine, Geneva 1981,
knows of only one papyrus containing a receipt with thyme as an ingredient (pp. 301–305,
no. 164): PSI X 1180 (Tebtunis, 2nd cent. ad).
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Preisigke’s Wörterbuch nor in LSJ, including its Supplement of 1996. In a ‘Liste von Wein- und Gartenlandbesitzern mit Angabe der Größe des Grundstückes und der darauf liegenden Abgaben’ from Theadelphia, dated most
probably to ad 166, published as BGU IX 1896, the term yum≈n appears four
times not abbreviated (lines 148, 187, 306 and 345) in addition to some other
places where it is abbreviated to yu( ). In this document, yum≈n together
with ékany≈n and §lai∆n ka‹ foinik≈n are grouped under the generic term
parãdeisow. In P. Soter. 14, 4 (ad 83), a lease of a yum≈n is attested (§`n`
m`is` ` y≈[s]i yum«now); unfortunately we do not learn the area or the rent.
P. Bodmer I recto (ow 12) is the first document mentioning yum≈n, that
does not come from the fayum.

heliotrope
heliotrope cultivated by an independent farmer: 1/16 1/32 1/64 of an
aroura (oy 7).
We learn about the use of heliotrope, ≤liotrÒpion, from P. Holm.,
a long papyrus containing ‘Recepte für silber, steine und Purpur’, palaeographically dated to the third–fourth cent. ad, i.e., contemporaneous
with or not much younger than P. Bodmer I recto.91 In this text ≤liotrÒpion – or rather botãnh ≤liotrÒpion as it is always called to distinguish
from the stone of the same name92 – appears three times:
Allgemeine Vorbeizung
Bei der Beizung eines jeden steines dient die Pﬂanze heliotropium mit
ihren Blütenwickeln zur Auﬂockerung, Zusammenballung und Beizung.
Denn ohne diese Pﬂanze, die die steine einsaugen, lassen sich nicht
auﬂockern weder Kristall noch der sogenannte Topas, der aus Ägypten
herabgeführt wird. Verwende also den saft der Pﬂanze zu den Vorbeizungen und so wirst du mit der färbung Glück haben (P. Holm., col. h, 1–9).

91

Concerning the date of P. Holm., see the editor’s remarks on pp. 52–54.

92

The editor of P. Holm., Otto Lagercrantz, on p. 180.
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Beizung von allerlei steinen
Zur allgemeinen Auﬂockerung und Beizung eines jeden steines dient die
Pﬂanze heliotropium, die Büschel hervorbringt. Zieh den saft aus ihr,
lockere die steine darin auf und du wirst beim farben eines jeden steines
Glück haben (P. Holm., col. ia, 32–35).
färbung verschiedener farben
Phönikische farbe herzustellen. nimm und verbinde heliotropium mit
Alkanna. Lege sie in ein irdenes Gefäss und sprenge sie 3 Tage lang mit
weissem essig. Koche sie am vierten Tag ordentlich unter Zusetzen von
Wasser, bis dies obenauf schwimmt. Wenn du aber Cederfarbe färben
willst, so nimm die Alkanna weg und koche leicht. Wenn du aber Kirschrot
wünschest, so setze Krimnos (i.e., Gerstengraupe93), mit ein wenig seife
gesäuert, zu, thu die Wolle hinein und koche sie zusammen mit den stoffen, bis sie dir gut zu sein scheint (P. Holm., col. ka, 23–34).

Although Otto Lagercrantz did explicitly state that he was not able to
say whether in these recipes ≤liotrÒpion tÚ m°ga (Heliotropium Europaeum,
L.) or ≤liotrÒpion tÚ mikrÒn (Croton tinctorius, L.) is concerned and eventually printed both in his ‘Deutsches stoffverzeichnis’ (pp. 238–239), the word
is quoted in LSJ (s.v. ≤liotrÒpion [2]) only with the latter identification.
P. Bodmer I recto is the first attestation of heliotrope cultivation in
egypt.94 This plant was used as a substitute of purple, which was very
expensive and available only in limited amount.
The cultivation of heliotrope close to Panopolis could be connected to
textile industry, which has been present in the town since Antiquity until
today.95 In this context the last of the above quoted recipes seems to be
especially interesting. It is worth noting that almost all of the documents
93

Kr¤mnow = Gerstengraupe: P. Holm., p. 183; LSJ translates it: ‘coarse barley meal’.

94

Concerning dyes in Antiquity, see in general Forbes, Ancient Technology, IV, pp. 99–150;
the only source quoted in connection to heliotrope (p. 121) is the stockholm papyrus. neither Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, nor Lucas/Harris, Materials and Industries, mention
heliotrope and its use in egyptian technology.
95

see T. C. Skeat’s remarks in the introduction to P. Panop. Beatty, pp. xxxi ff.
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mentioning ≤liotrÒpion come from Thebaid: SB XVIII 13286 (Roman
period), O. Bodl. II 2285 (2nd cent. ad), O. Theb. 144 (1st cent. ad) and one
document from the hermopolite, SB VIII 9699 (ad 78–79).
Tamarisk

Mur¤kh (oy 6: one tree, oy 12: mur¤kh fÒrimow) is Tamarix articulata or
Tamarix nilotica, both kinds common in egypt.96 since prehistoric times
its wood has been used for different purposes, e.g., for rafts.97
Acacia

A
É kany∆n a`[ – . 3/4 arour. ‘to the east of an empty plot (cilÒw) of hermias son of Kolanthos’ – pb 12, the same in pg 17.
from prehistoric times, acacia pods (Acacia arabica Willd. and Acacia
nilotica Desf.) were used as a tanning material in preparing leather.98
safﬂower

Kn∞kow stereÒw, ‘sound safflower’ – unknown acreage of idiosporeia
land – pw 7.
Kn∞kow skvlhkÒbrvtow, ‘safflower eaten by worm’ – unknown acreage
of idiosporeia land – pw 8.
It is generally accepted that kn∞kow is to be identified with safflower,
Carthamus tinctorinus L. (Fam. Compositae).99 As the papyri clearly show, it
96

In his table of yellow dyes, Forbes, Ancient Technology, IV, p. 125, gives without any
explanation myrike (in transliteration) together with knekos as Greek terms for safﬂower;
see C. D. Mell ‘The history and economic uses of safﬂower’, Textile Colorist 1932,
pp. 97–99 (non vidi, quoted by forbes).
97

Lucas/Harris, Materials and Industries, pp. 447–448.

98

Concerning acacia growing in egypt, see BGU XII 2182, introd. On leather preparation in antiquity, see Forbes, Ancient Technology, V, pp. 1–79, with ample bibliography in
footnotes.
99

for another identiﬁcation, namely with artichoke, see E. P. Wright in B. P. Grenfell, Revenue Laws, pp. 124–125, but his opinion is not at all convincing.
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was quite widely cultivated in egypt, especially in Roman times, although
the plant itself was not well-known in the Graeco-Roman world. Pliny
says:
The egyptians have besides many plants of no repute, but they hold in the
highest esteem one called cnecos; it is unknown in Italy and the egyptians
value it, not as a food, but for its oil, which they extract from the seed (HN
XXI 53, 90).100

Although most important from an economic point of view,101 oil-production was not the only reason for safflower cultivation. Its flower
heads, composed of numerous small flowers, were used to make a dye.102
Its use in state-monopolised industries as a dyestuff was the reason why
its cultivation was often forbidden in land leases of Roman period.103 The
flowers contain two colouring substances of which the safflower yellow is
very weak, soluble and not valuable as a dye; the other, carthamic acid is
red and insoluble and of higher value.104 Apart from this usage safflower
was a component of eye drug.105
Two interesting recipes are to be found in P. Holm.:
Goldfarbe durch Kaltfärben herzustellen
nimm saﬂorblüte und Ochsenauge, stoße sie zusammen und lege sie in
Wasser. Thu die Wolle hinein und sprenge mit Wasser. hebe die Wolle herauf, lüfte und verwende sie (P. Holm., col. kb, 2–5).
100

Translated by W. H. S. Jones: Pliny, Natural History, vol. VI (Libri XX–XXIII) (Loeb
Classical Library), London/Cambridge Mass. 1951, p. 227.
101

for safﬂower in oil production, see Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft, p. 202; and Sandy,
Vegetable Oils (cit. supra, n. 89), pp. 83–87 with Appendix G, pp. 116–118. These authors,
however, do not mention the other function of safﬂower.
102

Concerning the use of safﬂowers in dye making, see Forbes, Ancient Technology, IV, pp.
122–125; L. Keimer, Die Gartenpﬂanzen im alten Ägypten, Berlin 1924, pp. 7–8; e. e. Plofl,
Ein Buch von alten Farben, p. 63 and 115–116.
103

D. Hagedorn, ‘Zu Anbauverbot von ﬁsãtiw. Ùxom°nion und kn∞kow’, ZPE 17 (1975),
pp. 85–90.
104

Forbes, Ancient Technology, IV, p. 122.

105

Lucas/Harris, Materials and Industries, p. 418.
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färbung von farben
unter schnellkraut versteht man eine Pﬂanzewurzel. es färbt Goldfarbe
durch Kaltfärben. es ist aber teuer das schellkraut. Du sollst also die
Wurzeldes Granatbaumes verwenden und sie wird dasselbe bewirken. und
wenn Wolfsmilch getrocknet und gesiedet wird, stellt sie Gelb her. Wenn ihr
aber ein wenig Grünspan beigemischt wird, stellt sie Grün her. und saﬂorblüte ebenfalls (P. Holm., col. kd 41 – ke 4).

GeOGRAPhY

Of about twenty toponyms appearing in P. Bodmer I recto only a few are
known from other sources listed, if published by 1993, in Calderini/Daris’
Dizionario (see map on p. 49).
The metropolis itself, PanÚw pÒliw106 appears twice in P. Bodmer I recto
(pd 3 and 5), in both cases not in the topographical sense but as a place of
origin for two men involved in some way in an exchange contract (antikatallage).
É rab¤a107 we learn from P. Beatty Panop. 1, 328 [ad 298] that at
As for A
É rab¤aw existed there, which led
this date toparx¤a mhtropÒlevw ka‹ A
É rab¤a was a name of a district (dissome editors to the conclusion that A
tricts of such name are known in other egyptian nomes, e.g., in the hermopolite108) and not of a village.109 however, the context in which Arabia

106

In addition to the evidence presented by the Italian editors of the Dizionario (IV,
pp. 42–44, Suppl. I, p. 218; Suppl. II, p. 149), see A. Egberts, B. P. Muhs and J. van der Vliet
(eds.), Perspectives on Panopolis: An Egyptian Town from Alexander the Great to the Arab Conquest.
Acts from an International Symposium Held in Leiden on 16, 17 and 18 December 1998 (= Papyrologica
Lugduno-Batava XXXI), Leiden 2002. see also P. Ammon I edited in 1997, with a short introduction on the city itself (pp. 3–6) and CPR XVIIB, einleitung, pp. 3–4. A monograph of the
city is to be published by Karolien Geens based on her PhD Panopolis, a Nome Capital in Egypt
in the Roman and Byzantine Period (c. AD 200–600), defended in Leuven in 2007.
107
108

A
É rab¤a in the Panopolite: Calderini/Daris, Diz. Suppl. I, p. 52.

Marie Drew-Bear, Le nome hermopolite. Toponymes et sites, Atlanta 1979 (= American Studies
in Papyrology XXI), p. 68; see also J. K. Winnicki, Late Egypt and Her Neighbours. Foreign
Population in Egypt in the First Millenium BC, Warsaw 2009 (= JJP Supplement XII), p. 329.
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appears (per‹ d¢ tØn A
É rab¤an in pz 10) in our document shows clearly
that, as in the case of other localities, it is a village and not a district (in
É rab¤& vel sim.). It is probably the same
that case we would expect §n tª A
É rãbvn (P. Turner 36, 6 [ad 235 or 267], simply A
É rãbvn (P. Berl.
as k≈mh A
110
111
É rab«now. To conclude, P. Bodmer I
Bork. X 3) or three centuries later A
recto seems to provide a missing piece of evidence to connect the name of
the Panopolitan toparchy with the village ‘of Arabs’.112
C«niw (oh 5), well attested in documents of the period first–eighth
centuries ad,113 is to be identified with the modern village of Basuna,114
some 20 km n-W from Panopolis.115 As suggested by P. Oxy. XLIX 3469,
109

This was stated by the editors of P. Ammon I 3, v 28, n. with a reference to P. Beatty
Panop. 1, 328 n. sPR.
110

see Calderini/Daris, Diz. Suppl. I, p. 53 (no. 2).

111

P. Cairo Masp. I 67095, 7 and 19 (Aphrodito, ad 548): k≈mh A
É rab«now toË Pano[pol¤tou]
nomo[Ë]; see Calderini/Daris, Dizionario I.2, pp. 186–187, and Winnicki, Late Egypt (cit.
supra, n. 108), p. 330.
112

see the question asked by Zbigniew Borkowski in his commentary to P. Berol. Bork.
X 3: ‘la question du lien éventuel entre ces toponymes et le nom de la toparchie entourant
Panopolis (…) n’est pas encore étudiée.’ In our opinion the village could be perhaps identiﬁed with modern village el-Araba bi sohag, located c. 12 km e from sohag and c. 17 km from
Akhmim. The further evidence which allows for this identiﬁcation is that el-Araba bi
sohag is not far from Psonis/Basuna (see below).
113

see the list in Calderini/Daris, Dizionario, V, p. 177 (nothing is added in Suppl. I–II).
By the way, Psonis is a good example of the method applied by the Italian editors of the
Dizionario: they list the documents exclusively by their editiones principes, even if a given
toponym has not been printed there but has been veriﬁed later. If there were any references to the later literature in the Dizionario (as for instance to Berichtigungsliste’s volumes),
it would constitute much more useful tool. Psonis in P. Lond. III 870 (p. 235) was read by
Z. Borkowski, ‘some “ghost-names” to disappear from egyptian onomastic’, JJP 18
(1974), pp. 223–226, at pp. 223–224; see BL VII, p. 87.
114

see, e.g., h. Gauthier, ‘notes géographiques sur le nome Panopolite.“ BIFAO 4
(1905), pp. 39–101, at p. 72; idem, ‘nouvelles notes géographiques sur le nome Panopoltie’,
BIFAO 10 (1912), pp. 89–130, at pp. 111–112; h. Kees in RE XXIII, col. 1421; s. Timm, Das
christlich-koptische Ägypten in arabischer Zeit. Eine Sammlung christlicher Stätten in Ägypten in
arabischer Zeit, unter Ausschluss von Alexandria, Kairo, des Apa-Mena-Klosters (Der Abu Mina),
der Sketis (Wadi n-Natrun) und der Sinai-Region, Teil 1 (A–C), Wiesbaden 1984, pp. 367–369 .
115

It is only 9 km n from el-Araba bi sohag (perhaps ancient village ‘of Arabs’, see above,
note 111)
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2–4 (1st cent. ad), Psonis belonged to the toparchy of Phenebythis;116
unfortunately, the localisation of this place remains unknown.117 Although
mentioned in a number of texts, Psonis was unknown except by name,
and the present document seems to be first to provide a little more information. Psonis must have been a significant village, certainly a kome and
not a chorion or epoikion, since it had a grapheion headed by an epiteretes
Pelilis (oh 3–4). Psonis does, however, appear in a document of c. ad 709
(P. Lond. IV 1461, 2) as an epoikion.118
Although ÉIbi≈n (pb 18)119 in the Panopolite nome is not listed in
Calderini/Daris Dizionario, P. Bodmer I recto is not the first document to
mention this particular village. P. Lond. IV 1461, a document of c. ad 709
contains a list of fugitives from Aphrodito who had fled to other pagarchies (lines 56: §n t(“) xvr¤(ƒ) ÉIbi«now preceded by another locality;
this is followed by [eﬁ(w) t(Øn) p]a`garx(¤an) PanÒw in line 57, expressing the
general direction the fugitives took).120 A village of Ibion located in the
Panopolite, apparently the same as in our document, appears in a document from Kellis.121
M∞giw (pz 12) is known from one mummy label: CEML 234, 3 = CEMG
1964 (2nd/3rd cent. ad).122

116

see P. Oxy. XLIX 3469, 2 n. and 4 n.

117

see P. Beatty Panop., p. xxxvii and Borkowski, ‘some “ghost-names” to disappear’ (cit.
supra, n. 113), pp. 223–224.
In the editio princeps: ent epoik/ Cvnai An . [
; this fragment is not listed in BL
I–XI but a is referred to by Calderini/Daris, Dizionario, sv. C«niw.
118

119

Concerning the toponyms with ÉIbi≈n, see interesting remarks by Drew-Bear, Le
nome hermopolite (cit. supra, n. 108), pp. 122–123; and A. Calderini, ‘Ibiôn nei nomi di luogo
dell’egitto greco-romano’, [in:] Mélanges Maspero, II, pp. 345–355. see also Katelijn Vandorpe, ‘Les villages des Ibis dans la toponymie tardive’, Enchoria 18 (1991) pp. 115–122.
120

see the editor’s interpretation in the introduction to the edition. In the Calderini/Daris Dizionario the document is not mentioned.
121

The document is to be published Klaas A. Worp who mentioned it in his lecture
delivered to an international conference ‘Perspectives on Panopolis’ held in Leiden in
December 1998. It was a coincidence worth noting that we both presented to the conference texts containing the same village, previously not known.
122

see Calderini/Daris, Dizionario Supplement I, p. 197.
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§po¤kion PaxoÊmiow (ph 9) is known from a dozen or so mummy labels123
and from one papyrus document of ad 217/8, CPR XVIIB 10 (line 15).
none of the kleroi mentioned in our document was known before.124
As usual in respect to kleroi, it is difficult to say which of these toponyms
were named after the first Graeco-Macedonian settlers in egypt and
which were of later origin. Their function as topographical indications is,
however, without doubt.
*
What was the type of the given localities? In the beginning of the third
cent. ad the designation of the locality is still important; the examples of
their interchanging – and calling a particular village in one document kome
and in another epoikion – is typical for centuries to come. Kome is still – to
quote Marie Drew-Bear — ‘un centre administratif qui jouit d’institutions
officielles et possède une personnalité juridique reconnue.’125
some of the names in P. Bodmer I recto are accompanied by a designation, and thus we have one (or two126) xvr¤on (x. JanyoË in p 10), one
n∞sow (n. Ymont`( ) in pz 2), one §po¤kion (§. PaxoÊmiow in ph 9) and six
kl∞roi127 (k. BÆsiow ﬂer°vw in o 10, and perhaps also 16; k. PanoÊpevw in
123
SB I 804 [2nd/3rd cent. ad]; SB XII 10837, 4, 8 [2nd/3rd cent. ad]: CEML 192, 8; 193,
4; 194, 4; 195, 5; 196, 3; 197, 3 [2nd/3rd cent. ad I]; CEML 190B, 2 [3rd cent. ad]; CEML 191,
3 [4th cent. ad]; see Calderini/Daris, Dizionario IV, p. 78; Supplement I, p. 221 and Supplement II, pp. 156–157, where the position of the village is gives as ‘icerta’.
124

Kl∞roi Stefãnou listed in Calderini/Daris, Dizionario, cannot be taken into account
since they are in the hermopolite (see Drew-Bear, Le nome hermopolite [cit. supra, n. 108],
p. 261) and herakleopolite (not listed in M. R. Falivene, The Herakleopolite Nome. A Catalogue of the Toponyms with Introduction and Commentary, Atlanta 1998 [= American Studies in
Papyrology XXXVII]).
125

Drew-Bear, Le nome hermopolite (cit. supra, n. 108), p. 41; for a general characteristic –
still the best to be found in literature – of particular types of localities in Roman egypt,
see ibidem, pp. 41–44.
126
127

If we take xvr¤on aÈtourgoÊntvn in oy 6 and 10 as a toponym, see below.

On kleros names and their role as toponyms, see f. Zucker, ‘Beobachtungen zu den
permenenten Klerosnamen’, [in:] Studien zur Papyrologie und antiken Wirtschaftsgeschichte Fr.
Oertel zum achtzigsten Geburtstag gewidmet, Bonn 1964, pp. 101–106
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p 7; k. PatÊmio`[` w in jy 2, and perhaps also 14; k. Stefãnou in pz 8; k. Cenber[ ] in ja 2; and k. CenpolloËtow in ph 8).
If Psonis is a k≈mh (as argued above), we may suppose that the remainÉ rab¤a in pz 10 and ph 10;
ing toponyms with no designation attached (A
Ymonose›riw in nh 3 and j 7, 12; ÉIbi≈n in pb 18; M∞giw in pz 12; PxnoËniw
in oh 7 and pd 7 and Sentanenvl( ) in oh 13 and pb 2) are k≈mai too. We
É rab¤a is a kome; k≈mh A
É rãbvn quoted
have some further evidence that A
above and of course the toparchy name itself, if we assume that was
named after the village. Let us conclude this section with a list of ‘new’
toponyms, forming addenda to Calderini/Daris’ Dizionario: komai Ymonose›riw (nh 3 and j 7, 12), ÉIbi≈n (pb 18); PxnoËniw (oh 7 and pd 7) and Sentanenvl( ) (oh 13 and pb 2); xvr¤on JanyoË (p 10); n∞sow Ymont`( )128 (pz 2)
*
As shown above, only a few of several toponyms mentioned in P. Bodmer I recto are attested in other documents, mostly mummy labels. We
know, therefore, almost nothing about their localisation. The internal evidence of P. Bodmer I recto is not very instructive, either. The villages are
mentioned only by name, with no indication as to the administrative district (toparchy) they belonged to. The only criterion left, therefore, in our
attempt to ascertain the relationships between the different localities
mentioned in the document is their vicinity to one another in the document itself. however, given the not quite clear character of the document,
the outcome of such reasoning is far from conclusive. such speculation has
also to be limited to those toponyms only that indicate the location of the
plots listed; toponyms that simply describe the owner’s/tenant’s origin are
not relevant. Topographical indications in our document are represented
by per¤ followed by the toponym in the accusative.
The first of these toponyms comes in nh 3: Ymonose›riw. The rest of the
column contains the description of land plots there; of the following col.

128

see SB XVIII 13525, 7 (Thebes, 2nd cent. ad): sÊnodow Ymonp( ) but this is rather a
god’s name.
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ny not too much survived but there is nothing to suggest a shift. In j 7 we
–
read §n b sfr(ag›di) per‹ Ymonose›rin, which suggests that in col. nh–ny
sphragis 1 was recorded.

PROsOPOGRAPhICAL OBseRVATIOns

Apart from Aurelii, we have two Roman citizens mentioned in our
document. One of them, Claudius Apollinarios (pb 3), is not an unknown
figure. he is to be found in P. Achmim 9, 52, a long list of payments dated
to the end of the second century.129
In col. ph, a certain salvia Timagenis appears as a possessor (owner?,
tenant?) of plots in numerous sphragides (§n pleista[›w s]frag›{d}(sin)). It
is worth noting at this point that all salvii attested in the papyri come
from documents dated to the second half of the second century and the
beginning of the third (Marcus salvius Iustus, éntarxiereÊw in P. Oxy.
XLII 3026 of ad 165/6 and former owner of confiscated land in P. Oxy.
LXII 4337 [2nd cent. ad, c. 178?] and in P. Oxy. XLIV 3170, 254 [document
dated paleographically to the 3rd cent. ad], salvius Iulianus, érxiereÁw ka‹
§p‹ t«n ﬂer«n in BGU I 82 [ad 185], salvius symmachus in SB VI 9145
[unknown year of Commodus] and, the most interesting person if compared to our salvia Timagenis, salvius Timagenes, hiereus and archidikastes
of P. Tebt. II 435 [only descr.] dated – according to the editor – to ‘second
or early third century’). As is clear from this list, all male salvii are high
129

for chronological reasons Claudius Apollinarios of P. Bodmer I recto cannot be identiﬁed with the strategus of the Latopolite in ad 164 mentioned in a temple inscription CIG
III 4831b (= SB V 8640); see G. Bastianini, J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes of
Roman Egypt. Chronological list and index, firenze 1987 (= Papyrologica Florentina XV), p. 76.
There are other Claudii known from Panopolite documents of the second and third
centuries ad. In a document from Panopolis itself, dated to ad 197, P. Bouriant 41b,
a certain Claudius Polybianos appears, an owner, or rather former owner of some plots
listed there. In CPR XVIIB 1, 8–9, a certain Claudia Philetaira (the reading of her cognomen is not quite sure) acts as the owner of some arourae in an unknown village of the
Panopolite.
130

see G. M. Parássoglou, ‘A prefectural edict regulating temple activities’, ZPE 13
(1974), pp. 21–37
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priests of Roman egypt and seem to be members of one family.130 If so,
salvia Timagenis mentioned in the P. Bodmer I recto would be the first
known female member of this family.
Pachoumis, son of sansnos, from the epoikion Pachoumios appears in
CPR XVIIB 10, 14–15 as a witness to a contract(?) dated to ad 217/8. It is
probable that we are dealing with the same person in our document in jw
19 and oh 19 although the identification cannot be quite certain because
both names are common in the Panopolite.
The name Besios is the most popular in our document, as it is, e.g., in
P. Berl. Bork. dated almost a century later. But in the Cologne collection
of 4th-century papyri of Panopolitan provenance (P. Panop.) it does not
appear at all.

COnCLusIOn

P. Bodmer I is mostly known because of its verso, i.e. books V and VI
of the Iliad. undoubtedly it was the content of the verso that made Martin Bodmer purchase this papyrus. such an assumption is also indirectly
proven by the fact that the verso was published a half of century ago; the
recto, on the contrary, became the subject of editorial works (even considering the long story of the edition) much later.
nevertheless the recto of the scroll provides us with a document worth
publishing for numerous reasons. even though this document comes
from the period when the functioning of the Roman administration in
egypt is best known, this still does not mean that there are no blanks to
fill in our knowledge. Our doubts and uncertainties as to the functioning
of the Roman tax regime are well shown by the ambivalent conclusions
made as to the character of our document and its place in the fiscal system of Roman egypt. P. Bodmer I recto provides us with new data concerning the system of tenancy, the most important of which seems to be
the (until now) unknown way of recording lease conditions in a land list.
unfortunately, none of the columns crucial to our understanding of the
document have preserved. As we have mentioned several times in our
analysis, our general conclusions are strongly conjectural. Although some
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elements are missing, this puzzle produces a coherent picture. no element
of this puzzle points at the government as a source of our roll: the kollemata-references are not accompanied by the number of a tomos; particular
plots are listed without the name of their present owner. Both of these
arguments are ex silentio but the concept of the roll becomes clearer if we
assume that it comes from the office of a great estate. Its owner was presumably a woman who acquired a part of her property under the terms of
a divorce contract. This document lists the plots, mostly on lease. The
owner’s income from this land consisted of rents paid by numerous tenants. The tenants seem to have had a limited right as to the choice of the
crop that they cultivated. Our suggested interpretation of the lines beginning with sunop(tik«w) implies, however, a system of tenancy within which
a tenant had to make a choice from among only a few possible crops.
Whenever the tenant chose the wheat, he paid 6 artabae per aroura, and
so on. We have no lease agreement which could be connected with this
kind of tenancy. This is indeed surprising and such a system is not paralleled by the Oxyrhynchite material studied by Jane Rowlandson.
*
The edition of P. Bodmer I recto fits well the general trend in studies
of Graeco-Roman egypt. unlike Oxyrrhynchus or villages of the fayum,
Panopolis, today Akhmim, an exceptional city in upper egypt, was still
relatively little known four decades ago. Apart from literary sources,131 at
that time we had at our disposal the edition of only a few documents
coming from this city. This has changed in last forty years, thanks to the
continuously growing number of papyri.132
131
132

see Realencyklopädie, s. v. ‘Panopolis’, t. XVIII.3, col. 649.

Today we may consult: P. Beatty Panopolis (Papyri from Panopolis in the Chester Beatty
Library Dublin, ed. T. C. Skeat, Dublin 1964), P. Panop. (‘urkunden aus Panopolis’, edited
by L. C. Youtie, D. Hagedorn und h. C. Youtie, ZPE 7 [1971], pp. 1–40; 8 [1971],
pp. 207–234, 10 [1973], pp. 101–170; P. Berol. Bork. (Z. Borkowski, Une description topographique des immeubles à Panopolis, Warszawa 1975); CPR XVIIIB (Papyri aus Panopolis, edited
by P. J. Sijpesteijn, Wien 1991) and the most recent volumes by K. Maresch and W. h.
Willis: (P. Ammon I) and by Isabella Andorlini and K. Maresch (P. Ammon II).
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The enumeration of crops executed by the tax officials seems to be
most interesting for the studies of the region’s history. The substantial
role of crops designated for fodder will be discussed further below, but
now we shall concentrate on the presence of safflower and heliotrope.
undoubtedly safflower (knekos) was primarily used for dye production;
such was also the case for heliotrope (until now not found in documents
referring to land cultivation): this was used as a substitute of purple. The
appearance of these crops in fields in the direct neighbourhood of Panopolis confirms what we know about this town from other sources: in
Antiquity it was one of the most important centres of the weaving industry in upper egypt (or even in the whole of egypt).133
*
Most scholars generally agree that the practice of improved two-field
crop rotation, with cereals alternating directly with a leguminous or grass
crop was absolutely dominant in Roman egypt. There is very little positive evidence for the improved three-field system, with cereals grown in
two years out of three. This is even more surprising if we remember that
the three-field system was totally tolerable from the viewpoint of the
technique of field-crop production in the nile valley where the ground
was annually fertilized by silt. The only reason why a two-field crop rotation, with relatively large fodder production, was so dominant is to be
seen in the large number of animals and scarcity of permanent pasture in
this region. Although this assumption has no direct support in our
sources, either literary or documentary, it provides a logical explanation
for the evidence that we have.134 even with a two-field crop rotation the

133

By the way let us notice that Achmin has been such a centre until to-day; also until today dye industry is located in the city.
134

The most important evidence comes from land leases, thoroughly discussed in henning’s dissertation (Untersuchungen zur Bodenpacht im ptolemäisch-römischen Ägypten, diss.
München 1967, esp. pp. 50–72) and – as far as the Oxyrhynchite material is concerned –
by Rowlandson, Landlords and Tenants (on the balance between crops, see esp. pp.
236–243).
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shortage of fodder was a common phenomenon, at least in upper egypt.
A common subject of private letters on agricultural matters is the problem of where to obtain the fodder and at what price.135
In P. Bodmer I recto, there is no direct evidence for the cereals to fodder ratio in the Panopolite in the first two decades of the third century
ad. nevertheless, regular and frequent occurrences of crops cultivated for
fodder and of fodder itself – with all the provisos as to the state of conservation of our document and the fragmentary picture it presents taken
into consideration – suggests its important role. A reference to fallow
fruits (ob 4) should be noted at the end of these remarks.

135

On what concerns shortage of fodder, see especially Rowlandson, Landlords and
Tenants, pp. 20–24.
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The following fractions, abbreviations, and symbols are used throughout the document and will not be recorded in the apparatus following
each column:
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––
= 3/4, S, ∫ = 1/2, L = 1/2, d = 1/4, h = 1/8, iw = 1/16, lo = 1/32, jo = 1/64, rkh = 1/128

b

= êroura/êrourai, – = értãbh/értãbai,
o

= draxmÆ/draxma¤

p

= g¤nontai, ai = aﬂ p(roke¤menai), omo† = ımo¤(vw)
p

l

p

= §p¤, suno = sunop(tik«w), loi = loip(Òw) vel
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l
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ébr[Ò]x[ou

] `[

([ ` [

]
]

16 Ka‹ [

] vac.
] d`

pur`[oË
nothing left

] `[
20

nothing left

brvs( )
––

(ng [
(g¤nontai) [
24 foi[(nik«now) for(¤mou)

............................
4. toᵓ

[68]

[nz]
Bor(rç) [
`[
4
`[

] é`riymo
] n
]`
]/
] `k
] (êrour.) d d
] `osi

8

] vac.

§(p‹) k`[o]l`(lÆmatow) [
A
Ö llhw ko¤th[w
klÆro(u) ﬂmatiop`[
12
ìw §vnh(m°nai) e`[

] oÈs¤aw
] ` `[
]
(êrour.)] kb ` `
] vac.

§(p‹) [kol(lÆmatow)
NÒt(ou) §xÒm(enai) metå ént`i`x`≈ma[tow

x (êrour. ] vac.

sunop(tik«w): pur«i k ` ` (ért.) h

lax(ãnvn) (ért.) [d ∫Ä]

––

16

§(p‹) k`ol`(lÆmatow) le [
[

] (eﬁkos)(aroÊrou)
` a`l ` ` d [

] ` `[
– –

[êrour.] w L h iw
20

`[

[

sunop(tik«w): pu[r«i
............................
2. bor– || 11. klhro | ﬂmatiop[≈lou? || 12. evnh– || 14. notᵓ | exo– || 17. k

[70]

[nh]

loip(a‹) (êrour.) ka `[
sunop(t.): pur«[i

b

4

yeo]Ë` meg¤stou diå lo[g( )
] per‹ Ymonose›(rin) `
] ÑHraklç
(êrour.) [ ]
–
–
] ÍdreÊm(atow) a
(êrour.) b` iw [
br]≈s(evw) (ért.) [ig

space of two lines

8

NÒ(tou) klÆ[ro(u)
] P`etep`[xÆ]miow ka‹ (tetr)(aroÊrou) PantbeÊiow [
] `[
] (mon)(artãbou)
(êrour.) n
êl(lai) (êrour.) b` | (êrour.)[ ] ` [A
É ]pollv( ) érx(Òm.) ` `[ `]gr() (êrour.) a ` `
œn émp°l(ou) for(¤mhw)
(êrour.) d [
] `[
] vac.
sunop(t.): pur«i (ért.) w` Ùs`p`[r°vn (ért.) z la]x`(ãnvn) (ért.) d ∫Ä
br≈s(evw) [(ért.) ig
b

12 äVn §[ ` `]ow ént[

] vac.(?)

œn ÙnÒmato(w) T̀[
œn émp°l(ou) f[or(¤mhw)
e`ﬁ` b`r`«`s`(iw)

(ért.) i`[g?

16 Ka‹ ÙnÒm[ato(w)

[œ]n` émp°l(ou) [
K`a‹ Ù[nÒmato(w)
œn2 [
............................
m
3. ymono!eiᵓ || 5. udreu || 7. no– | d
o
|| 13. onomat || 14. ampel

l
|| 8. a –o = (mon)(artãbou) || 9. a | a]pollv– || 10. ampeᵓ

[72]

ny
é]ntix≈m(atow) aﬂ p(roke¤menai) (êrour.) [
– ––
] iw lo cilo`[Ë tÒpou?
4

vac.

§(p‹) kol(l.) ` `] ébrÒx(ou)
`[

8

(êrour.)
]``[
– –
] d h iw [
] ` ` ` ` ÑHra( )
––
] lo ` ` `

] ––
––
i]w (draxma‹) le
[
] vac.
[

(gin.)] aﬂ pr(oke¤menai)

(êrour.) ma

b

] –––

space of three lines

Bo[r(rç)
–

12 a [

vac.

]

vac.

]

............................
m
2. antixv || 8. hra~ || 12. a– = (prÒteron)?

[74]

j
––

§(p‹)] kol(l.) le ébrÒxou

4

]––––––––
épokal(ufye¤shw) [g∞w
] d`
sunop(tik«w): Ù]spr°vn (ért.) z br≈s(evw) (ért.) [ig

]`

––

§](p‹) kol(l.) le ébrÒxou
]r`mouyou Ko˝ntou épÚ
] ` §n b sfr(ag›)d(i) per‹ Ymonose›rin
] (g¤n.) (êrour.)
e ∫/
–

8

sunop(tik«w): Ù]s`p`r`[°vn (ért.)] z
] (êrour.) b

–

b top(arx¤a?)

§(p‹) kol(l.) ` `]
12

br≈s(evw) (ért.) ig
(êrour.) g ∫/ (g¤n.) aﬂ p(rok.)

ébrÒxou

]per‹ Ymonose›ri[n
sunop(tik«w): Ùs]pr°v(n) (ért.) z ` ` ` ` ` [
space of two lines

] ` Yaubãsyio`w`
16

(érour.)]–––– i
–
(érour.)]–––– iy h
(érour.)]–––– ih
............................
d
o
3. apoka || 7. !fr || 10. toᵓ || 13. o!]prev– || 14. yauba!yi

ᵔ

[76]

ja
] klÆrou Cenber[
surface torn off ] ` (mon)(ãrtabow)
4
] a– [

] §ph(nt.) (ért.) e
kl?]Ærvn Íf’ ©n [

`[
Ùsp(r°vn) (ért.) z

] diå BÆsiow A
Ñ re[mÆfiow
8
]. é`m`p`(°lou) ka‹ BÆs[iow
Petear]besxe¤(niow) t[
] ` tÚ (¥misu) (êrour.) d [
––
] ` ` ` (tr¤ton) (êrour.) b i`[w
12 vac. [
] ` ∫Ä ––/ [
` ` ` ` au `w (êrour.) b ∫Ä [
[ `] ` ` ` ` (é`r`o`u`r`.) y [
[ `] ` ` `stevw [
16

] ` pre[
] `ou[
............................
//
3. ao = (mon)(ãrtabow) || 9. petear]be!xeiᵓ || 10. b' = (¥mi!u) || 11. g = (tr¤ton)

Column jb completely missing

[78]

[jg]
............................
] `[
––

] §(p‹) kol(l.) lb `[
............................
4

]to( ) c `[
—–

] §(p‹) kol(l.) l`[

8

]
]
] ébrÒx(ou) [

f[
`[

] ÑHra`[
] pur«[i
12

] §p‹ [kol(l.)
] `k`a`[
............................

[80]

[jd]
] diå Sansn«t`[ow
] ` ` (é`r`o`u`r`.) [
ib [

] br≈s(evw) (êrour.) g
] (g¤nontai) [

8

b

] (êrour.)

b

4

` `[

]p
` `o[
] ` ` `[
] `[
............................

[82]

[je]
]ow PapxÆyio2[w
] épÚ nÆso(u)
4

8

12

(êrour.) [

] CãÛtow nevt(°rou) BÆ`siow [
–––
§ph](nt.) br≈s(ei)
(êrour.) ` [rk]h
]ow Pk≈riow
[
] (êrour.) a d
[
] (g¤nonta) aﬂ p(roke¤menai) [
]–– ke`id( )
[
]``
[
] a
[
]`
`[
............................
] `[
] b`r`v`s`( ) [
§(p‹)] kol(l.) [

16

] ` ` `[
............................
o
d
3. nh! || 4. caÛtow nevt– || 9. kei

[84]

[j]w
]w ka‹ sa[
– –– ––
f]or( ) (êrour.) h lo jo [ l]oip(Ø) (êrour.) a d [
b

4

b]rvs( ) (êrour.) L h’
] (g¤n.) aﬂ p(rok.)
] ` érxÒ(menai) bor(rç) ÙnÒmat(ow) Pnãsio2w2
– –– ––
] `vn katå tÒp(on)
(êrour.) a h lo j`[o
b

8

]a PabeËtow
– –– ––
] (êrour.) h [ `]o rkh
]r` KolloÊyou
– –
] L h iw
b

12

] ` `[

] (gin.) ––––– aﬂ pr(oke¤menai)

[

NÒt(ou) §x`Ò[m(enai) ` ` ` ` `] Kol[loÊyou
`[
] `[
b]r≈s(evw) (êrour.) `[
16
] PaxoÊmiow
[
] brvs( ) (êrour.)
[
] (gin.) ––––– aﬂ p(roke¤menai)
b

Pax]o`Êmiow Sansn«`[tow
––

20

] ` §(p‹) kol(l.) lz ımo¤(vw) [
............................

i

6. arxo– bor– onomat– || 7. to || 13. not– exo– || 20. omo–

ᵓ

[86]

[

jz
]w k`a`‹ BÆs[iow
– ––
] h lo [
space of three lines

kb

b

4

] (é`r`o`u`r`.) a` d h iw ` ` ` `
(êrour.) ]
`[
]

)

prÚ]w tÚ ia (¶tow)

(êrour.)
– –

– ––

h rkh

b

– –– –– ––

] ` §pigr(afÒmenai) (êrour.) d iw lo jo rkh
] (êrour.) kg d'

8

f[

–– ––

] (êrour.)
–– ––

] jo rkh
] `w`'
12

] (êrour.)
] (êrour.)
]`

g lo jo
–

i`w`

– – –– ––

a h iw lo [jo]
––
d d lo
(ért.)

]`
16

]``
]––– au ` ` [
............................
4. ϟ = (¶tow) || 7. epigrϟ

[88]

)
vac. [

[jh]
]
]
]

4

`[
– –
` L' h iw [
––
` lo
[
] (êrour.)

] vac.
] vac.
– ––

] i L' h lo

[

érg(ur¤ou)]––– (draxma¤) c[qh] ∫Ä
h d` [

]
8

(

––

– ––

je [
––
jw` [

] (êrour.) a h lo
] vac.

[(g¤n.)]––––– a`ﬂ` p`(rok.) [

(êrour.)]

)

kg [

érg(ur¤ou)]––– (draxma¤) cqh ∫Ä
............................

[90]

]

jy
kl]Ærou PatÊmio`[w
]`
4

8

– – ––

] oﬁnik(Ún) kerame›on (êrour.) w L' h iw jo p `[
– –– ––
–– ––
(êrour.)] L' h lo jo
Ïdreum(a)
(êrour.) d lo ` ` [
–
] (êrour.) e d iw (penta)(drãxmou) §l`a`i(«now)
– –
(êrour.) h iw (mono)(drãxmou)
– ––
(êrour.)] iw lo (gin.) Ípol(Ògou) ka‹ fut(e¤aw) (êrour.) ig d su`[
] (ért.) h §ph(nt.) (ért.) w ∫Ä kri(y∞w) (ért.) i lax(ãnvn) (ért.) d ∫Ä
] èdroË (é`r`t`.) ` ` br≈s(evw) (é`r`t`.) [i]g`
]

œn:

] ÉOnn≈friow
12

(êrour.) [

(érour.) [

––

§(p‹) kol(l.)] lz ébrÒx(ou) §n (√) plinyoulk(¤a)

[Ka‹ ` `]tÚw plas[t∞]w
vac.
(érour.) `[ ]
[ é]rxÒ(menai) [ ` `]( ) `[ ] e` ép ` `( ) [ ] §pesk(emm°nh)
[
] PatÊmi[ow]
//
[ a]' Centnef[e]r«to[w
] g4
vp[
] mv2r4[
–
16 [ o]ﬁnikÚn kerame›on` [
] loi( ) (é`r`o`u`r`.) d h [
]ou BÆsio`[w] `[
] `[
] ` (êrour.) ` `[

(

] §(p‹) kol(l.) [
20

]

f[
] [`
............................
k

m

4. oini || 5. udreu || 6. e = (pentã)(draxmow) | a = (monÒ)(draxmow) ||
k
7. | = g¤nontai 12. en– | plinyoul || 14. arxo– | epe!k

[92]

o]

4

]ow ka‹ êll(hw) diå toË` a`[
œn foinik«(now) for(¤mou) (êrour.)

b

]o( )

––

lo `[

–
–

§(p‹) kol(l.) l]h diå BÆsiow PaxoÊmiow [
– ––

] yÊmvi (êrour.) h lo
] kriyª §ph(nt.) br≈s(ei) (êrour.) L h'
––
] (g¤n.?) (êrour.) lo ébrÒx(ou) ka‹ énesk(amm°nou) eﬁw
– – ––
8 [oﬁnikÚn] k`[e]rame›o(n) (êrour.) a d` h iw lo
| a`ﬂ` p`(rok.)
– – –
–
[énes]k`(amm°nou) (êrour.) a d`
é``b`r`Òx(ou) (êrour.) h iw l[o
b

klÆ]r`ou BÆsiow ﬂer°vw diå a[
– – ––
Ce]n`senpaxoÊmiow (êrour.) h iw lo
––
12 [ébrÒx(ou) ka‹ én]eskam(m°nou) eﬁw oﬁnikÚn kerame›(on) (êrour.) L lo [
b

––

§(p‹) [ko]l(l.) lh éneskam(m°nvn) ka‹ êll(vn)

vac.
–– ––

–
] foinik«n(ow) for(¤mou)] diå PaxoÊmio`w` Ce[ ` ` ` `]itow (êrour.) h̀ i`w` lo [

[ ` `] ` §xÒ(menai) [ ] ` `[ ]–––[ ] PaxoÊmio`[w
Ko]l1ãnyo2u2 [
16 [
]ow ﬂer°v(w) ka‹ B[
] `( )
[ f]oinik«(now) [ ]( ) ` `[
............................
2. all/ || 3. [ ]o– || 5. kuamvn || 7. ane!k || 8. kerameio || 9. [ane!]k ||
10. Ûerev! || 12. ane!kam) | kerameio || 15. [ex]o– || 16. ierev)

[94]

[oa]
]–– ÙnÒmati PaxoÊm[iow
]
loip( ) `[
– – –– ––
] §pãnv §s`k`a`m`(m°nhw) (êrour.) d h iw lo jo

4

foi[(nik«now)

––

§(p‹) kol(l.) ly ébrÒxou
`[ ` ` `]ou xoÒw
[

(êrour.) [

é]pÚ (penta)(drãxmou) f`o`i`(nik«now) (êrour.) g iw//
[é]pÚ (mono)(drãxmou) ımo¤(vw) [
––

§(p‹)] kol(l.) ly diå PbÆ[kio]w P[

8

[

é]pÚ (penta)(drãxmou) f`oinik«(now) (êrour.) [
vac.
ka‹ diå PatermoÊyio[w
(g¤n.) aﬂ p(rok.)–––––––––– [

12 Ka`‹` Ùn`[Òm]atow BÆsiow [

]

vac.

foi[nik]«` (now) fo`r`(¤mou) (êrour.) d `[
o `[
] `[

(êrour.) [
]

loip(a‹) (êrour.)

............................
4. e!ka– || 7. e = (pentã)(draxmow) | a = (monÒ)(draxmow) || 9. e = (pentã)(draxmow)

[96]

[ob]
Censenp`[axoÊmi]ow Pa2[
] `ow p `[
∏w foinik«(now) [
] ` fo›(nij) a– L [`
4 ∏w épÚ (penta)(drãxmou) f[oi(nik«now)
]

énãpa(uma) [

––

§(p‹) [kol(l.)] ly diå T2 [

8

`[
f]oini[k]«now
[
pu[r]«i §ph(nt.) (êrour.) [
kriy∞i §ph(nt.) br≈s`(ei) [
(g¤nontai)
`[
A
Ñ rba¤you [

– ––

] ` ` (êrour.) iw l[o
––

] ` k[

]` o

––

§(p‹) [kol(l.)] ly `[
12

(g¤nontai)

[

N[Òt(ou) §]xÒ(menai) kai [`
m]etå stenØn ı[dÚn
e`[
f[
16 œn [
............................
4. e = (pentã)(draxmow) | anapau– || 13. exo–

[98]

[og]

`[
] t`o` [
]
`[
] (g¤nontai) [

4

Ka‹ ÙnÒmatow [
pe[
8

–– ––

] l`o jo

§(p‹)] kol(l.) [
k]riy(∞i) §p[h(nt.)
vac.
o foi(nik«now) `[

]
]
]

Ka‹ ÙnÒ[mat]o`w` B[

vac.
vac.
vac.

]

12 ka‹ éd[°]s(potow)

vac.
––

] l`o

............................
!

12. ade

[100]

[od]
] (êrour.) d

K[a‹

] h)

§(p‹) [kol(l.)

dio` `[ `] `

space of three lines

4

– – ––

CãÛ`t`[o]w Fi`[
t`[

] h iw jo
[`
] `[

–– ––

] `` ``

§(p‹) [kol(l.)
8

vac.

]

] –––––––

Peb«tow Pax[
––

§(p‹) kol(l.)] ly [

vac.

]
]

––

` ` (ért.) [

............................

[102]

[oe]
P]atÊmiow [(êrour.)]

]
]
]
] `

4

8

] (g¤nontai) [
] ` ` `[

] vac.

A
É na2[grafo]m2°2n2h2w2 [
[ ] ` `[
12

– ––

] iw jo

––

jo [
––
–
rkh
h
– –
a h iw
`
]`d[
] (êrour.)
]`[

–

–– ––

] ` ` jo

– –– ––

] iw lo jo
––
L h'
lo
–– – – –– ––
og d h iw lo jo
––
– – ––
` `[
] h iw jo
–
] iw
`[
]
vac.
]

– – ––

[ (êrour.) ] w L h iw jo
] d h'
] vac.

o[
[

`[

)

]n af `[
] œn [
............................

[104]

)

ow
– ––

] iw lo

vac.

]
4

8

(

| Í[pol(Ògou)] k`a‹ fute¤(aw)

œn

]

(êrour.)

–– ––

a d i`[w rkh

––

[
[
[

––

]–––
o`b`
]
vac.
– ––
a d iw rkh

] lo [
] `` [
] (g¤n.)

Ka‹ [
] œn:
p`ur`[oË ` ` ]p`h( ) at( )

–

(êrour.) e iw

––

] `[
12

]–––

[

]

] og [

yum«[now `] ` ` ` ` ` rj
`[

]

g d[

– ––

iw lo

(ért.)
] iwÅ

)

] (êrour.) L h iw

–– – –– ––

`]a h lo _.. ´ [
] // `[
]–––––– (= g¤n.) [
––

]––– og [
16

]`
]`

(êrour.) [
d `[

............................
10. ]ph at- | eggo–

[106]

)

[¶]ggo(now) `[

– –

[

[

oz
] (g¤n.) aﬂ p(rok.)
[(érour.)]–––– k ` rkh’’
]`[
] érg(ur¤ou) (draxma‹) coz g‘
space of two lines
4

]`

vac.

s
––

] a od a
] `s( )

)

(i (¶touw) e( ) )
space of three or four lines

8

]```

//
the rest of the column probably void

7. ϟ = (¶touw) e/

Between columns oz and oh a space of one column width

[108]

oh
A
Ö llvn §daf«n pr≈tvw [énagra]f`°ntvn
t[«i] iz (¶tei) ka‹ to›w •j∞w ¶tesi é`[gorastik?]«i dika`¤`[vi]
4 [diå t]rap°zhw, Pele¤liow §pithrh`[toË] grafe[¤ou]
C̀[≈]nevw
¶sti d°:
(PrÒteron) Kal∞tow Paxom«tow »nhye›s(ai) parå aÈt[o]Ë
[Ka]l∞tow •n ır¤oiw Px[noÊ]nevw
énãp(auma) [(êrour.)] e
8
sunop(t.): pur«i (ért.) w l`ax(ãnoiw) (ért.) d ∫Ä b`[r≈s(evw)] (ért.) ig
–

§(p‹) kol(lÆmatow)] m ébrÒxou [ ] `
K[a‹] (prÒteron) Peb«tow Ce[n]senpaxoÊmiow épall(ag∞w) (êrour.) a
sunop(t.): pur«i (ért.) w Ùsp(r°vn) (ért.) z br≈s(evw) (ért.) i`g`
12

–

[§(p‹)] kol(lÆmatow) m ébrÒxou

K[a‹] k`l`[Æ]r`[ou] Stefãnou per‹ Sentanenvl( )
[ PaxoÊm]iow Sansn`[«to]w] k`a‹ ÉOrsenoÊfiow [
–
[ ± 6–8 ]ow
[
] (êrour.) a [ h
16 [
s]vmatisy°n`[ta
] e`ro( ) klÆrvi sÁn
––
] §p‹ klÆro(u) Stefãnou jh mer¤d(ow)
b

[diã]sthma

]
]

b

20

Pa]x̀oÊmiow Sansn«to[w
(êrour.) ig [
loip(a‹) (êrour.) z
[

............................
3. ϟ = (¶tei) || 6. a– = (prÒteron) | vnhyei!– || 7. ana || 9. aÄ = (prÒteron) | apall ||
ᵓ
13. !entanenvl || 16. ero– || 17. klhro

[110]

oy
–– –– ––

b

œn §ntÚw plast∞w (êrour.) lo jo rkh o ÙnÒ(matow) Sansn«to(w)
– –– ––
BÆsiow
énãpaum(a)
(êrour.) iw lo jo
–
4
§(p‹) kol(l.) m d`iå toË é(utoË) [§]p`h(nt.) br≈s(evw)
– – –– ––

Ka‹ §ntÚw plast∞w xvr¤ou aÈtourgoÊn(tvn) (êrour.) i h iw jo rkh
§n (aÂw) mur(¤kh) a
–
§(p‹) kol(l.) m ≤liotro(p¤ƒ) a`È`tourg(oum°nƒ) p`epuk(nvm°nai)
8
kriy(∞i) (êrour.) h
– ––
x°rs(ou) ka‹ ê`ll(hw) (êrour.) iw j[o] | [Í]pol(Ògou) h vk( ) s( )
Ka‹ §ntÚw plast∞w toË aÈtoË xvr¤ou aÈtourg(oÊntvn)
–– ––
ékrod(rÊvn) for(¤mvn) §n (√) §la›(ai) w (êrour.) lo jo
12 Ka]‹ §pãnv ÍdreÊmatow mur(¤kh) fÒr(imow) [a

≤ kope›s(a) ¶ti époyev`(re›tai)
Ka‹] §ktÚw plast∞w
(êrour.) [
– ––
x°rs(ou)] k`a2‹` êl(lhw) §n (√) mãgdvl(ow) (êrour.) d iw jo [
16

Ù]nÒ(matow) BÆsiow [
–

§(p‹) ko]l(l.) m [d]i`å Sansn«tow BÆ`[siow
– –– ––
pur«i §ph(nt.) (é`r`o`u`r`.) d h lo jo
kriy(∞i) ar`( ) §ph(nt.) br≈s(evw) ` ` [
20
g(¤nontai)
aﬁ p(rok.)

[

]ob¤ou diå BÆsiow A
Ñ re[m]Æ`fi[ow
–

§(p‹) kol(l.)] m diå toË a(ÈtoË) BÆsi[ow:]
] fak«i §ph(nt.) br≈s(evw) (êrour.) [
– ––
24
l]o`i`p(a‹) (êrour.) h lo | [Í]p`ol`(Ògou) [
............................
m
n
2. ono– !an!nvto || 3. anapau || 4. eph– | a– = éutoË || 5. autourgou || 6. en– mur/ || 7. autourg–
k
–
)
/
pepu || 9. hvk/! || 10. autourg– || 11. akrod | en elai || 12. mur/ || 13. kopei!– | apoyev– ||
15. en– magdvl || 16. [o]no– || 19. ar ϟ || 22. a– = éutoË || 24. [u]pol

[112]

p
loip(a‹)

– – –– –– ––

d d h iw lo jo rkh

(êrour.)
–

§(p‹) kol(l.) m ﬁdiospor¤aw kriyª §ph(nt.)
–
br≈s(ei) [ˆ]nvn kuriak(«n) t∞w oﬁkonom(¤aw) (êrour.) h
– – –– –– ––
ébrÒx(ou) ¶ny(a) ka‹ êll(hw) (êrour.) g d h iw lo jo rkh | aﬂ p(rok.)
b

g(¤nontai) ———————— aﬂ p(rok.)

b

4

(êrour.)

––

w rkh

KlÆrou Pan`[o]Ê`p`evw
(prÒteron) t«n aÈt«n loip(«n)
––
§p‹ g∞w
`y potamofor(Ætou)
(êrour.) d lo

8

§(p‹) _kol(l.)´ ımo¤(vw):

potam(ofÒrhtow)

Cil(oË) épÚ bor(rç) xvr¤ou JanyoË épÚ (êrour.) a`[ §]n b top(arx¤&)
– –– ––
(êrour.) d h lo jo
–

§(p‹) kol(l.) m di[å ± 4–5 ]iow ka‹ Sapr¤vno(w)
–– ––

b

12

kriy∞i §ph(nt.) b[r≈s(ei) (êrour.) ] iw tÚ (tr¤ton) (êrour.) d jo rkh
top( ) [ ± 10–12 (gin.)] aﬂ p(rok.)
± 10–12

` ` ` ` ` ` kb (¶tei) épo .[

] ` ap`[ `] `( ) tÚ (tr¤ton) (êrour.) ∫Ä

§(p‹) kol(l.) [
16

]

kriy[∞i

]

20

[a]

b

––

–

vac.
– ––

] iz iw jo

G¤(tonew) nÒ(tou) ka‹ toÊtvn [
( oh a a
`[

vac.

– – ––

h [ ig h iw jo]
]

vn[

vac.
vac.

]

vac.

............................
m
3. ﬁdiospore¤aw || 4. kuriak | oikono || 5. eny– || 7. a– = (prÒteron) || 8. potamofor– || 9. potam–
| omo– || 10. cil | bor– | toᵓ || 11. !aprivno || 12. g// (= tr¤ton) || 13. toᵓ || 14. ϟ = (¶tei) |
g// = (tr¤ton) || 18. G– no–, ge¤tonew

i

i
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pa
–

––

potamofor(Ætou)
p
––
x°rsou ka‹ magd≈l(ou) oy
4 émp°lou for(¤mhw) diå misyvt«n
émp°lou for(¤mhw) aÈtourgoum(°nou)

(êrour.) d lo
– ––
(êrour.) d iw jo
–– ––
(êrour.) a L lo jo
– –
(êrour.) d d h iw

g(¤nontai)–––––––– émp°l(ou)

(êrour.) e h iw lo jo

– – –– ––

b

– ––

g(¤nontai)–––––––– ÍpolÒg(ou) ka‹ fute¤(aw) (êrour.) w L iw lo
8

– – –– ––

(êrour.) i d h iw lo jo

loip(oË) spor(¤mou)

– –– –– ––

(êrour.) w d iw lo jo rkh

ébrÒx(ou) ka‹ xersabrÒx(ou)
––

––

– ––

–

oy g`[ ] h lo
p
–– – –– ––
( ohg dah– iw–alo–– jo–– [rkh
] h jo rkh [(g¤n.)]––– aﬂ p(rok.) )
––

–

12 ≤liotrop(¤ou) a`È`[tourg(oum°nou) pepuk(nvm°nou)] oy (êrour.) h

g(¤nontai) [(êrour.) xy

]

16 K[a‹

]

b

ﬁdi[ospore¤aw kriyª §ph(nt.) br≈s(ei)] ˆnvn kuriak(«n)
t∞[w oﬁkono(m¤aw)]
(êrour.)

–

h

vac.
vac.

b.[
`[
10–15

pur`[oË
20 g(¤nontai) [

``[

]

––

(ért.) b d mh

] vac.
] `i (penta)(drãxmou)

............................
m
2. potamofor– || 3. magdvl || 5. autourgou || 7. upolog– | futei/ || 12. hliotroᵓ || 13. kuriak ||
21. e

[116]

pb
Ka‹ t«n per‹ Sentanenvl( ) énagraf`[°ntvn
ﬁdioktÆtvn Klaud¤ou A
É pollinar¤ou [
–

4 i (êrour.) CenesouÆriow épÚ b`o`r(rç) di≈rug(ow) s[kãm(ma) diå]

lÒg(ou) dhmos¤vn (mon)(artãbou) §vnh(m°nai) (êrour.) i gr(afØ) di[vrÊg(vn)?]
sunop(t.): pur«i ` ` ` (ért.) z §ph(nt.) (ért.) w l`ax(ãnoiw) (ért.) d ∫Ä
––

§(p‹) kol(l.)] ly ébrÒxou

8

–

g (êrour.) épÚ nÒtou di≈rug(ow) skãm(ma)
(êrour.) [g]
[sun]op(t.) Ùspr°vi (ért.) z l`ax(ãnoiw) (ért.) d ∫Ä br≈s(ei) (ért.) ig
––

§(p‹) kol(l.)] ly ébrÒx(ou) §n (√)

[K]a‹ éphl(i≈tou) ciloË ÑErm¤ou Kolãnyou [
12

––

§(p‹)] kol(l.)] ly ékany«no(w) a`[
]kr ` [
] lÒg( ) dhmos`(¤vn) [
br≈]s(ei) (êrour.) ∫Ä `[
––

§(p‹) kol(l.) ly] ébrÒx(ou) k[
] metå pÒron épod[ `] ` `[
] ` per‹ ÉIb¤vna diå lÒg(ou) d`[hmos(¤vn)
– ––
–
§(p‹) kol(l.) m [
] h lo
b

16

............................
2. !etanenvl || 4. bor– | divrug/ || 5. log– | a –o = (mon)(artãbou) | evnh– | gr– || 8. divrug– | !kam– ||
10. en– || 11. aphl || 12. akanyvno || 14. log– dhmo!– || 18. Ûbivna | log–

[118]

[pg]
Ka‹ épÚ dika¤ou katal`[oxism«n] C≈nevw
–
(prÒteron) Sansn«tow `[ ± 7-8 ] (êrour.) a h
4
sunop(t.): pur«i (é`r`t`.) w b`[r≈s(evw) (ért.) ig)] y°rm(ou) (ért.) d
§(p‹) kol(l.)] [

]`

Bor(rç) metå pÒron `[ ` ` ` Ymon]nose¤revw cil( )
ÑErmopoleit«n épo `[
]w` tÚ bor(inÚn) m°row §n (⁄)
– –– ––
8 pliny(oulk¤a) ka‹ tÒp(ow) kam`e`¤`(nou) [
] (êrour.) d h lo jo
–

§(p‹) kol(l.)] m d[iå ` ` ` `] `hkiow
kriy∞i §ph(nt.) [
]``
ébrÒx(ou) `a [
]-

(

] (êrour.) ky

––

pa [
––
`` [
`[

]`
]
]

16 ébrÒx(ou) [

b

12 G¤(tonew) nÒ(tou) `[

top( )

– – ––

h iw jo

)
] h` lo
] `

ékany«no(w) [

//

b

br≈s(evw) (ért.) ig [

]w

(g¤nontai) [aﬂ p(rok.)

] vac.

............................
3. a– = (prÒteron) || 6. bor– | cil || 7.ÑErmopolit«n | bor– | en– || 8. pliny | toᵓ | kam¤nou ||
11. toᵓ || 12. G– no–, ge¤tonew || 17. akanyvno

i

[120]

[pd]
K`[a]‹ épÚ éntikatallag∞w M`[
] P`rvtç
épÚ PanospÒl(evw) aﬂ pr≈t(vw) é[nagra]f`e›s(ai)
4 t«i ke (¶tei) koin«n ka‹ édiair°t`[vn Íp]Ú` AÈrÆlion
A
É rtem¤dvron épÚ PanospÒl[evw]
¶sti d°:

8

[ÉE]n ır¤oiw PxnoÊnevw épÚ (êrour.) [ka tÚ] g’ (érour.) z
aﬂ oÔsai klÆrou kay`’ Ídãtvn k[± 3–4]vn œn
tÚ katå gevrgikØn dia¤re[sin ± 2–3]y( ) yev`r(oËntai)
––

§(p‹) kol(lÆmatow) ma ébrÒx[ou

]

vac.

space of four or five lines

12

[Ka‹ é]pÚ éntikatallag∞[w
] `n megis[

± 10–12

]````

............................
3. pano!pol | prvt- || 4. ϟ = (¶tei) || 9. yevr–

[122]

pe
Ka[‹ §ntÚw? pe]rim°trvn toË §poik¤ou
E `[
] Petetr¤fiow ény(e«now) §n oﬁk¤&
–
–
––
4 vac. [
] ` fo¤(nikew) b p«l(ow) a §p‹ <kol(lÆmatow)> ma
K[a‹
vac. [
K[a‹
8

] ` (prÒteron) Cenemg(°vw) ey( ) ımo¤(vw) §n [ vac.?
–
] ` ` fo›(nij) fÒr(imow) a §l(a›ai) `[
–
–
––
] Sab`eÊriow fo›(nij) a p«l(ow) a §l(a›ai) [ ` `

g`[(¤n.)] fo¤nik(ew) fÒr(imoi) d (m. 2) oﬂ di' oﬁnik(«n) para`gr`(af«n) ye`vr` (` oËntai) [

space of four or five lines

12

] `h `ai épÚ kuriak[
]vn[
]``[
]`[
]kevw die `[
]a( ) `[
............................

i

l
l
3. any || 4. pv || 5. aÄ = (prÒteron) | cenamg– | ey | omo– || 7. pv || 8. oinik paragrϟ yevr–

[124]

pw

space of seven or eight lines

Ka‹ épÚ nhsivtik«n §daf«n §f’ aﬂr(°sei)
tapein∞w g∞w §pãnv po`t`ã`m`(ou) (érour.) pg d
4 œn potamofor(Ætou) ka‹ katej(usm°nhw) prÚw tÒp(on) (êrour.) oz
loip(a‹) §p‹ g∞w
(é`r`o`u`r`.) w d’
––
§(p‹) kol(l.) ma ﬁdios`[pore¤aw]
knÆkou ster[eoË
8
knÆk(ou) skvl(hkobr≈tou) en[
] é`brox( ) [
............................
] `a`i`r` ` [
] aÈtØn [
............................
2. air– || 3. potam– || 4. potamofor– | katejÄ | toᵓ || 8. knhk !kvl

[126]

pz
A
Ñ tr∞tow` [ 3–4 ] é`pÚ YmonpnÆs(evw) pur«i §ph(nt.) ` ` ` [
(prÒteron) Aﬁl¤`[ou] A
É `p`[o]llinar¤ou (êrour.) a
b

b

4

–

–

∏w pur«i (êrour.) iw
érã(kou) br≈s(ei) (êrour.) d iw
//
[(gin.] §ph(nt.) (êrour.) a iw ébrÒx(ou) (ka‹) potam(oforÆtou)
– –
tÚ loip(Ún) (êrour.) [d h iw]
(g¤nontai) aﬂ p(rok.)
– –

(g¤nontai) (pent)(arour.)
(êrour.) ia L h iw
` ` `( )
8 œn §svmat(¤syhsan) klÆrƒ Stefãno(u)
(êrour.)
i
– –
loip(a‹) épÚ nÒt(ou) (pent)(arour.) (êrour.) a L h iw g¤(n.) aﬂ prok.

Per‹ d¢ tØn A
É rab¤an ımo¤vw
ép`[Ú §daf«]n (prÒteron) AÈrhl¤ou Pan¤skou geno`m`(°nou) [
12 [
] ```
per‹ M∞gin
[
] `hbevw

16

en// `[
]–––––– [
] (êrour.) [
] brvs( ) (êrour.) [
]userh̀[

............................
2. ymonpnh!– || 3. aÄ = (prÒteron) || 4. arϟ || 5. ϟ = (ka¤) | potam– || 7. e
!tefano || 9. not- | e || 11. aÄ = (prÒteron)

[128]

|| 8. e!vmat- klhrv

[ph]
NÒ(tou) ped¤[o]u` [ ` ` `] `teibe[ ` ` `] ımo¤vw
épÚ §daf«n Salou¤aw Timagen›dow §n
4
pleista[›w s]frag›{d}(sin)
(êrour.)
iw [
œn fa`[koË] spãrt(ou)
(êrour.) id [
érãk`[ou]
(êrour.) b d`
éspÒr(ou) [§]n koil≈(mati) (êrour.) ∫Ä (g¤nontai) aﬂ p(rok.)
b

8

KlÆro(u) CenpolloËtow ér(ãkou) br≈s(ei) yremmãtvn
§poik¤ou PaxoÊmiow
(êrour.)
ad
(g¤nontai) [
œn

12

–

(êrour.) j L h [

pe]r`‹` tØn A
É rab¤an
`[

]

(êrour.) w'

érãk`[ou
fa[koË

]

(êrour.) mw [
(êrour.)] ` [

............................
2. no–ϟ || 3. edafvn: e corr. ex d || 4. !fragid || 5. !part || 6. arak || 7. a!por– | koilv– || 8. arϟ

[130]

[py]
§poik¤ou PaxoÊ-]

G¤(tonew) nÒ(tou) [
miow `[

8

12

(

––

ia [
––
me [
––
nw [
mau[
z [
lw ∫Ä [
––
pg

(êrour.)]
(êrour.)]

b

4

(

i ∫Ä [
d[

] lÒgou [
§]daf[
].[

i

2. G– no–, ge¤tonew

[132]

COMMENTARY

col. mh
This piece, with Iliad VI 23–30 on the verso, contains a fragment of an upper
part of the column, perhaps even of lines 2–4, if we keep line 1 for the column’s
number.
2. ].rpax[ , possibly ]a`rpax[ , may point at a name like A
Ñ rpaxrãthw (hapax
in O. Bodl. I 352 (Thebes, 1st cent. bc).

col. my
This piece, with Iliad VI 61–67 on the verso, contains a fragment of an upper
part of the column, e.g., of lines 4–7.

Columns n and na are lacking

col. nb
Both pieces have been placed in respect to each other as indicated by the text
on the verso: the top fragment has Iliad VI 190, while the bottom has VI 179–183.
1–2. The margin at the top of the fragment is wider than the usual interlinear
space which suggests that what is preserved was originally line 2 of the column
(we have reserved line 1 for the column’s number).
6. pu`[r«i is almost sure because of the number of artabae (6), for a discussion
of rent levels in our document, see Introduction, pp. 19–23. At the end of the
line, yu`. .r .[ is also possible.

CommenTAry
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col. ng
2. PapxÆy[iow, see [ ]ow PapxÆyio[w in je 2. The name is new; for a parallel,
see §n topoyes¤& Px∞tow in P. Flor. III 279 (Aphrodito, ad 514); see similar formations with the stem -xhy-: Sokm∞niw Cebxhy[ ] in P. Hels. I 27 (Herakleopolites, c. 160 bc) and the female TasxÆy(iow) in P. Achm. 9 (Panopolites, 2nd cent.
ad); also PetexØt CenteisvteËtow in CPR XIII 4 (Arsinoites, 3rd cent. ad).
3. Supplemented following oy 11.
8. A new section probably begins with the participle §xom(°nh) [sc. oﬁk¤a]. The
house(?) is metå paradrom¤d`[ow (metå paradrom¤d`[vn is of course possible, too).
Although there is nothing to be seen on the papyrus as it is today, we print
paradrom¤d`[ow with a dotted delta because of the photograph taken in the 1960s,
where a part of the letter was clearly visible.
In literary and epigraphical sources paradrom¤w is a rare word, the exact
meaning of which is by no means clear to us. LSJ translates it as ‘place for taking
the air’. According to Vitruvius, De architectura V 11.4, paradrom¤dew are hypaethrae ambulationes in a palaestra; they may have served as running tracks rather
than porticos (see J. Delorme, Gymnasion. Étude sur les monuments consacrés à l’éducation en Grèce (des origines à l’Empire romain), Paris 1960, pp. 287–289). In papyri,
the word is not particularly rare (twenty occurences to date) and is attested in
documents from the 3rd cent. bc (Zenon’s archive) through the sixth cent. ad.
The evidence – thoroughly discussed by G. Husson, OIKIA, pp. 218–220 – shows
that in egypt the paradromis was always part of a private house. They might be
both interior and exterior; there is no explicit indication, if they were roofed or
not. Husson translates the term in question by the word ‘galerie’.
As for the meaning of this term, our document contributes nothing to Husson’s study.
12. The first fraction is either (3/4) or d (1/4).

b

col. nd
6. kaix( ): a similar abbreviation in je 9, see comm.
8. We print CenenoÊp`(iow) instead of the more common CenenoÊf(iow) because
of the curve-shaped mark of abbreviation which can easily be taken as a raised pi.
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9. Fak«i (and not pur«i) because of the following br≈s(ei).
–– ––
14. d lo jo (4 1/32 1/64) is possible.
15. Ùn`[Ò(matow) P]axno`Ê`p(iow) is possible. Pachnoupis is a variant of common
Pachnoubis, see P. Coll. Youtie I 22 (ad 87, oxyrhynchos).
17. §n (√) fo¤(nikew) x possible.
17. Cenyemei( ) is a new proper name. See CenyemeÁw Petos¤riow in P. Brem. 37
(ad 117–120, Hermopolis)
24. The same in pe 9; for the meaning, see Introduction, pp. 23–24.
25. f]o¤(nikew) g pv2[loi x]?

col. ne
7. Centapelçliw is attested on a mummy label (SB I 3866) where it is repeated
four times.
13. A new item begins (some additional interlinear space is visible).
15–16. Somebody (name unfortunately lost) changed the vineyard into something else. For the perfect active t°yeika (not t°yhka) in papyri, see Gignac,
Grammar, II, p. 398.
In this note we have ≤ êmpelow for ‘vineyard’ (Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft,
p. 242 does not mention this, but numerous examples in Wörterbuch seem to confirm this sense) and thus this form should be reconstructed throughout.
17. We would expect some space preceding the start of the new item, but the
additional comment (lines 15–16) has covered it.
––
23. nd refers to the number of the preceding column. The sequence of fractions fits nd 2.

col. nw
2. The verb §pikrat°omai, although hapax in our document, is well attested in
similar contexts (Wörterbuch, ‘sich einer Sache bemächtigen, das Besitzrecht
ausüben, besitzen’).
13. The number of arourae (22) followed by a fraction?
14–15. Totals enclosed in large rounded brackets (see Introduction, p. 18).
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col. nz
This column is now preserved in two separate glass frames (see Introduction,
pp. 11–12).
2. ariymo without any clear mark of abbreviation.
6. Kappa may be a numeral preceded by the aroura-sign.
8. ]m`osi possible.
10–12. It is hardly possible that the term ousia in a third-century land register
had any meaning other than ‘estate’ (see G. m. Parássoglou, Imperial Estates in
Roman Egypt, Amsterdam 1978, pp. 9–11). In this case, we must try to find a solution for this entry given that kleroi tended to retain their names, even long after
an estate had been formed. The evidence for this is clear when we find a parcel
of an imperial property called simply kl∞row or ı toË de›na kl∞row (Parássoglou,
Imperial Estates, p. 9 with numerous examples quoted in note 26).
The other possible interpretation is that the parcel in question belongs to
somebody who inherited it from a ﬂmatiop[ , most probably a clothes dealer (ﬂmatiop≈lhw). ousiac land, because of its tax-exempt status, was particularly desirable to farmers. They often both bought and rented parcels of ousia which resulted in ousiake ge coming to constitute a new category of public land. In our case the
parcel had been bought, which is stressed by §vnh(m°nai) sc. êrourai in line 12.
on ge ousiake, see rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants, pp. 55–61.
Koitai are sections into which land which is the property of an individual was
divided; in the oxyrhynchite, unlike in the Bodmer document, these were identified by number, see P. J. Sijpesteijn, K. A. Worp, ‘numbered koitai in the
oxyrhynchite nome’, Aegyptus 58 (1978), pp. 157–159 and rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants, pp. 125–126. There is, however, no previous evidence for dividing
ousia into koitai — G. m. Parássoglou, Imperial Estates in Roman Egypt does not
mention koitai at all.
Ousia in the Panopolite to date: P. Fouad 80, 45 (4th cent. ad); P. Beatty Panop.
1 xiv 366 (ad 298) and P. Lond. V 1654, 1 (4th cent. ad).
To conclude, we may say that P. Bodmer I recto contains the earliest attestation of an ousia in the Panopolite and this consists of more than one section.
14. The reading ént`i`x`≈ma[tow is based on solid grounds and the traces visible
below the lacuna fit what we expect here perfectly.
A
É nt¤xvma, ‘embankment’ is a very rare word, attested — as far as I know —
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only in an inscription from oropos dated to the 3rd or 4th cent. bc; ed. princeps:
B. Leonãrdow, ‘A
É mfiare¤ou §pigrafa¤’, A
É rxaiologikÆ ÑEfhmer¤w 1923, pp. 36–52
(on pp. 36–42 inscription no. 123, where the word appears twice), cf. LSJ Revised
Supplement 1996, s.v., DGE, s.v. What the difference was between ént¤xvma and
x«ma, a dyke constructed along the river (or canals), is not clear. on dykes, see
in general Bonneau, Le régime administratif, pp. 34–51.
15. Probably the same kind of wheat as in pb 6, different from the typical one,
rented at 6 art./ar.

col. nh
The size of the lacuna in col nh cannot be established exactly. The left-hand
fragment has on its verso col. xi of the Homeric text and the right-hand col. xii.
2. This section may have referred to sacred land in the possession of a temple, e.g., PanÚw yeo]Ë meg¤stou (in the Panopolite, the god min/Pan is a natural
guess, see Lex. Theon. 775–776 for examples of calling him m°gistow).
5. Hydreuma no. 1 of surface 2 3/4 1/16 arourai (or slightly more).
ÜUdreuma was not a water-wheel (saqieh, mhxanÆ in Greek terminology), as it
is sometimes mistranslated, but a cistern designed to retain the water accumulated in the natural way, without human intervention. There were two kinds of
hydreumata: phga›on Ïdreuma, ‘a spring cistern’ accumulating spring water and
énabatikÚn Ïdreuma, i.e., a cistern accumulating water of the nile flood
(énãbasiw), intended for temporary use in the period from August to December.
Hydreumata may have been of quite considerable capacity, as this one mentioned
in our document. on hydreumata, see especially Bonneau, Le régime administratif,
pp. 61–62.
Hydreumata may have been numbered as in a wooden documentary codex
from Hibis listing 86 hydreumata in the Great oasis (SB XIV 11938; ed. princ. P. J.
Parsons, ‘The wells of Hibis’, JEA 57 [1971], pp. 165–180).
7. Petepx∞miw is a new name; see feminine in SB I 2473 (mummy label from
the Panopolite): Pogx∞w PaxoÊmiow mhtrÚw SenpetepxÆmiow.
9. ér`x` .. gr( ) is possible, with a high-rising letter in the middle, but I cannot
offer any solution.
11. Supplemented after j 4.
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12. Both §ntÒw and §ktÒw are possible; the noun was probably ént[ix≈matow or
ént[ixvmãtvn.
15. e`ﬁ` b`r`«2s2(iw) (ért.) i`[g is a possible reading. It would be, then, a parallel to
the sunop(tik«w)-clause: ‘if fodder – 13 art.’. For the meaning of sunop(tik«w)clause, see Introduction, pp. 19–22.
17. [œ]n` émp°l(ou) [ is a difficult reading. of the nu only the last vertical element survives, a horizontal stroke visible above was originally part of the initial
kappa of line 16.
18. ka¤ is written with characteristically prolonged kappa vertical stroke of
which a small part is visible below the alpha and iota. We may, therefore, assume
that the left hand fragment was wrongly placed and should be removed from the
rest of the column.

col. ny
2. [ka‹ §ntÒw (or §ktÒw) é]ntix≈m(atow); see line 12 in the preceding column.
11–12. It is surprising to find free space in the place where we would expect
the ends of lines as in numerous parallel sections throughout the document.

col. j
2–5. A reference to col. le, abrochos; according to general scheme of the
document the line should refer to an entry described earlier but it seems
possible that this is connected with lines 3–4 and repeated in line 5. If so, this
would be the only example of the repetition of such a line but it fits the general
pattern used in calculations: the scribe first gives a total, then details constituent
figures to make up that total which is repeated at the entry’s end. In line 3
épokal(ufye¤shw) [g∞w possible; see ıpÒtan ≤ toiaÊth g∞ épokalufyª in P. Gen.
I2 16, 12–13 (ad 207, Soknopaiou nesos); also épokalufye¤sh g∞ in SB I 4284, 9
and 16 (ad 207, Soknopaiou nesos) and O. Mich. II 891 (ad 290, Arsinoites).
15–17. The strokes partly preserved on the papyrus were originally part of the
aroura-sign.
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col. ja
2. There is no name beginning with Cenber- both in onomastica and in the
Duke Data Bank.
3. klÆ]r`o(u) possible.
5. §ph( ) (ért.) 5 hapax in our document.
6. kl]Ærvn Íf' ßn [e.g. énagraf°ntvn?] For the meaning of Íf' ßn, ‘Stück für
Stück, einzeln’ see Preisigke, Wörterbuch I, s.v. eÂw (p. 426).
9. There are three names containing the element -besx-: A
Ñ rbesx¤niow (P. Tebt.
III.1 788, 4 [2nd cent. bc]; III.2 830, ii 10 and 19; 1005, ii, 6 and 1055, 2 – all documents from Tebtynis dated to the 2nd cent. bc]; P. Hombert 29 [= SB XIV 11988],
4 [Thebaid, 2nd cent. ad] and O. Bahria 20, 3 [Small oasis; 2nd–3rd cent. ad]);
Senarbesx›niw (P. Aberd. 98, 4 [Thebaid?; 3rd cent. ad]) and Petearbesx(e)›niw: of
which Petearbescheinis typical Panopolitan and most common, especially in
roman times (CPR XVIIB 13, 8 [Panopolis, ad 217/8]; P. Bour. 41a [= P. Achmim.
7], col. i, 18 and 25 (Panopolis; ad 197 — probably two different persons, in line
25 the name partly in a lacuna [Pete]arbesxe›niw); P. Coll. Youtie II 73, 21 [Panopolis, ad 289]; P. Berl. Bork. 1, i 23 [Panopolis, ad 298–330]; P. Ammon 4, 2 and 59;
5, 1; 6, 2; 7, 2 [in all these documents dated to ad 348, there appears Petearbeschinis, father of Aurelios Ammon, scholasticus]; and mummy labels SB I 1199, 2
(Bosochis?; ?); 5470, CEML 741, 1; 1090, 2.
//
//
11. g as tr¤ton. The reading of the expected tÚ before g is difficult although
not totally impossible.

col. jb
of column jb nothing left.
Before either col. jb or jg there must have been a space of one column width
indicating the beginning of a new section (see general introduction, pp. 5–6).

col. jg
4. Peb«]to(w) Ce1[nsenpaxoÊmiow, as in oh 10?
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col. je
2. For Papx∞yiw, see above, ng 2 comm.
4. N∞sow as a toponym? or rather as newly deposited land? In Upper egypt,
as P. Haun. 407 suggests, land is divided into ≥peirow and n∞sow-land.
6. Pkvriw, the reading of which seems unquestionable, is an addendum onomasticis. It is a version of Pakoriw in an ostrakon from the area of Latopolis
magna (2nd cent. ad), published by P. J. Sijpesteijn, TALANTA 5 (1973) 78 (= SB
XIV 12038); other versions are noted in Pape/Benseler’s Wörterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen, Braunschweig 1911: PakËrriw, Pako›riw and Pãkvriw.
9. The abbreviation ke`i.( ) looks very similar to nd 6 where, however, we tend
to transcribe it kaix( ).

col. jw
6. êrxv in sense ‘(med.) örtlich den Anfang machen’ (Preisigke, Wörterbuch,
s.v. [7]); see, e.g., P. Amh. I 68 (1st cent. ad), 26 and 30: êrourai érxÒmenai nÒtou,
‘die Aruren beginnen im Süden da und da’.
Pnçsiw is not common, see P. Hib. I 72 (241 bc); P. Mich. II 121 (after ad 42,
Tebtynis); P. Giss. I 61 (ad 119, Apollonopolis Heptakomias), P. Giss. I 84 (beginning of the 2nd cent. ad, Apollonopolis Heptakomias); P. Hamb. I 33 (c. ad 124,
Ptolemais euergetis); P. Gron. 6 (5th cent. ad).
7. t`«n katå tÒpon impossible.
The expression katå tÒpon is surprisingly not very common in documentary
papyri of roman period, see, however, to›w katå tÒpon gevrgo›w, ‘local cultivators’ in a lease of land (P. Oxy. XIV 1630, 5) contemporaneous to P. Bodmer I recto
(ad 223) and oﬂ katå tÒpon sitolÒgoi in P. Oxy. IV 833 (descr., ad 1). For katå
tÒpon in the quite different context, i.e., in Christian letters of introduction of
the 4th cent. ad, see P. Oxy. LVI 3857, 2 comm.
8. Since there is no proper name containing -apabeu-, we assume that –a is a
genitive ending of the name of a tenant whose father bears the name Pabeus, not
very common but well attested in a Panopolitan context.
––
––
9. Both fractions, lo (1/32) and jo (1/64) possible.
19. For Pachoumis son of Sansnos, see Introduction, pp. 52–53.
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col. jz
4. After space of 3–4 lines probably a new section started, concerning year 11
(ad 202/3).
5–6. Lines in brackets.
7. Wörterbuch I, s.v. §pigrafÆ, ‘(6.) steuertechnischer Zuschlag (Auflage), teils
Geldsteuerzuschlag, teils Beackerungszuschlag. (…) Die Wendung ˜l˙ tª §pigrafª = haftbar für die gesamte Auflage.’ See Wörterbuch III, Abschn. 11, s.v. The
letter of which the traces are visible before epigr( ) might have been an eta; thus,
the reading ˜l˙ t]ª §pigraf(ª) is possible. For the ˜l˙ tª §pigrafª phrase, see
P. Oxy. XII 1445, 8 comm. on §pigrafÆ, see also P. Thmouis, pp. 19–20.
8. This represents the total of lines 4 and 7.
10–11. These lines are in brackets.
13. Total of lines 9 and 12.
14. no traces of a number following the artaba sign.

col. jh
6 and 11. The long stroke preceding the drachma sign forms part of the abbreviation for érg(ur¤ou) written in the same way as in oz 3 .
8–9. These lines are in brackets.
10. (êrour.)] kg [ d possible (see jz 8).

col. jy
2. The reading Patumif``[ cannot be excluded.
The personal name PatËmiw is attested in Ptolemaic documents (three documents from the Zenon archive, the same person? see P. Tebt. III.2 855, 4 [2nd
cent. bc]) and in one mummy-label (CEML 905).
4. At the line’s end pl[ is possible; pl[inyoulk¤a vel sim.?
7. A vertical stroke stands here (also in o 8, ow 2, oy 9 and 24, p 5) as a kind of
the total sign: all items in lines 4–7 produce a total of 13 1/4 arourae which means
that nothing is missing of the constituent numbers.
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9. We should probably take èdrÒw as ‘full-grown, ripe (of fruit or corn)’ (LSJ, s.v.),
although this meaning is not so far attested in papyri. SB X 10532, 27 (reedition of
P. Princ III 147) has èdrÒw as the epithet of a measure which is not found elsewhere,
but see èdrÒxvron as a wine measure in WO 1600 (cf. Grundzüge, p. LXXI n. 3) and
O. Bodl. II 2326.
The number following the sign of artaba is perhaps a h (1 1/8 ) with the fraction
written in an untypical way. This rather cannot be read (ért.) rj, since the number seems to be too high.
12. plinyoulk(¤a), ‘brickmaking’, see P. Petr. II, p. 50 (cf. III, p. 139); O. Bodl. II 1653
(Thebaid, ad 142) and 1656 (Thebaid, ad 146); P. Pher., p. 87, comm. to l. 261–262.
13–21. The small fragment containing the beginnings of these lines has on its
verso only some characters of the Homeric text, the very last ones of column IX.
13. Both §k]tÚw and §n]tÚw plas[t∞]w is possible.
14. ép[h]l(i≈tou) is possible.
§pesk(emm°nh) [klÆrou] PatÊmi[ow]? Wörterbuch IV, s.v. §pisk°ptomai (4):
‘Grundstücke amtlich besichtigen’.
15. Centnefer«w/Cennefer«w is a new proper name; see, however, female
Sennefer«w well attested in roman period.
At the end of the line mr. Balamoshev suggested »p[thm°na vel sim. ‘baked or
burned’ as connected to the oﬁnikÚn kerame›on of the following line. And then
perhaps M≈r[ou. The name M«row is attested in the Panopolites in the same
period, see CPR XVIIB 16 dated to ad 217/8.
17. [klÆr]ou BÆsio`[w] possible. The name followed perhaps by a iota implying

ﬂer°vw.

col. o
5–7. The items in lines 5 and 6 produce the total of line 7.
6. kriyª without iota adsript what is unusual in our document.
7–9. Abrochos and aneskammenos of lines 7–8, 1 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 ar. is the total of the
two items in line 9: 1 1/4 ar. (with the description in lacuna, but [éneskam]m`(°nvn)
is a natural guess) and of abrochos 1/8 1/16 1/32.
8. a`ﬂ` p`(rok.) read after p 5. For the meaning of the vertical stroke, see above,
jy 7 comm.
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11. Psensenpachoumis is a Panopolitan name known from several mummy
labels: CEMG 680, 723, 1187, 1382 (CEML 253, 296, 771 and 984 respectively). See
also P. Achm. 7, 1 (ad 196) and P. Flor. III 327, 8 (ad 117/8, Apollonopolites Heptakomias).
13. Perhaps Ce[nsenaresã]Ûtow, a name attested in the Panopolitan context,
see CPR XVIIB 12, 10 with a comm.
15. Between PaxoÊmio`[w and Ko]l`ãny2o`u` there is enough space for ÑErm¤ou (see
below, pb 11) preceded, e.g., by aÄ, i.e. prÒteron. on the other hand, the name
Kolanthos is common and there may be quite well another man of this name in
our document.
16. BÆsi]ow?
17. [ f]oinik«(now) [for](¤mou) (êrour.) . . [ ? The traces fits with what we
would expect as an abbreviation mark after for, as this is usually written, e.g.,
above in line 3.

col. oa
2 and 12. This is a good place to ask what, if any, was a difference between land

ÙnÒmati nn and ÙnÒmatow nn.
6. K`[a‹ t]oË xoÒw is a possible reading.
In literary sources and some papyri, the genitive of xoËw is xoË, but influenced
by the declension of xoËw, ‘container or a measure of capacity’, it produced the
genitive xoÒw, dative xo˝; see LSJ, s.v. and Gignac, Grammar, II, pp. 34–35. For the
meaning of xoËw, see Introduction, pp. 30–31.
10. PatermoÊyio[w is written with a space between theta and iota.

col. ob
4. In our document énãpa(uma) and not énãpausiw is intended as is clear from
oy 3. on fallow land, fallow crops and crop rotation, see Introduction, p. 34.
13.[m]etå stenØn ı[dÚn, ‘behind a narrow road’; stenÆ is a rare adjective; in papyri,
its feminine occurs only with =Êmh (three documents) and ıdÒw; with the latter only
in one document, but a close parallel to P. Bodmer I recto: P. Achmim 6, col. ii, 16–18:
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[bor(rç) é]phl(i≈tou) t°menow, lib(Úw) ıdÚw stenÆ [
]
[lib(Úw) §xÒ(menai)] mey ’ ıdÚn stenØn (prÒteron) Klaud¤ou Polu[b(ianoË)
di(å)
]
[
] ÜVrou (êrourai) ig ktl.

col. og
There was probably a space of three or four lines immediately after the column’s number.

col. od
3. h) at the end of the line stands for h– (the same in oe 11). The fraction is followed by some small letters perhaps written in another hand. They look like a
technical remark, e.g., dior`[u]j` misspelled, however, which would be unusual in
our document (see correct spelling in pb 4 and 8).
dio`r`[uj] possible.

col. oe
Lines 3–9 and 11–12 in brackets.
Lines 5, 6 and 11 contain the columns’ numbers, 73, . ., and 70 respectively.
3. most of the names ending in -atumiw has ny before this which is not possible here. A long horizontal stroke connecting alpha with the preceding letter
could have constituted part of a pi which leads us towards PatËmiw, a name well
attested in the Panopolitan context. If so, col. oe perhaps listed land plots of the
kleros named after Patymis (see jy 2).

col. ow
2. For the meaning of the vertical stroke, see above, jy 7 comm.
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6–8. Lines in brackets.
6. The entry being here referred to might have been that of ob 9 (the fractions are the same).
10. At the end of the line, following the number of arourae, there is a clear
sign of értãbai but I see no number following it. Instead, the reading [.]ggo( ) is
clear, with the space for one letter in lacuna, which leads us to the assumption
that the wheat land is the property of a descendant of somebody whose name followed.
11. Line again in brackets. The lacuna at the end of the line seems to be too
wide simply to have held h’ which would give 3 1/4 1/8 1/16 arourae.
12. As clear from its position, this line must have contained a new entry
recording some kind of cultivation. The line ended with a total of 1/2 1/8 1/16 of an
aroura; the crop is yumv[ . We suggest supplementing: yum«[now , ‘of a field
where yÊmon is grown’. For this crop, see Introduction, pp. 41–42.
Yum≈n, reconstructed this way, is a rare word, appearing in P. Soter. 14, 4
(Theadelphia, ad 83/4) and in two tax registers from Theadelphia, BGU IX 1896
(after ad 166) and 1899 (after ad 172). It does, however, stand well within the
word formation scheme of roman papyri; see e. mayser Grammatik der griechischen Papyri aus der Ptolemäerzeit, I.3, pp. 86 ff., e. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, münchen 1953, p. 488 and especially L. r. Palmer, A Grammar of the PostPtolemaic Papyri, London 1946, pp. 120–121: section ‘place-names in –(e)≈n’.
13. The column referred to is probably oa.

col. oz
2. The fraction 1/128 noted with two following strokes (and not under a horizontal one) suggests that this was the only fraction used here. If so, we may read
either ka` rkh’’ or kd` rkh’’.
5–6. Lines in brackets.
7. I am unable to offer a plausible solution for this line. year 10? Episkepsis of
year 10 (ad 201/2) referred to?
Between columns oz and oh a space of one column’s width
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col. oh
2, êllvn §daf«n pr≈tvw [énagra]f`°ntvn supplemented from pb 2.
The verb énagrãfein in reference to the activity of a grapheion means ‘to register’ and includes the whole process of incorporating the contracts into a tomos
synkollesimos. The meaning of énagrãfein is closely related to that of katagrãfein, which for many years has been a matter of controversy. See m. raschke,
BASP 13 (1976), pp. 19–21, the summary of a century long discussion in n. 7.
2–3. r. Bogaert in his list of banks of roman egypt (‘Liste géographique des
banques et des banquiers de l’Égypte romaine, 30a–284’, ZPE 109 [1995], p. 160)
quotes of P. Bodmer I recto as the only attestation of ‘un banque publique’ in the
Panopolite. For the list of banks in the Panopolite, see m. L. moioli, CE 68
(1973), p. 278.
é`[gorastik?]«i dika`¤` [vi]: cf. P. Oxy. XII 1475 (ad 267), 14: tå Ípogegramm°na

Ípãrxontã moi égorasti[k]“ dika¤ƒ prÒteron soË t∞w »noum°nhw per‹ k≈mhn
Pae›min ktl. (‘which is mine by right of purchase’); PSI X 1112, 12 (oxyrhynchos,
ad 231), PSI V 450, ii, 86 (oxyrhynchos, 2nd–3rd cent. ad), P. Oxy. XII 1539, 6
(ad 179–180), P. Oxy. XIV 1636, 6 (ad 249). It is striking that all documents come
from oxyrhynchus and cover the period of a hundred years (ad 179–267). In documents of a later date, the phrase épÚ égorastikoË dika¤ou replaced it (P. Prag.
I 53, 2 [prov. unknown, ad 430], P. Cairo Masp. II 67151 [Antinoopolis, ad 545],
P. Münch. I 7, 31 [Antinoopolis, ad 583])
Cf. pg 2? épÚ dika¤ou katag[orastikoË?
At the beginning of line 4 there is enough space for diã even if not abbreviated.
Cf. P. Oxy. I 104, 21 and 30: katå ésfale¤an diå trap°zhw, ‘gemäß Vertrag,
abgeschlossen durch die Bank’ (Wörterbuch III, Abschn. 8, s.v. trãpeza).
epiteretes grapheiou: the office appears in two documents only: P. Fay. 23, 25 (line
quoted in the introd.): §pit(hrhtØw) gr(afe¤ou?) mhtrop(Òlevw) and BGU VII
1607, 1–3: Filadelf¤aw. Louk¤ou Pouf¤ou (= Poup¤ou) Satorne¤lou §pithrhtoË
grafe¤ou mhtr[o]p(Òlevw) with commentary as follows: ‘Wohl erster Beleg nach
P. Fay. 23 I 23 (sic!) (…) S. oertel, Liturgie S. 239, der den §. g. zu den
Steuerepitereten zählt. Hier ist der §. g. offenbar Steuerzahler; der Genitiv steht
im Sinn von ÙnÒmatow c. gen.’.
5. of the first letter, the bottom part of a long verical stroke is preserved
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which makes the reading C`[≈]nevw quite plausible and excludes the reading
P`[xnou]nevw (as in line 7). The grapheion of the village Psonis has not previously
been attested, see introd.
7. anap( ) cf. oy 3 anapaum( ); énãp(auma) [(èrour.)] e` is quite a possible reading; a long horizontal stroke visible between the two lacunae could be a part of
aroura sign.
Px[nou]nevw reconstructed after pd 6.
8. After the numeral d a sign for 2/3?
9. In between the number of the kollema and the land category there are
traces of ink; they in no way form a letter. Probably the scribe here wrote a long
stroke over the column’s number, exactly the same as in pb 7.
êbroxow, ‘von der natürlichen nilschwelle nicht erreicht (Ackerland)’
(Preisigke, Fachwörterbuch); see Introduction, pp. 25–27.
10. CensenpaxoËmiw is not a common name; it is found on five mummy labels
(CEML 253, 296, 771, 897 and 984) and in two papyri (P. Bour. 41a [= P. Achmim 7],
col. I, line 2 and P. Flor. III 327, line 8), of which only the last mentioned has a
non-Panopolitan provenience (Apollonopolis mikra, metropolis of Heptakomia,
not far to the north of Panopolis).
Apallage was that part of the joint property which came to the woman after a
divorce (the husband’s part was called épopompÆ); see Taubenschlag, The Law,
pp. 121–122.
13. K[a‹] k`l`[Æ]r`[ou] Stefãnou is more probable than, e.g., k[a‹ t«n]

k`l`[h]r`[on(Òmvn] Stefãnou.
Sentanexvl( ), see pb 2.
15. [PaxoÊm]iow Sansn[«tow? But the first legible letter is hard to read as an
iota following a mu.
The numbers are supplied from p 18.
16. [ s]vmatisy°n`[ta, sc. §dãfh vel sim.; it is impossible to read [ s]vmatisye›[sai sc. êrourai. For svmatisy°nta §dãfh, ‘plots registered for taxation’, cf.
BGU XV 2488, 3 with comm. (where the present passive rather than the aorist
occurs).
The verb perixvmat¤zv, ‘construire les digues de sections d’un bassin d’irrigation’ (Bonneau, Le régime administratif, p. 47) in this case [perix]vmatisy°n[ta]
referring to plots surrounded with dykes (see LSJ, Wörterbuch) would be another
possibility for reading this line but it is less likely.
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17. In the 3rd century merides relate to sections of private estates rather than
to administrative units. The number 68 leaves no doubt that this is the case in
our text. Wörterbuch, s.v. [i]: ‘örtlicher Abschnitt eines Grundstückes’.
19. Compounds of Pax3oÊmiow are possible readings too (e.g., CensenpaxoÊmiow, as in line 10).
– ––
20. (êrour.) ig h– iw lo ?

col. oy
5. aÈtourg°v, ‘selber bewirtschaften, selbst benutzen (nicht verpachten oder
vermieten) […]. Vgl. Berger, Zeitschrift vergleich. Rechtswiss., 1913, 392’ (Preisigke,
Wörterbuch); aÈtourgÒw, ‘eigenbauer (der seinen Acker nicht verpachtet’ (ibidem).
The shape of the abbreviation indicator seems like a mu which would imply
middle/passive xvr¤on aÈtourgoÊm(envn), but the use of the verb aÈtourge›n suggests xvr¤on aÈtourgoÊn(tvn).
We cannot be sure whether xvr¤on aÈtourgoÊn(tvn) is a toponym and should
be printed capitalised or is the usual word for a hamlet referring to the fact
that this was inhabited by small-scale proprietors cultivating their own land.
For autourgia as direct cultivation, see rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants,
pp. 203–204.
6. Line is written in the same hand but with smaller characters. It seems as
added later in course of checking the data.
7. The scribe first wrote an eta, intending probably to note ≤liotro(p¤ou), but
after having realized that the word he had already written, he changed the eta
into a pi of pepuk( ). ≤liotro(p¤ƒ) a`È`tourg(oum°nƒ) p`epuk(nvm°nhw) (sc. g∞w) is
one of the possible readings of this series of abbreviated words. ≤liotro(p¤ou)
a`È`tourg(oum°nou) p`epuk(nvm°nou) and ≤liotro(p¤ou) a`È`tourg(¤aw) p`epuk(nvm°nhw)
seem also possible. Generally, ‘land covered densely by heliotrope’ is meant here.
9. For the meaning of the vertical stroke, see above, jy 7 comm. At the end
of the line the article ≤ followed by an abbreviated adjective? or a number, Hvk
followed by a sign?
11. akrod without any clear mark of abbreviation.
ékrÒdruon ‘1. Fruchtbaum, 2. Steuer -drÊvn s. Abschn. 11’ (Preisigke, Wörterbuch). LSJ, s.v. ékrÒdrua, tå, ‘fruits grown on upper branches of trees, esp. hard
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shelled fruits, opp. Ùp≈ra; (2) trees which produce such fruits; futå ékrodrÊvn –
D. 53.15: fruit-trees in general (includ. vine and olive)’.
potam( ) belongs rather to col. p, as in our transcription
15. X°rsow in the lacuna supplied after pa 3.
17. [diå to]Ë` a Sansnvtow ktl. is a possible reading, with the a lacking a horizontal stroke.
20. The total is 8 arourae followed by fractions of which only the bottoms are
preserved.
21. A
Ñ rem∞fiw is a proper name well attested in the Panopolitan context, found
in both papyrus documents and mummy labels.
24. For the meaning of the vertical stroke, see above, jy 7 comm.

col. p
2–5. The number in line 2 is the total of lines 4 and 5.
3. ﬁdiospore¤a: ‘Bestellung des Ackers, welche durch eine bestimmte Person
selber (nicht durch jemand anders) bewirkt wird’; see P. Ryl. II 142.18 comm.
kriyª, if the dative was intended, without a iota adscript.
4. ˆnoi kuriako¤ are the donkeys belonging to the state; see e.g. BGU II 699
(2nd cent. ad); A. Leone (Gli animali da transporto nell’Egitto greco, romano e bizantino,
rome – Barcelona 1988) says nothing about state donkeys. For a possible interpretation of this item (donkeys for Caracalla’s planned visit to Upper egypt?), see
above, Introduction, pp. 16–17 note 22.
5. The number is followed by a vertical stroke; on its meaning, see above,
jy 7 comm.
8. We cannot offer any solution for . y preceding potamofor(Ætou); is it
the year (19th of Commodus? but iota seems difficult in this place) when the land
was carried away by the river? or perhaps the column number, and j`y would be
the best guess. There is, however, no sign of ge potamophoretos in what remains of
col. jy.
9. Before line 9, between columns oy and p, the word potam( ) is written.
10. xvr¤on JanyoË in is not attested in the DDBDP.
12. A third of 3/4 1/16 would be actually 1/4 1/48, but 1/4 1/64 1/128 is the best possible
rounding while using the fraction series 1/2 1/4 1/8 …
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18. The numbers refer to col. oh, lines 7, 9, 15 and 20 respectively.

col. pa
2. See p 8.
3. See oy 15.
10–11. Lines in brackets.
12. Supplemented after oy 7.
18. Line in brackets.

col. pb
3. For Claudius Apollinarios and other Claudii in the Panopolite, see Introduction, p. 52.
4 and 8. di≈rugow skãmma as a geographical reference is a trench of a canal,
dug but not filled with water. According to Bonneau, Le régime administratif,
pp. 27–28, the term skãmma does not appear in later documents (the only example quoted in note 217 comes from 253 bc), replaced by émãra. our document
proves that the term was used as late as the beginning of the 3rd century ad.
5. gr(afØ) di[vrÊg(vn)?], an official list of canals?
16. metå pÒron, pÒrow must be taken in its topographical sense, which is not
common in papyri, ‘behind a passage’.

col. pg
This column covers two separate pieces. Both have the Homeric text on
the verso (col. xxiv, p. 55 in martin’s edition), which allows us to determine the
actual size of the lacuna.
2. The letter before the lacuna was most probably either lambda or gamma
rather than tau or pi (there are no remains of a horizontal stroke above the vertical element running parallel to the edge of the lacuna).
If we take dikaios as an adjective, it would make sense that the land parcels
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located in Psonis (this must be a toponym and not a proper name) mentioned
here passed on the basis of a valid (dikaios) legal document of some kind from a
certain Sanpsnos to somebody else. But most (if not all) of the names of legal
documents, however, are feminine (e.g. katalysis which would fit the traces well)
and this would lead us to a grammatical contradiction.
Another possibility is to take d¤kaion as a noun, well attested in papyri.
The reading épÚ dika¤ou katag`[orastikoË] C≈nevw (on the analogy of oh 3:
é`[gorastik]«i dika`¤`[vi]) is not convincing; neither is that certain nor is katagorastikÒn attested in the papyri, although the verb katagorãzv appears in one
document of the 3rd cent. ad, P. Strasb. V 305, 8–9, where it is partly conjectural:
ka[tago]rãsai. In Preisigke’s Wörterbuch, both in volumes I and IV, there is no
example of a word katal- or katag-. We suggest reading épÚ dika¤ou
katal`[oxism«n] C≈nevw, which would imply that what is listed below concerns
the katoikic land formerly belonging to a certain Sanpsnos. The parcels of katoikic land were subdivided into m°rh and the presence of a m°row in line 7 might
support our suggested reading of line 2. For the eventual results of this conjecture, see Introduction, pp. 32–33.
3. The letter before the lacuna is pi or tau.
6–7. There is no place in lines 6–7 for names of the Hermopolitans. The only
solution we are able to suggest for this puzzling passage is that the ethnikon Hermopolitans is a part of a toponym, thus named most probably after a military
unit; see: §po¤k¤on ÑErmopoli[t«n] in P. Diog. 13, 9 (Alexandria, ad 141/2) and
sun]|[tagm]a(tãrxhw) t«n ÑErmopolit«n in P. Petrie Wills 18, 17 (Arsinoite, 236/5 bc),
reading after line 18 which perhaps imply the plots t«n ÑErmopolit«n. For the
Hermopolitai in P. Petrie Wills 17, see comm.
8. Land where brick making and furnace is located. This implies that the land
was taken for furnices for brick making.
13–15. Lines 13–15 are in brackets; of line 15 nothing is left except part of the
right-hand bracket.

col. pd
This column covers two separate pieces. The left-hand fragment has col. xxv
on the verso (p. 56 in martin’s edition) while the right-hand one contains the
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beginnings of the lines of the following column of the Homeric text. The lacuna
then falls in the intercolumnar space. In keeping with the more or less regular
size of the intercolumniation (c. 5 cm), it cannot, however, be too large. The suggested reading of lines 3–5 (especially of line 5) seems to follow the lines the
Homeric text has been written with.
2. of initial kappa only a part of the bottom, characterically prolonged has
survived (to be seen below the iota).
There is no doubt that at the end of the line a personal name is expected. If
so, a man called m[—- was a son of Protas. The father’s name, Prvtçw, is very
common in the 2nd and 3rd centuries ad; of several dozens of men bearing this
name the oldest is perhaps Prvtçw A[ —- ] of P. IFAO III 21, 16 (Arsinoite,
palaeographically dated to the 1st cent. ad) and Prvtçw ı ka‹ Pak∞bki[w in
P. Tebt. Wall 12, 35 (= New Texts in the Economy of Tebtunis, ed. e. W. Wall, diss. Duke
University, Durham, n.C. 1983. microfilm order no. 83-20613), reprinted as SB
XVIII 13793, dated to ad 101; the latest is Aurelios Protas of P. Wuerz. 15 (provenance unknown, ad 341). Does this name belong to these ‘pagan’ names disappearing in course of the 4th century? In Panopolis, a certain Protas, gymnasiarches, appears as the owner of a house listed in P. Berl. Bork. col. xii, 29–30 (ad
298–330). (The name is not listed in the index). See P. J. Sijpesteijn, Nouvelle liste
des gymnasiarques des métropoles de l’Égypte romaine, Zutphen 1986 (= Studia Amstelodamensia XXVIII), p. 42 (no. 524).
It is worth noting that m[—-] son of Protas was not styled as an Aurelius,
while in the same entry we have a certain Aurelius Artemidoros.
3. aﬂ sc. êrourai.
4. Omikron after the lacuna would be a possible reading (neither alpha nor tau
seems plausible), which leads us to the praeposition ÍpÒ as the reason why the
following name of Aurelius Artemidorus is in the accusative. Íp]Ú` AÈrÆlion
A
É rtem¤dvron épÚ PanospÒl[evw] means that the land aﬂ <oÔsai? êrtabai?>
under the control of this man (see LSJ, s.v. ÍpÒ [C.II, of subjection, control,
dependance], Wörterbuch, s.v. with special reference to an administrative unit ı
ÍpÚ s¢ pãgow, from the 4th cent. onwards).
5. year 25 = ad 216/7, the latest date mentioned in the document.
PanospÒl[evw]: the final sigma is written with a long stroke well visible after
the lacuna.
8. kay ’ Ïdatow (sc. g∞) is a technical term: ‘Ackerschwemmungsland, von
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welchem das Wasser nach den Sinken der Flut nicht zurückgetreten ist’ (Wörterbuch, s.v. Ïdvr).
12. megis[ as a part of a village’s name? ye]Ún m°gis[ton also possible.

col. pe
2. per¤metron k≈mhw (or §poik¤ou), ‘ringsumlafende Grenze der Dorfgemartzung, Dorfbanngrenze’ (Wörterbuch, s.v.) is usually preceded by the preposition §n, which cannot of course be the case in our document.
3. §n oﬁk¤& means that the trees listed in line 4 were most probably grown in
the courtyard of a house belonging to e[
] son of Petetriphis.
3. énye≈n, ‘flower-bed or garden’ (LSJ, s.v.) is not attested in papyri.
5–6. §n [oﬁk]¤&, as in line 3, is a possibility for reading but palaeographically
difficult.
For the meaning of the note added by a different hand, see Introduction, p. 19.
5. Cenemgeuw: P. Ryl. II 122, 9 (Hermopolite, ad 127), P. Sarap. 76, 11 (Hermopolite, 2nd cent. ad), P. Tebt. I 80, 2, 20 (Tebtunis, 2nd cent. bc).
7. The most plausible reading would be ]s`ab
` e` u` r` iow or ]s`ak` e` u` r` iow but these produce nothing when searched in the Duke Data Bank. SabeËriw as a proper name?
8. The total in line 8 covers the trees listed in lines 4–7. Four date palms
described as phorimoi are those of line 4 (two trees), 6 and 7 (one tree in each
line). The trees p«loi, ‘young’ ones (one in line 4 and one in line 7), are not
counted as being not subject to taxation. In papyri, the term has not yet been
attested (Preisigke translates pvl°a [= pole¤a] as ‘Fohlenzucht’ and then quotes
the passage of BGU II 563, col. i, 10: épÚ neofÊtvn g ¶touw pvl°aw êrourai x,
with the following translation: ‘von dem im Jahre 3 neu bepflanzten Palmlande
entfällt auf den und den ein Anteil von x Aruren als Land für Fohlenzucht.’); our
document suggests it belonged to the vocabulary of fiscal administration.
The total of date palms is followed by a note written in a different hand. The
raised letter is a kappa, written in the same way as in knÆk(ou) in pw 8.
The note’s reading presents a serious palaeographical difficulty concerning
the identity of the letter phi. Palaeographically, a much more plausible reading
would be a delta ligatured with a iota, but this leads us to no convincing interpretation (oﬂ di’ oﬁnik( )?).
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col. pw
2. nhsivtikÒw not in Wörterbuch.
8. knÆ(kou) skvl(hkobr≈tou) see BGU XIV 2441, col. xi, 248.

col. pz
5. The total in line 3, 1 3/4 ar. covers the components in lines 4 and 5, which produces the fractions supplied in the lacuna at the end of line 5.
8. At the end of the line both i and are possible.
17. Ser∞now?

b

col. ph
4–7. Land without cultivation (asporos) was included in the total of line 4.
4. ple›stow in the meaning of polÊw.
5. The adjective spãrtow is not attested in the papyri; LSJ, s.v.: ‘sown, grown
from seed, cultivated’.
7. See, e.g., a land-survey from the oxyrhynchites, 2nd cent. ad), P. Oxy. VI
918, col. v 16 : x°rso(u) §n koil(≈mati) kay’ Ïd(atow) (êrourai) b. For the meaning of koilãw and ko¤lvma, see Bonneau, Le régime administratif, pp. 17–20.

CONTENTS OF COLS. MH–oz,
TRANSLATION OF COLS. oH–pH,
AND CONTENTS OF COL. pq

col. mh
nothing left
col. my
perhaps heliotrope cultivation
col. n and na – lacking
col. nb
2–5:

a typical entry of unknown surface
(three of four lines missing)
6–7: land leased at rent of 6 art. wheat or 4 1/2 art. vegetable or x art.
of ? or 13 art. fodder
col. ng
2–3:

a plot of NN son of Papchethis (see je 2–3); an entry with a cultivation designated as for( ), date palms?
5–6: cultivation for fodder
7:
a total(?)
8–9: a new entry with a topographical description: a plot with a paradromis
col. nd

2:

a plot to the north (1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 1/128 ar.)
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4–5: a plot (2 3/4 1/8 ar.)
6–7: a plot cultivated for fodder (3/4 1/32 ar.)
8–9: a plot belonging to [ ]s son of Besis and to Psenenoupis
10:
uninundated land (abrochos), remaining 1 1/2 + ar.
11–13: a plot neighbouring to the north, belonging to NN (3/4 1/8 1/16 + ar.)
14:
a total 4 1/32 1/64 ar. (the reading of the fractions is uncertain)
15–20: a plot of NN son of Pachnoupis(?) unknown surface with date palms;
its second part is cultivated in the name of Psenthemei( ), with date
palms too; its third part of 1/8 1/16 ar. is cultivated(?) by Pachoumis
21:
?
22–24: a plot of [ ] 1/16 1/32 ar. with 3 date palms
25:
an objection concerning the last plot and perhaps the number of
the palms; this should be inspected

col. ne
2–6: a plot of 1 1/8 ar.
7–8: [ ]mis son of Psentapelalis, owner of the plot described before?
with the reference to col n[ ]
9–11: a plot of 4 1/16 ar. with unknown number of date palms; probably an
objection (as in nd 25) concerning the number of the palms; this
should be inspected
12:
?
13:
a reference to col. mz?
14:
line entirely lost
15–16: an added comment (written by different hand) that somebody
(whose name is lost) changed the vineyard into something else
17–20: a specification of land outside a mud brick wall probably with a
total in the missing part of l. 17 and repeated in l. 20; the land is
divided into land which is sanded up and the rest
21–25: neighbouring land to the south of a great unbuillt plot(?) followed
by a specification of land previously listed: 2 1/4 1/16 1/64 ar. (l. 22),
4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 1/128 ar. (l. 23) with a reference to col. nd (= nd 2);
the whole section probably ended with a repeated total.
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col. nw
2–5: land of unknown character reported, followed by a total (l. 5)
6–10: land previously mentioned divided into four categories, of which
the two last can be identified as chersos and vineyard
11–12: nothing left but the lines must originally have contained subtotals
in brackets
13:
the fifth category (continuation from lines 6–10): uninundated
land (abrochos)
14–15: nothing left but the lines originally had to have contained subtotals
in brackets
16–17: continuation of specification of land categories
18–20: ?
21:
fodder as a category
22:
subtotals in brackets
23–24: total of land surface (l. 23) and the number of palm dates (l. 24)
Note that the specification in lines 6–23 looks very similar to that of pa 2–15.

col. nz
2–13: another section (l. 10) of an ousia (the earliest attestation of an ousia
in the Panopolite); ‘another’ suggests that the first section(s)
was/were described in lines 2–9 with reference to a column (l. 9); it
is, however, possible that the land in question was not part of an
estate but a plot of ousiac land bought or rented by a farmer; 22 ar.
in l. 12 is a considerable amount of land as far as P. Bodmer i recto
is concerned
14–16: to the south, behind an antichoma (= embankment?); land leased at
rent of 8 art. of wheat k . . (the only appeareance of a different
kind of wheat resulting in a higher rent) or 4 1/2 art. vegetable or
[ ; the plot referred to in col. le
17–20: plots of 20 ar. and [ ]6 1/2 1/8 1/16 ar.; land leased at rent of x art.
wheat or [
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col. nh
2–6: plots perhaps connected in some way with a temple(?) of the great
god (i.e., min/Pan), located near thmonoseiris; the land divided
into an unknown category (l. 4) and ‘the rest’ which is – untypically
– followed by a hydreuma (= cistern) no. 1 of 2 3/4 1/16 [
ar.; land
leased at rent of x art. wheat or … or 13 art. fodder
7–11: after space of three lines a plot located to the south of an allotment
(kleros) named after Petepchemis (new name); four-arourai plot of
Pantbeuis and something more; 50 ar. (l. 8) and ‘other’ 2 3/4 ar., of
which vineyard for( ) 4 [ ] ar.; land leased at rent of 6 art. wheat
or 7 art. osprea or 4 1/2 art. vegetable or 13 art. fodder
12–15: land outside or inside ant[ (antichoma, ‘embankment’ as in nz 14
possible), of which a part is in name of t[ and vineyard for( );
land leased at rent of 13 art. fodder or [
16–17: land held(?) in the name of NN of which a part is a vineyard
18–19: land held(?) in the name of NN

col. ny
2–10: subtotals including ‘the above mentioned arourae’ of antichomata (l. 2);
the last total in line 10: 41 3/4 ar.
11–12: after space of three lines beginning of a new entry

col. j
2–5:

uninundated land (abrochos), from col. le, uncovered by the water,
hired at rent of 7 art. osprea or 13 art. fodder
6–11: land belonging(?) to a certain [ ]rmouthes/-os son of Quintus,
located in sphragis no. 2 near thmonoseiris, of 5 1/2 ar.; land leased
at rent of 7 art. osprea or 13 art, fodder (l. 10); land divided into two
parts: 2 ar. and 3 1/2 ar. in top( ) no. 2 (equivalent to sphragis no. 2?);
a reference to a column (le?), uninundated land (abrochos)
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12–13: land near thmonoseiris; leased at rent of 7 art. osprea or . . .
14–17: land of NN son of thaubasthis, divided into at least three parts of
10 ar., 19 1/8 ar. and 18 ar.

col. ja
2–3: an allotment (kleros) named after Psenber[ , land monartabos(?)
4–6: land leased at rent of [ ] epe( ) or 7 art. osprea
7–14: land through Besis son of Haremephis, among other owners (or
tenants) another Besis and Petarbescheinis (he could be an
owner/tenant’s father); land divided into some (at least three) parts
of 4+ ar. (l. 10), 2 1/16 + ar. (l. 11) and 2 1/2 ar. (l. 13); the total of 9+ ar.
(l. 14) could cover these three items
15–17: ?
col. jb – lacking
Note a space of one column’s width between columns ja and jb or jb and
jg (see introduction, pp. 5–6).

col. jg
2–3:
4–5:
6–8:
9–12:

a plot with a reference to col. lb
a plot with a reference to col. l[
?, uninundated land (abrochos)
a plot with a reference to a column

col. jd
2–6: land through sansnos divided into three parts of x ar. (l. 3), 13 3/4 ar.
(l. 4) and 3 3/4 ar. of fodder; total in l. 6
7–9: ?
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col. je
2–3:
4–5:

a plot of [
]os son of Papchethis (see ng 2–3)
a small plot of a fodder crop (a fraction of an aroura) belonging to
Psaïs, the younger son of Besis
6–12: Pkoris as father of an owner/tenant; land listed below: 1 1/4 ar. (l. 7)
and 1/8 ar. (l. 8)
13–15: fodder; a reference to a previous column
col. jw
land in two parts: 3/4 1/8 1/32 1/64 ar. and ‘the rest’ 1 1/4 [ ] ar.
1/ 1/ ar. and a total (it is possible that the total covers all entries
2 8
beginning with line 2 and that between lines 3 and 4 there was one
more line more of which nothing has survived)
6–7: a new plot beginning to the north, in the name of Pnasis,
1 3/4 1/8 1/32 1/64 ar.
8–12: only father’s names of the owners preserved: Pabeus (l. 8) and Kollouthos (l. 10); plots of 3/4 1/32 (or 1/64 1/128 ar. (l. 9) and [ ] 1/2 1/8 1/16 ar.
(l. 11); the total in line 12 covering lines 8–11 or 2–11?
13–18: land to the south, perhaps of the same Kollouthos, of x ar. of fodder,
followed by a fodder plot of 3/4 ar. of Pachoumis (or Pachoumis’ son);
total in l. 18
19–20:a plot of Pachoumis son of sansnos with a reference to col. lz
2–3:
4–5:

col. jz
2–3: ?
4–8: land being which is the subject to of an administrative procedure
for year 11 – 22 3/4 1/8 1/128 ar. (l. 4) of which subtotals in brackets in
lines 5–6; land for the whole assessment (if our suggestion for
reading in comm. to l. 7 is correct) being 1/4 1/16 1/32 1/64 1/128 ar.;
23 1/4 ar. as a total of land of year 11 and land for the whole assesment mentioned earlier

ad 202/3
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9–13: list of land categories with their areas: 3 1/32 1/64 ar. (l. 9), [ ] 1/64 1/128 ar.
(l. 10), [ ] 1/16 ar. (l. 11), 1 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 ar. (l. 12) and 4 1/4 1/32 ar.; their
relation to the preceding list in lines 4–8 is not clear, but it is
possible they were originally part of the same specification
14–17: ?

col. jh
2–11: the column contains totals of particular land categories from the
] 1/16 ar. (l. 4),
preceding columns: [ ] 1/2 1/8 1/16 [ ] ar. (l. 3), [
1
1
1
1
10 /2 /8 /32 ar. (l. 5); 8 /4 [ ] ar. in l. 7 is a total of subtotals in two
following lines in large brackets, being taken from col. je (1 1/8 1/32 ar.
with no corresponding entry in preserved part of the column) and
jw; line 10 seems to be the last total, 23 [ ] ar. might be the same
as in jz 8 (23 1/4 ar.); if so, the greater part of col. jz and the whole
col. jh would have contained one long specification; the sum in si
lver drachmae (798 1/2), repeated twice (l. 6 and 11), is probably tax
or rent in cash levied on the aforementioned land

col. jy
2–9: land in the allotment (kleros) named after Patymis is of unknown
area, land leased at rent of 8 art. of ? or 6 1/2 art. of the same crop
but epe( ) or 10 art. barley or 4 1/2 art. vegetable or x art. of something described as full-grown or ripe or 13 art. fodder (ll. 8–9); of
this land: potter’s workshop manufacturing wine containers
– 6 1/2 1/8 1/16 1/64 ar. (l. 4), land of unknown character – 1/2 1/8 1/32 1/64 ar.,
water cistern (hydreuma) – 1/4 1/32 ar. (both in l. 5), land of unknown
character – 5 1/4 1/16 ar., land with olives of 5 drachmae tax – 1/8 1/16 ar.
(both in l. 6), land of unknown character of 1 drachma tax – 1/16 1/32 ar.
(ll. 6–7); all these plots produce a total of 13 1/4 ar. described as hypologos (‘land in deduction’, i.e., workshop, cistern and others) and
phyteia (i.e., olives)
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10–12: of land described above, belonging to onnophris, with reference to
col. lz of uninundated land (abrochos), where brick making is located
13–19: a plot outside or inside a wall, in the allotment (kleros) named after
Patymis; the plot earlier belonged previously to a certain Psentnepheros (addendum onomasticis); on the plot now a potter’s workshop manufacturing wine containers (the same as in l. 4?)
20–21:a new entry of which almost nothing is left
col. o
2–3:

land of unknown character, part of which is a fertile orchard with
date palms of 3/4 1/32 [ ] ar.
4–9: land reported in col. lh through Besis son of Pachoumis: thyme –
1
1/ 1/
1
8
32 ar. (l. 5), barley epe( ) for fodder – /2 /8 ar. (l. 6), land of
unknown crop – 3/4 1/32 ar., land uninundated (abrochos) and not dug
for cultivation, for potter’s workshop manufacturing wine containers
– 1 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 ar. (ll. 7–8), of which land not dug for cultivation
– 1 1/4 ar. and uninundated land (abrochos) – 1/8 1/16 1/32 ar.
10–12: land in the allotment (kleros) named after Besis, a priest, cultivated
(bought? hired?) by a son of Psensenpachoumis – 3/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 ar.
(l. 11) and again land for potter’s workshop manufacturing wine
containers – 1/2 1/32 [ ] ar. (l. 12)
13:
a reference to col. lh and a general description: ‘land not dug for
cultivation and other’ which might have referered either to lines
10–12 (or even lines 5–12) or to lines 14–17
14:
land with date palms through Pachoumis son of Pse[…]is
– 1/8 1/16 1/32 ar.
15–17: a plot described topographically, with date palms

col. oa
2–4:

a plot in the name of Pachoumis, above the land dug for cultivation,
date palms – 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 ar., referred to in col. ly, uninundated
land (abrochos)
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5–7:

land chous – x ar. (l. 5); of five-drachmae orchard of date palms (i.e.,
paying the tax of 5 dr./ar.) – 3 1/16 ar.; of one-drachma land – similarly
(l. 6); land referred to in col.ly, through Pbekis
8–10: of five-drachmae orchard of date palms – x ar. (l. 8), land through
Patermouthis (l. 9) and the total covering the section (from line 4?)
11–13: land in name of Besis – x ar. (l. 11), of which a part is an orchard of
date palms – x ar. and the rest – x ar. (l. 12)
col. ob

2–9: land of Psensenpachoumis consisting of: orchard of date palms –
x ar. (l. 3) and five-drachmae orchard of date palms – x ar., the last
entry being fallow land (l. 4); land of col. ly, through t[ ] as a
heading of a new subsection (l. 5): orchard of date palms – x ar.
(l. 6), wheat epe( ) – x ar. (l. 7), barley epe( ) for fodder – x ar. (l. 8), the
total (x ar.) then 1/16 1/32 [ ] of an aroura
10–12: land of Harbaithes, referred to in col. ly (l. 11), then the total (l. 12)
13–16: a plot to the south, ‘behind a narrow road’
col. og
a space for one entry between the column’s number and line 2
2–5: a whole entry with a total in l. 5
6–10: land in name of NN, of [ ] 1/32 1/64 ar., referred to in col. x (probably
col. ly as in preceding and following entries), of which barley epe( )
of x ar. (l. 9) and orchard of date palms of x ar. (l. 10); no traces of
a total at the entry’s end
11–12: land in the name of B[ ] with part of it adespotos
col. od
2–3: land of NN – 1/4 ar., referred to in col. ly (?), a canal(?)
4–7: land of Psaïs son of Phi[ ] of [
] 1/8 1/16 1/64 ar., referred to in
col. ly (l. 7)
8–9: land of Pebos son of Pach[ ] of x ar., referred to in col. ly

traNslatioN
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col. oe
2–9: land of NN son of Patymis, x ar., being the total of what follows in
brackets in lines 3–9: [ ] 1/64 ar. and [ ] 1/16 1/32 1/64 ar. (l. 3), [ ] 1/128 ar.,
1
1
1/ 1/
1
1
8 32 ar. and /2 /8 ar. (l. 4), 1 /8 /16 ar. and, taken from col. og,
1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ 1/
4 8 16 32 64 ar. (in preserved part of col. og, there is nothing of
this) (l. 5), [ ] 1/8 1/16 1/64 ar. (l. 6), other lands (ll. 7–9)
10–12: land of an[ ] – 6 1/2 1/8 1/16 1/64 ar., being the total of what follows
in lines 11–12 (legible are only fractions and the number of a
column, o)
col. ow
2–3: land of [ ] 1/16 1/32 ar., called hypologos (‘land in deduction’) and phyteia
4–8: of which 1 1/4 1/16 1/128 ar. of unknown character, followed by subtotals in brackets (lines 6–7) of which one survived: 1/16 1/32 ar.
referred to in col. ob; the total 2 1 1/4 1/16 1/128 ar. repeated in line 8
9–11: a new land category (its name in a lacuna) of which wheat (?) of
5 1/16 ar. (l. 9–10) followed by a list of subtotals in brackets (l. 11)
12–15: land where thyme is grown – 1/2 1/8 1/16 ar. (l. 12), followed by a list of
subtotals in brackets in line 13 (in col. oa – 1/8 1/32 ar.)
16–17: ?
col. oz
a total of land – not more than 30 ar. (2[.] 1/128) followed by a total
of 777 drachmae and 3 ob. (?)
4–6: a new land category (its name in a lacuna) followed by a list of
subtotals in brackets (l. 5) – 1 ar. and from col. od 1 ar.
7:
in brackets, centred, perhaps year 10; since the line is the last one ad 201/2
of a long section, it seems to be important but its meaning escapes
us (see comm.)
8:
after a space of three or four lines, some signs of unknown meaning
2–3:

Note a space of one column’s width between columns oz and oh.
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From this point we start the translation

col. oh

ad 208/9

of other plots first registered
in year 17 and following years, bought legally by contracts
registered by a bank, (plots belonging) to Peleilis, epiteretes of the grapheion
4 of Psonis
as follows:
Formerly of Kales son of Pachomos, bought from him,
Kales, in boundaries of Pchnounis, fallow land – 5 arourae
8
briefly: wheat 6 art., vegetable 4 1/2 art., fodder 13 art.
in kollema m (40)

abrochos

and formerly of Pebos son of Psensenpachoumis, of apallage(?)–1 aroura
briefly: wheat 6 art., pulse 7 art., fodder 13 art.
12

in kollema m (40)

abrochos

and of the allotment (kleros) named after stephanos near sentanenolis
(of land belonging to[?]) [Pachoum?]is son of sansnos and orsenouphis
son of NN [
] 1 3/4 1/8 aroura
16 [plots?] registered for taxation … the allotment (kleros) named after …
] the allotment (kleros) named after stephanos meris 68

20

between the dykes
of] Pachoumis son of sansnos
]
arourae 13 [
] remaining arourae 7 1/4 [1/8 1/16 1/64?]
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. oy
of this inside the wall 3/4 1/32 1/64 1/128 aroura, of which in the name of sansnos
son of Besis
fallow land 1/16 1/32 1/64 aroura
4

in kollema m (40) through the same (i.e., sansnos), epe( ) fodder
and inside the wall of a village of independent(?) farmers 10 1/8 1/16 1/64 1/128 ar.
where tamarisk – 1

8

in kollema m (40) of heliotrope, land covered densely by heliotrope
(sown with) barley – 1/8 aroura
of chersos and other – 1/16 1/64 aroura
and inside the wall of the same village of independent(?) farmers
of fertile fruit trees among which six olive trees – 1/32 1/64 aroura

12 and above a cistern, a fruitful tamarisk – 1
the one cut down should still be inspected
and outside the wall:
of chersos and other (land) where there is a tower – 1/4 1/16 1/64 [ ] aroura
16

in the name of Besis
in kollema m (40) through sansnos son of Besis
(sown with) wheat epe( ) 1/4 1/8 1/32 1/64 aroura
(sown with) barley ar( ) epe( ) for fodder [
] aroura [
total: the aforesaid amount (sc. of arourae)

20
[

of …]obios through Besis son of Haremephis

in kollema] m (40) through the same Besis
] (sown with) lentil epe( ) [for] fodder 1/8 [
] aroura
24
remainder 1/8 1/32 aroura | hypologos
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. p
remainder – 4 1/4 1/16 1/32 1/64 1/128 arourae
in kollema m (40), of land sown by own labour with barley epe( )
4
for fodder of imperial donkeys, of administration – 3/4 1/8 aroura
of abrochos where also other – 3 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 1/128 arourae
total, the aforesaid amount of 6 3/4 1/128 arourae
Of the allotment (kleros) named after Panoupis ——–
formerly of the aforementioned, reminder
ad 210/1? 8 on the land carried away by the river in year 19 (or: registered in col. .9)
– 1/4 1/32 ar.
in [[kollema]] likewise:
Of bare land to the north of the chorion of Xanthos
of arourae x … 1/4 1/8 1/32 1/64 aroura
in kollema m through [
12

ad 213/4

]is and Saprion

(sown with) barley epe( ) for(?) fodder, [of 3/4 1/16 ar.,
a third being 1/4 1/64 1/128 ar.
…[…………………total] the aforesaid
…… year 22, … […………] ar., a third being 1/2 ar.
in kollema [
(sown with) barley [
Boundaries on the south of those [
] 17 1/16 1/64 ar.
(col. oh [78] – 1 1 [1] 3/4 1/8 [13 1/8 1/16 1/64 ] )
]…[
of which
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. pa
land carried away by the river of col. p – 1/4 1/32 ar.
chersos and (land with) tower of col. oy – 1/4 1/16 1/64 ar.
4 fruitful vineland through lessees – 1 1/2 1/32 1/64 ar.
fruitful vineland cultivated by own labour – 4 1/4 1/8 1/16 ar.
total —– vine 5 3/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 ar.
total ——– land in deduction (hypologos) and planting 6 1/2 1/16 1/32 ar.
8 remainder sown land
10 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 ar.
land uninundated (abrochos) and inundated (chersabrochos) 6 1/4 1/16 1/32 1/64 1/128 ar.
1/ 1/
([col.] oh – 1 1
[col.] oy – 3 [ ]
[col.] p)
8 32
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
/8 /64 /128 total the aforesaid)
(3 /4 /8 /32 /64 /128
12 land covered densely by heliotrope, in col. oy 1/8 ar.
land sown by own labour with barley epe( ) for fodder for imperial donkeys
3/ 1/ ar.
of the administration
4 8
total
16 [
[
[

]
]
]
wheat [

20 total [
[

] 2 1/4 1/48 art.
]
] five-drachma land

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. pb
of the plots around sentanenol( ) registered …
privately-owned by claudius apollinarios [
4 10-ar. (plot) of Psensoueris, north of the trench of the canal [through]
public records, monartabos, ‘bought’ land – 10 arourae gr( ) di( )
briefly: wheat … 7 art. epe( ) 6 art. vegetable 4 1/2 art
in kollema ly (39) uninundated (abrochos)
8 three-aroura (plot) south of the trench of the canal – 3 arourae
briefly: pulse 7 art. vegetable 4 1/2 art. fodder .. art.
in kollema ly (39) uninundated (abrochos) where
and east of bare land of Hermias son of Kolanthos
12

in kollema] ly (39) of acacia [
]…[
] public records [
] . . 1/2 ar.

16

in kollema . .]

uninundated (abrochos)

] behind a passage …
] near ibion through public records
in kollema m (40) [
] 1/4 1/8 1/32
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. pg
and of register (dikaion) of katoicic parcels of Psonis
formerly belonging to sansnos [
] 1 1/8 ar.
4

briefly: wheat 6 art. [
in kollema m (40) [

] lupin 4 art.
]

to the north, behind a passage [
of the Hermopolitans [
8 brick making and furnace place [

near?] thmonnoseuris, bare land
] the northern part where
1
1
] /4 /8 1/32 1/64 arour.

in kollema m (40) through [……]ekis
barley epe( ) [
uninundated (abrochos) . [
12 Boundaries on the south [
col. 81 [
col. . . [
..... [

]…
]
] 29 3/4 1/8 1/16 1/64 arourae

16 uninundated (abrochos) [
] 1/8 1/32 arourae
acacia
] . 3/4 arourae
fodder
total: the aforesaid amount (sc. of arourae)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. pd

ad 216/7

and from an exchange contract of m[
] son of Protas
from Panopolis, the [arourae] first registered
4 in year 25, of arourae common and undivided, administered by aurelius
artemidoros from Panopolis
as follows:
in boundaries of Pchnounis, of 21 ar. 1/3 being 7 ar.,
8 the [arourae] of an allotment of [the arourae?] being kathydatos […]
of which the [part] according to an agricultural division [
]..
– should still be inspected
in kollema ma (41) of inundated land (abrochos)

space of 4–5 lines

and from an exchange contract [
12 [
] . . . greatest [

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. pe
and [inside?] the boundaries of the epoikion
e[
] son of Petetriphis, garden in the household
4
] date palms – 2, young (sc. palm) – 1 in <kollema> ma (41)
and [ ] formerly of Psenemgeus eth( ), similarly in
[the household?] date palm for( ) – 1, olive tree (?) – x
and [of
] son of sakreuris date palm – 1, young (sc. palm) – 1,
oil tree(s) [
8 total: date palms, fruiting – 4
(second hand:) the trees grown between the vine paragraphai are
still to be examined

space of 4–5 lines

[

] . . . of imperial [land? logos?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. pw

space of 7–8 lines

and of ‘island’ plots,
of low-lying land above the river – 73 1/4 ar.
4 of which land washed away by the river and eroded – 77 ar.
remaining on the land
– 6 1/4 ar.
in kollema m (40)

cultivated by the first lessee (idiosporeia)

sound safflower [
safflower eaten by worm where(?) [ …
] land uninundated (abrochos)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. pz

of Hatres […] from thmont( ), the island-land, (plot sown with) wheat
epe( )
formerly monartabos land, from apollinarios
1 3/4 ar.
1
3
4 of which wheat – /4 /16 ar. arakos (wild chickling) for fodder – 1/4 1/16 ar.
[ ] epe( ) – 1 1/16 ar.; dry land washed away by the river – [1/4 1/8 1/16 ar.]
total: the aforesaid
total …… 11 1/2 1/8 1/16 ar. ……
8
of which … in the allotment (kleros) named after stephanos – 10+ ar.
remainder to the north of …… – 1 1/2 1/8 1/16 ar.; total: the aforesaid

around arabia similarly:
…… formerly of aurelius Paniskos, former
12 [
]
around megis [
] …………… [
]–––––––[
] ar. [
16

] fodder, [ ] ar.
] serenos(?) [
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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col. ph

North of plain [
].......[
] similarly:
of plots of salvia timagenis in
4
numerous sphragides
– 16 3/4 ar.
of which linen grown from seed – 14 ar.
arakos (wild chickling) – 2 1/4 ar.
land without cultivation (asporos), in the basin– 1/2 ar.; total:
the aforesaid
8 of the allotment (kleros) named after Psenpollous, of arakos
for fodder of cattle
1
of epoikion of Pachoumis
– 1 /4 ar.
total: around the village of arabia – 60 1//3 1/8 ar. [
of which [
arakos [
lentils [

]
]
]

– 6 ar.
– 46 [
[

] ar.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Between columns ph and py there is a space of one column’s width.

col. py
the column must have contained some form of listing of subtotals with
column numbers at the beginning of lines 4–6 and 10. lines 4–12 are in
brackets and, within this section, the subsection of lines 11–12 was
marked with new brackets.

INDICES

1. Regnal yeaRs

i (¶tow) – oz 7
ia (¶tow) – jz 4
iz (¶tow) – oh 3

kb (¶tow) – p 14
ke (¶tow) – pd 4

2. geogRaphical

(≤) A
É rab¤a – pz 10; ph 10
§po¤kion E `[ – pe 3
§po¤kion PaxoÊmiow – ph 9
Ymonoseiriw – nh 3; j 7, 12
Ymonpn∞siw – pz 2
ÉIb¤vn – pb 18
kl∞row BÆsiow ﬂer°vw – o 10, 16(?)
kl∞row PanoÊpevw – p 7
kl∞row PatÊmio``[w – jy 2, 14(?)
kl∞row Stefãnou – oh 8, 17; pz 8
kl∞row Cenber[ – ja 2
kl∞row CenpolloËtow – ph 8

M∞giw – pz 12
N∞sow (if toponym) – je 3
PanÚw pÒliw – pd 3, 5
ped¤on [ ` ` `] – ph 2
PxnoËniw – oh 7; pd 7
Sentanenvl( ) – oh 13; pb 2
toparx¤a b – p 10
xvr¤on aÈtourgoÊntvn (if toponym) –
oy 6, 10
xvr¤on JanyoË – p 10
C«niw – oh 5; pg 2
] `hbiw – pz 13
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3. peRsonal names

A
É ‡liow Apollinãriow – pz 3
A
É pollinãriow, see A‡liow A
É .
A
É pollinãriow, see KlaÊdiow A
É .
A
É pollv( ) – nh 9
A
Ñ rba¤yhw – ob 10
A
Ñ rem∞fiw, f. of. B∞siw – ja 7; oy 21
A
É rtem¤dvrow, see AÈrÆliow A
É .
A
Ñ tr∞w – pz 2
AÈrÆliow A
É rtem¤dvrow – pd 4–5
AÈrÆliow Pan¤skow – pz 11
B[ – og 11
B∞siw ﬂereÊw – o 10, 16(?)
B∞siw, f. of Sansn«w – oy 3, 17
B∞siw, f. of CãÛw ne≈terow – je 4
B∞siw, f. of nn – ng 9
B∞siw, f. of nn – nd 8
B∞siw, s. of A
Ñ rem∞fiw – ja 7; oy 21
B∞siw, s. of PaxoËmiw – o 4
B∞siw – ja 8; jz 2; jy 17; oa 11; oy 16
ÑErm¤aw, s. of KÒlanyow – pb 11
ÑHraklçw – nh 4
ÑHra( ) – ny 8
ÑHra[ – jg 9
Yaubãsyiw – j 14
Kal∞w, s. of Paxom«w – oh 6, 7
KlaÊdiow A
É pollinãriow – pb 3
Ko˝ntow, f. of
]rmouyhw – j 6

KÒlanyow, f. of ÑErm¤aw – o 15; pb 11
KolloËyow – jw 10, 13
M̀[

, s. of Prvtçw – pd 2

ÉOnn«friw – jy 11
ÉOrsenoËfiw – oh 14
PabeËw, f. of ]aw – jw 8
Pan¤skow, see AÈrÆliow P.
Pantbeuiw – nh 7-8
PanoËpiw – p 7
*Papx∞yiw, f. of ]ow – ng 2; je 2
PatermoËyiw ﬂereÊw – oa 9
PatËmiw – jy 2, 14; oe 2(?)
Pax[
, f. of Peb«w – od 8
[P]axnoËpiw – nd 15
Paxom«w, f. of Kal∞w – oh 6
Paxoum( ) – ng 11
PaxoËmiw – nd 19; jw 16; oa 2; ph 9; py 2
PaxoËmiw, f. of B∞siw – o 4
PaxoËmiw, s. of Sansn«w – jw 19; oh
14(?), 19
PaxoËmiw, s. of Ce[ ` ` ` ` `]Ûw – o 14
PaxoËmiw, s. of ]sany `[ – o 15
PaxoËmiw – oa 2
Pb∞kiw – oa 7
Peb«w, s. of Pax[ – od 8
Peb«w, s. of CensenpaxoËmiw – oh 10
Pele›liw, §piterhtØw grafe¤ou C≈nevw
– oh 4
Petarbesxe›niw – ja 9

indices

*Petepx∞miw – nh 7
Peter›fiw – pe 3
*Pk«riw, f. of
]iw – je 6
Pnçsiw – jw 6
P`rvtçw, f. of M`[[ – pd 2
*SabeËriw – pe 7

Salou¤a Timagen¤w – ph 3
Sansn«w – jd 2; pg 3
Sansn«w, s. of B∞siw – oy 2, 17
Sansn«w, f. of PaxoËmiw – jw 19; oh
14(?), 19
Sapr¤vn – p 11
SenpaxoËmiw – o 11
Ser∞now (?) – pz 17
St°fanow – oh 13, 16; pz 8
T̀[ – ob 5
Timagen¤w, see Salou¤a T.
Fi`[

, f. of. CãÛw – od 4

CãÛw ne≈terow, s. of B∞siw – je 4
CãÛw, s. of Fi`[
– od 4
Cenber[ – ja 2
Cenemg(euw) – pe 5
CenenoËpiw – nd 8
Cenesou∞riw – pb 4
*Cenyemei( ) – nd 17
CenpolloËw – ph 8
CensenpaxoËmiw – o 11
CensenpaxoËmiw, f. of Peb«w – oh 10
CensenpaxoËmiw, s. of Pa`[ – ob 2
Centapelçliw, f. of ]miw – ne 8
*Centnef[ – jy 15
Ce[ ` ` ` ` `]Ûw, f. of PaxoËmiw – o 14
]miw – nh 7
]rmouyhw, s. of Ko˝ntow – j 6
]iw, s. of Pk«riw – je 6
]aw, s. of PabeËw – jw 8
]sany `[ , f. of PaxoËmiw – o 15
] `hkiw – pg 9
]obiow – oy 21

4. official and pRivate offices,
occupations

§piterhtØw grafe¤ou C≈nevw – oh 4–5

ﬂereÊw – o 10, 16

5. geneRal

êbroxow – nd 10; nw 13; ny 4; j 2, 5, 11; jg
7; jy 12; o 7, 9; oa 4; oh 9, 12; p 5; pa
9; pb 7, 10, 16; pg 11, 16; pd 10; pw 9;
pz 5
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égorastikÒw – oh 3
éd°spotow(?) – og 12
édia¤retow – pd 4
èdrÒw – jy 9
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a·resiw – pw 2
ékany≈n – pb 12, pg 17
ékrÒdruon – oy 11
êllow – nz 10; nh 9; o 2, 13; oh 2; oy 9, 15;
p5
émmox≈stow – ne 18
êmpelow – ne 16; nw 10; nh 10, 14; pa 4,
5, 6

énagrãfv – oe 10; oh 2; pb 2; pd 3
énãpauma – ob 4; oh 7; oy 3
énaskãptv [éneskam(m°nh) sc. g∞] – o
7, 12, 13

énye≈n – pe 3
éntikatallagÆ – pd 2, 11
ént¤xvma – nz 14; nh 12(?); ny 2
épallagÆ – oh 10
éphli≈thw – pb 11
épÒ – j 6; je 3; oa 6 (bis); ob 4; oy 13; p
10 (bis); pb 4, 8; pg 2, 7; pd 2, 3, 5, 7,
11; pe 9; pw 2; pz 2, 9, 11; ph 3
épod[ – pb 17
époyevr°v – oy 13
épokalÊptv – j 3
ar( ) – oy 19
êrakow (or êraj) – pz 4; ph 6, 8, 12
érgÊrion – oz 3
êriymow – nz 2
êroura – my 4; nb 4; ng 9; nd 2, 4, 7, 9,
10, 13, 15, 20; ne 5, 10, 25; nz 7, 17; nh
4; nh 5 (bis), 8, 9 (ter), 10; ny 2, 5; j 8,
10 (bis); ja 10, 11, 13, 14; jd 3, 5; je 3,
5, 7, 8; jw 3 (bis), 4, 7, 9, 15, 17; jz 4, 5,
7, 8, 9, 12, 13; jh 5, 8; jy 3, 4, 5, 6 (bis),
16, 18; o 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 (bis), 11, 12, 14;
oa 3, 5, 8, 11, 12 (bis); ob 7, 9; od 2; oe

[2], 8; ow 5, 10, 12, 16; oh [7], 10, 15,
19, 20; oy 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 11, 15, 18, 23, 24;
p 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 (bis), 14; pa 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14; pb 5, 8 (bis), 15;
pg 3, 8, 12; pd 7; pw 3, 4, 5; pz 3, 4
(bis), 5 (bis), 7, 8, 9, 15; ph 4, 5, 6, 7, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13; py [7], [8]
(tris)(arour.) – pb 8
(deka)(arour.) – pb 4
értãbh – nb 6 (bis), 7; nz 15 (bis); nh 11
(bis), 15; j 4 (bis), 9; ja 5(bis); jd 5(?);
jz 14; jy 8 (quater), 9 (bis). 11; oh 8
(bis), 11 (bis); pa 19; pb 6 (ter); 9 (ter);
pg 4 (bis), 18
êrxomai – nh 9; jw 6; jy 14
êsporow – ph 7
aÈtÒw – oh 6; oy 4, 10, 22; p 7; pw 11
aÈtourg°v – oy 5, 7, 10; pa 5
aÈtourgÒw – oy 7; pa 12
borrçw – nd 2; nz 2; ny 10; jw 6; p 10; pb
4; pg 6
br«siw – ng 5; nd 7, 9; nw 21; nh 11, 15; j
4; je 14; jw 4, 15, 17; jy 9; o 6; ob 8;
oh 11; oy 4, 19, 23; p 4, 12; pa [13]; pb
9, 15(?); pg 4(?); 18; pz 4, 16; ph 8
ge¤tvn – nd 11; ne 21; p 17; pg 12; py 2
gevrgikÒw – pd 9
g∞ – p 8; pw 3, 5
g¤(g)nomai – nb 7; ng 7; nd 14, 18; ne 20;
nw 5, 23; j 8; jd 6; o 7; ob 9, 12; og 5;
oe 8; ow 8, 14; oz 2; oy 20; p 6, 17; pa
6, 7, 10, 15, 20; pg 12, 19; pe 8; pz 6,
7, 9, 11; ph 7

indices

grafe›on – oh 4
grafÆ – pb 5
d° – oh 5; pd 6; pz 10; ph 10
dekãrourow – pb 4
dhmÒsiow – pb 5, 14, 18
diã – ng 8; nd 19; nh 2; jd 2; o 2, 4, 10, 14;
oa 7, 9; ob 5; oh [4]; oy 4, 17, 21, 22; p
11; pa 4; pb 18; pg 5
dia¤resiw – pd 9
diãsthma – oh 18
die `[ – pe 13
d¤kaion – oh 3; pg 2
di«ruj – pb 4, 5(?), 8
drãxmh – oz 3
¶ggonow – ow 10
¶dafow – oh 2; pw 2; pz 11(?); ph 3; py
14(?)
ey( ) – pe 5
eﬁkosãrourow – nz 17
eﬁm¤ – oh 5; pd 6, 8
eﬁw – o 7, 12
eÂw – ja 6
§ktÒw – ne 17; oy 14
el( ) – pz 7
§la›a, §lai≈n – jy 6; oy 11; pe 5, 6, 7
§n – j 7; oh 7; p 10; pd 7; pe 3; ph 3
§n + relative pronoun: nb 3; ng 3, 11; nd
16, 17, 23; jy 12; oy 6, 11, 15; pb 10
¶nya – p 5
§ntÒw – oy 2, 5, 10; pe [2?]
§j∞w – oh 3
¶pãnv – oa 3; oy 12; pw 3
§pantl°v – nd 9; ja 5; je 5(?); jy 8; o 6;
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ob 7, 8; og 9; oy 4, 18, 19, 23; p 3, 12;
pa [13]; pb 6; pg 10; pz 2
§p¤ – nz 9, 13, 20; ny [4]; j [2], 5, [11]; jg
3, 5, 11; je [15]; jw 20; jy [12], 19; o
[4], [13]; oa 4, 7; ob 5, 11; og 8; od 3, 7,
[9]; oh 9, [11], 17; oy 4, 7 [17], [22]; p
3, 8, 9, 11, 15; pb 7, [10], [12], [16], 19;
pg [9]; pd 10; pw 2, 5, 6; ph 7
§pigrafÆ – jz 7
§pikrat°omai – nw 2
§pisk°ptomai – jy 14
§pithrhtÆw – see index 4
§po¤kion – pe 2; ph 8; py 2(?)
§skam( ) – oa 3
¶ti – oy 13
¶tow – jz 4; o 27; oh 3 (bis); p 14; pd 4
§fair( ) – pw 2
¶xomai – nd 2; nz 14; jw 13; o 15; ob 13
≤liotrÒpion – my 5(?); oy 7; pa 12
yeÒw – nh 2
y°rmow – pg 4
yevr°omai – nd 24; pd 9; pe 8
yr°mma – ph 8
yÊmon – o 5
yum≈n – ow 12
ﬁdiÒkthtow – pb 3
ﬁdiospore¤a – p 3; pa 13; pw 6
ﬂereÊw – see index 4
ﬂmatiop`[ – nz 11
ka( ) – j 3
ka¤ – ne 17; nw 4, 16; nh 12, 16; jw 2; jz 2;
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jy 7, [13]; o 2, 16; oa 9, 11; og 6, 11; oh
3, 10, 13, 14; oy 5, 9, 10, 12, [14], 15; p
5, 17; pa 3, 7, 9; pb 2, 11; pg 2, 8; pd 2,
4, [11]; pe 2, 5; pw 2; pz 5
kaix( ) – nd 6
kãminow – pg 8
katã – jw 7; pd 8, 9
kataloxismÒw(?) – pg 2
katajÊv – pw 4
ke`id( ) – je 9
kerame›on – jy 4, 16; o 8, 12
klhronÒmow – oh 13(?), 17
kl∞row – ja 2, 6(?); jy 2, [14]; o 10,
16 (?); oh 13, 16, 17; p 7; pd 8; pz 8;
ph 8
klhro( ) – nz 11
kn∞kow – pw 7, 8
ko¤lvma – ph 7
koinÒw – pd 4
ko¤th – nz 10
kÒllhma – nz 9, 13, 16; [ny 4]; j 2, 5, [11];
jg 3, 5, [11]; je 15; jw 20; jy [12], 19;
o [4], 13; oa 4, 7; ob 5, 11; og 8; od [3],
[7], [9]; oh 9, 12; oy 4, 7, 17, [22]; p 3,
[9], 11, 15; pb 7, [10], [12], [16], 19;
pg [5], [9]; pd 10; pw 6
kÒptv – oy 13
kriyÆ – jy 8; o 6; ob 8; og 9; oy 8, 19; p
3, 12, 16; pa [13]; pg 10
kuriakÒw – p 4; pa 13; pe 9
lãxana – nb 6; nz 15; nh 11; jy 8; oh 8; pb
6, 9
lÒgow – nh 2(?); pb 5, 14, 18; py 13
loipÒw – my 2; nd 10; ne 19; nh 5; jw 3; jy

16; oa 12; oh 21; oy 24; p 2, 7; pa 8; pw
5; pz 5, 9

mãgdvlow – oy 15; pa 3
m°gaw – ne 21
m°gistow – nh 2; pd 12
mer¤w – oh 17
m°row – pg 7
metã + gen. – ng 8; nz 14
metã + acc. – ob 13; pb 17; pg 6
metat¤yhmi – ne 15
misy≈thw – pa 4
monãrtabow – jz 17; pb 5
mur¤kh – oy 6, 12
nhs( ) – je 3
nhsiotikÒw – pw 2
n∞sow – pz 2
nÒtow – nd 11; ne 21; nz 14; nh 7; jw 13; ob
13; pb 8; pz 9; ph 2; py 2
ı – ny 2, 9(?); jw 12(?); jh 10; o 2; oz 2; oh
3 (bis); oy 4, 10, 13, 20, 22; p 4, 5, 6, 7,
12, 13, 14; pa 14; pb 2; pg 7; pd 3, 4,
8, 9; pe 2, 8; pz 5, 6, 9, 10; ph 7, 10
ıdÒw – ob 13
oﬁkonom¤a – p 4; pa [14]
oﬁnikÒw – jy 4, 16; o [8], 12; pe 8
ımo¤vw – jw 20; oa 6; p 9; pe 5; pz 10;
ph 2
ˆnoma – nd 17; nh 13, 16; jw 6; oa 2, 11; og
6, 11; oy 2, 16
ˆnow – p 4; pa 13
ˆrion – oh 7; pd 7
˜w – nz 12; ob 3, 4; oy 2; pz 4

indices

[§n (√)/(⁄)/(aÂw)]: – nb 3; ng 3, 11; nd 16,
17, 23; jy 12; oy 6, 11, 15; pb 10; pg 7
[ény’ (œn)]: pe 3
[œn] – ng 10; ne 18; nw 6; nh 10, 13, 14;
jy 10; o 3; ob 16; oe 14; ow 4, 9; oy 2;
pd 8; pw 4; pz 8(?); ph 5, 11
ˆspreon – nh 11(?); j 4, 9, 13; ja 5; oh 11;
pb 9
oÈs¤a – nz 10
otow – p 17
parã – oh 6
paragrafÆ – nd 24; ne 11; pe 8
paradrom¤w – ng 8
ped¤on – ph 2
pentãdraxmow – ng 11; pa 21
pentãrourow – pz 7, 9
per¤ – nh 3; j 7, 12; oh 13; pb 2, 17; pz 10,
12; ph 10
per¤metron – pe 2
plastÆ – ne 17; jy 13; oy 2, 5, 10, 14
ple›stow – ph 4
plinyoulk¤a – jy 12; pg 8
pÒrow – pb 17
pÒtamow – p 9; pw 3
potamofÒrhtow – p 8, 9; pa 2; pw 4; pz 5
prÒkeimai – ny 2, 9(?); jw 12, 18; jh 10; oz
2; oy 20; p 5, 13; pa 11; pg 19; pz 6, 9;
ph 7
prÒw – jz 4; pw 4
prÒteron – jy 15; oh 6, 10; oy 4(?); p 7;
pg 3; pe 5; pz 3, 11
pr≈tvw – ne 15; oh 2; pd 3
puknÒv – oy 7; pa [12]
purÒw – nb 6; nw 17; nz 15, 20; nh 6, 11; jg
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10; ob 7; ow 10; oh 8, 11; oy 18; pa 19;
pb 6; pg 4; pz 2, 4
p«l(ow) – pe 4, 7

sitikÒw – oa 6, 8
skãmma – pb 4, 8
skvlhkÒbrvtow – pw 8
spãrtow – ph 5
spÒrimow – pa 8
stenÒw – ob 13
stereÒw – pw 7
sÊn – oh 16
sunoptik«w – nz 15, 20; nh 6, 11; jy 7(?);
oh 8, 11; pb 6, 9; pg 4
sfrag¤w – j 7; ph 4
svmat¤zv – oh 16
tapeinÒw – pw 3
tetrãrourow – nh 7
top( ) – nw 4; pg 11
toparx¤a – p 10
tÒpow – j 10; jw 7; pg 8; pw 4
trap°zh – oh 4
trisãrourow – pb 8
tr¤ton – p 12, 14; pd 7
Ïdreuma – nh 5; jy 5; oy 12
Ïdvr – pd 8
ÍpÒ – ja 6; pd 4(?)
ÍpÒlogow – jy 7; ow 2; oy 9, 24; pa 7
xersãbroxow – pa 9
x°rsow – nw 9; oy 9, [15]; pa 3
xoËw – oa 5
xvr¤on – oy 5, 10; p 10
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fakÒw – oy 23; ph 5, 13
foinik≈n – oa 3, 6, 8, 12; ob 3 (bis) 4, 6;
og 10
fo›nij – nd 16, 17, 23; ne 10; nw 24; o 3, 14,
17; pe 4, 6, 7, 8
fÒrimow – ng 3; nd 23; ne 10; nw 24; nh 10,

14(?); o 3, 14, 17; oa 12; oy 11, 12; pa 4,
5; pe 6, 8
fute¤a – jy 7; ow 2; pa 7

cilÒw – ne 21; p 10; pb 11; pg 6
»n°omai – nz 12; oh 6; pb 5
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